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Human-assisted mobility as an interactional accomplishment1
Asta Cekaite / Tiina Keisanen / Mirka Rauniomaa / Pauliina Siitonen
1. Introduction
Social interaction takes place not simply between "speakers" and "recipients" but
among participants that are variously capable of acting, sensing and moving in the
material world. Without forgetting the centrality of language, research on social
interaction can be seen to have undergone an 'embodied turn' (Nevile 2015), in
which analytical foci, concepts and tools have developed to take into (better) account the various bodily, material and spatial resources that participants may draw
on (for seminal early work, see, e.g. Goodwin 1980; Goodwin 1981; Heath 1986).
Recent research has indeed explored how the different dimensions of materiality
(e.g. Nevile et al. 2014; Tuncer/Haddington/Licoppe 2019), embodiment (e.g.
Streeck/Goodwin/LeBaron 2014; Goodwin/Cekaite 2018; Mondada 2019), and
mobility (e.g. Haddington/Mondada/Nevile 2013) may feature in the organization
of social interaction. Studies have also investigated the coordination, or perhaps
synchronization, of individual mobile and sensing bodies (e.g. Broth/Mondada
2013; Kreplak/Mondémé 2014; Mondada 2018), also as formations or units that
need to reconcile with mobile others or with some static entities (e.g. McIlvenny/
Broth/Haddington 2014; Deppermann et al. 2018; Due/Lange 2018; Deppermann
2019). However, little is known about social meaning‐making practices between
multiple interconnected bodies in motion, that is, how participants use, together
with language and other resources, different forms of bodily contact in situated,
locally managed social activities that involve mobility. Further analysis is therefore
required to better understand the complex, reflexive link between the organization
of social interaction, materiality, embodiment, and mobility; a link that is fundamental to human sociality.
This special issue is concerned with the organization of face-to-face social interaction in relation to human-assisted mobility: the contributions explore how human
participants assist another's movement in various indoor and outdoor settings. Human-assisted mobility is in this special issue studied and discussed as embodied
interactional practice (see Goodwin 2000). More specifically, the contributions examine how language use, the intertwining of bodies, different sensory modalities
and material artifacts in social interaction contribute to meaning-making as an intercorporeal achievement (e.g. Cekaite 2015; Mondada 2016; Goodwin 2017;
Meyer/Streeck/Jordan 2017; Cekaite/Mondada 2021). The contributions draw on
video recordings and take a point of departure in conversation-analytic, ethnomethodological and micro-sociological perspectives that are interested in participants'
methods for establishing and enacting specific – situated and recognizable – social
1

We are very happy to be able to publish this special issue in the journal Gesprächsforschung and
wish to thank the journal editors for a most efficient and agreeable process. We are grateful to
our contributors for making the special issue happen! We also wish to thank the participants and
attendees of the panel "Intercorporeality: Human-assisted mobility in social interaction", which
we organized at the International Conference on Conversation Analysis (ICCA) in 2018, and
participants in the European Advanced Workshops on Mobility and Social Interaction (MOBSIN).
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and corporeal orders (e.g. Goffman 1963; Garfinkel 1984 [1967]; Sacks 1992;
Crossley 1995; Francis/Hester 2004; Schegloff 2007; Goodwin 2018).
2. Human-assisted mobility in context:
The studies in this special issue
Analyses of human-assisted mobility as embodied interactional practice provide a
novel context for the study of how social categories, relationships and emotional
bonds between participants as embodied subjects are indexically invoked and established. In families, one of the basic and initial practices for human-assisted mobility involves children and caregivers who routinely engage in carrying as a part
of their caring and affectionate, intimate encounters. Cekaite et al. (in this special
issue) examine carrying in family interaction indoors and outdoors and illustrate
that carrying is interactionally organized into a sequence with three distinct phases
and specific verbal and embodied designs: 1) the initiation, 2) the carrying proper
and 3) the release. Throughout the sequence, both the carrier and the carried deal
with different aspects of carrying as a collaborative act that involves negotiation
and careful calibration. Although not necessarily the explicit focus of the other articles in the special issue, similar phases can also be recognized in the sequences of
human-assisted mobility other than carrying.
Laurier et al. (in this special issue) also draw on family interaction outdoors and
examine how family members offer, recruit or request help and then reject or accept
that help, drawing upon relationship membership categorizations as a resource in
organizing joint mobile action. Carrying transforms into different forms of assistance as children grow older, and as Laurier et al. (in this special issue) succinctly
show, providing assistance in mobility between able-bodied adult family members
is not the norm. Instead, assistance continues to provide a means for the 'caring
work' that family members may engage in during their mundane everyday activities
such as walks in the wild. In multiple ways, then, human-assisted mobility may also
contribute to constituting what 'being a family' entails.
Contexts of care similarly harbour a wealth of situations where care recipients
and caregivers need to engage in joint mobility and where assistance is frequently
received or provided physically (e.g. through touch) or through material objects
(e.g. assistive devices). Hippi's article (in this special issue) highlights how humanassisted mobility may form the main activity in a care home for older adults, while
in other cases it serves the accomplishment of other activities. Most importantly,
the article discusses how the variation in the capabilities in autonomous mobility is
supported with appropriately scaled assistance, adjusted in collaboration with the
older adults and ranging from verbal instructions to embodied means of assistance.
Hippi (in this special issue) shows how encouraging older adults to move themselves in a care home supports their autonomy and ability to function in everyday
situations.
Likewise, Majlesi/Ekström/Hydén (in this special issue) examine encounters between older adults and their caregivers in a care home. Their focus is on how the
caregivers move from using mitigated directive turns with indirect forms to using
shorter and clearer imperative turns to make it easier for older adults with dementia
to understand how their joint movement is unfolding. In that way, the article by
Majlesi/Ekström/Hydén (in this special issue), among others, renders the usually
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unnoticed nature of 'walking' visible. Smith's article (in this special issue) on mountain rescue work further highlights how in team work the timing of actions, in particular, needs to be appropriately and intricately combined with other situated resources in order to accomplish the task at hand – here, 'a good lift' – and how the
occasioned, then-and-there generated categories related to the stretcher and the surrounding space are constitutive of the safe and smooth progress of mountain rescue
work. The analyses are specifically concerned with the relationship between instructed actions and situated doings.
While in some settings human-assisted mobility may provide participants with
possibilities for intimate moments of being together and experiencing corporeal
closeness (and these moments can be sought by care recipients and caregivers
alike), in other settings human-assisted mobility may be enforced, such as in encounters that the police have with the public. Pehkonen (in this special issue) shows
how police officers balance the boundary between care and control, or compliance
and resistance, in directive sequences through which intoxicated members of the
public are possibly woken up, helped up and shepherded on the move or escorted
into the police van. The study indicates that officers verbally parse the requested
action into smaller steps if a drunken person does not carry it out but resists. There
are also other kinds of public social situations in which constraints in terms of ability and autonomous mobility may become interactionally relevant, public transport
being a central one. In these situations strangers volunteering their assistance to
others likewise balance between the norms of civil distance between strangers and
the offering of support in the face of some observable trouble. Muñoz (in this special issue) shows that although being assisted by strangers when moving in the public transport, an older adult with reduced mobility is able, via language use, to maintain her autonomy and control the joint action with the assistance-giver.
3. Configurations of multiple modalities in human-assisted mobility
The need for seeking or receiving assistance in mobility arises frequently in social
interaction, and there are multiple ways of designing this assistance collaboratively.
Situations of human-assisted mobility involve complex configurations of modalities, where physical contact and talk may mutually inform each other. In general,
mobility may be the result of recruitment (see, e.g. Drew/Couper-Kuhlen 2014;
Kendrick/Drew 2016) when a participant is having trouble moving from one place
to another, or a part of directive sequences that aim at getting the other to do the
nominated task that entails movement. In both cases, the assistance-giver and the
assistance-receiver treat human-assisted mobility as their joint accomplishment and
often negotiate verbally on the need for it or how to conduct it, thus orienting to the
other's volition, autonomy and bodily integrity. In this way, directive turns such as
requests for or offers of assistance are frequently employed in such situations. It is
noteworthy that should a person with reduced mobility be unable to perform the
requested mobile action by themselves, the assistance-giver may turn the action into
a joint one also by using linguistic resources (e.g. the assistance-giver's directive
"get up" is followed by the same speaker's directive "let's get up") (see Pehkonen
in this special issue; see also Hippi and Majlesi/Ekström/Hydén in this special issue). Several studies show that, for instance, the touch recipient's autonomy of ac-
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tion is honed by using verbalizations. Especially notable is the complex and recurrent coordination of talk and touch: talk may index a next step in human-assisted
mobility and create a mutual understanding of the relevant course of action (e.g.
Hippi, Majlesi/Ekström/Hydén and Pehkonen in this special issue), and haptic resources can be used to downgrade or upgrade the social meaning of the directives.
There is a coordination of corporeal and verbal actions that orients to the recipient's
willingness or inability to perform the requested action and to engage in mobility
(e.g. Cekaite et al. and Laurier et al. in this special issue).
In that touch as physical contact between bodies is a special sensory modality
that can escalate the balance of intimacy (Montagu 1971; Cekaite 2010), its use in
human-assisted mobility provides an intricate resource that affects the organization
of social interaction. Material objects are used as prosthetic assisting devices when
physical contact for various reasons is avoided (e.g. wheelchairs in care contexts,
stretchers in mountain rescue and rollators in public transport, see Hippi, Smith and
Muñoz, respectively, in this special issue). Variations in the character (e.g. skin-toskin, through assistive device) and 'force' or 'quality' of physical contact feature the
practices of collaborative mobility. The contributions in this special issue demonstrate that physical contact is used to force, initiate, or simply suggest the recipient's
mobile action. Notably, physical assistance cannot be equated with the participants'
being treated as "non-responsive objects" who are simply lifted over an obstacle
(Laurier et al. in this special issue). Studies that examine human-assisted mobility
in adult caregiver – care-recipient contexts show that "touching in form of holding
hands, gently pulling or pushing the resident's arm or back, or giving physical support when lending a hand to someone" have impact on the social meaning of a directive, for instance (Majlesi/Ekström/Hydén in this special issue; see also Hippi in
this special issue). So called "socio-emotional touch" can also be intertwined with
steering physical contact to accomplish socially downgraded management of a care
recipient's movement: physical assistance may involve "close bodily contact while
also supporting a resident emotionally" (Hippi in this special issue).
Similarly, Laurier et al. and Cekaite et al. (in this special issue), in their examination of adults' assisting children and other family members, show how physical
contact is used as both physically forceful and affectionate means of conveyance.
Various haptic formations, defined as positions of two touching bodies vis-à-vis
each other (Cekaite et al. in this special issue) provide specific affordances for carrying because the adult can exert control on the recipient who experiences different
possibilities for decision making concerning the spatial trajectory of walking. In all,
the contributions show that human-assisted mobility may involve close physical
contact that is calibrated to indicate multifaceted concerns, both those aimed at
managing the recipient's mobility, and maintaining social relations.
4. Conclusion
This special issue shows that situations of human-assisted mobility involve an intricate deployment of multiple modalities: talk informs about impending or concurrent touch and shapes the recipient's physical responses. Moreover, it is acknowledged that human-assisted mobility may not be easily achieved and is not taken for
granted; rather, it requires participants' attention to a complex of factors concerning
its physical and relational characteristics, such as reverence to the other's bodily
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integrity, different degrees of capacity for independent movement, as well as material conditions and possibilities for assistance. Indeed, by exploring situations in
which human-assisted mobility is oriented to as relevant, the studies in this special
issue give new insight into the characteristics of social interaction between participants as embodied subjects in motion.
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Carrying out carrying: Language, touch and movement
in the organization of assisted mobility in family interaction
Asta Cekaite / Tiina Keisanen / Mirka Rauniomaa / Pauliina Siitonen1
Abstract
This conversation-analytic study documents contexts and situations of family interaction in which it becomes relevant for caregivers to carry children. Carrying involves the physical management of the recipient's body, while simultaneously it
provides the necessary bodily assistance as a condition for human mobility and care.
In each case, carrying is set within a particular spatial and temporal framework and
related to an ongoing or imminent activity that requires some mobility. The study
shows how carrying is interactionally organized into a sequence with three distinct
phases and specific designs: the initiation, the carrying proper and the release. The
study also describes different kinds of mobile haptic formations. The videorecorded data come from family interactions involving children aged 1-6 years in
Sweden and Finland.
Keywords: caregiver-child interaction – carrying – directive sequences – haptic formation –
mobility.

German abstract
Die vorliegende konversationsanalytische Studie beschäftigt sich mit Kontexten
und Situationen in der familiären Interaktion, in denen Betreuungspersonen Kinder
tragen. Das Tragen umfasst die physische Manipulation des Körpers der betreuten
Personen, während es gleichzeitig die erforderliche körperliche Unterstützung als
Voraussetzung für menschliche Mobilität und Betreuung bereitstellt. In jedem der
besprochenen Fälle erfolgt das Tragen in einem besonderen räumlichen und zeitlichen Rahmen und in Bezug zu einer laufenden oder bevorstehenden Aktivität, die
eine gewisse Mobilität erfordert. Die Studie zeigt, wie das Tragen interaktional in
einer Sequenz mit drei unterschiedlichen Phasen und je spezifischem Design organisiert ist: der Initiierung, dem eigentlichen Tragen und dem Absetzen. Die Studie
beschreibt außerdem unterschiedliche Arten mobiler haptischer Formationen. Die
auf Video aufgenommenen Daten stammen von familiären Interaktionen mit Kindern im Alter von ein bis sechs Jahren in Schweden und Finnland.
Keywords: Betreuer-Kind-Interaktion – Tragen – Instruktionssequenzen – haptische Gestaltung –
Mobilität.
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1. Introduction
In this study, we focus on the interactional organization of a form of human-assisted
mobility that is pervasive in social interaction between young children and their
caregivers: carrying. Carrying involves forceful physical management of the recipient's bodily actions and puts constraints on their kinaesthetic autonomy and possibility for bodily movement. Simultaneously, carrying provides necessary bodily assistance as a condition for human mobility and care. It therefore constitutes an intricate social corporeal practice where multiple social concerns (Goffman 1963) and
sensory affective experiences (Merleau-Ponty 1962) are interwoven. Because it involves both physical contact and movement, carrying requires particular kind of
coordination by the participants through their corporeal and verbal actions.
The study explores recurrent situations where carrying features in caregiverchild interactions. The video-recorded data come from indoor and outdoor contexts
in Sweden and Finland. Multimodal conversation analysis is employed to examine
how carrying is interactionally organized in directive or request sequences when a
child needs to accomplish an embodied task or engage in independent locomotion
but displays reluctance or trouble in doing so. In such situations carrying is deployed to secure that children put into action the requested tasks or to help children
move, for example, in difficult terrain.
The study is organized as follows: In section 2, we develop the notion of 'mobile
haptic formations' by discussing previous research on walking as a mode of mobility (2.1) and on human-to-human touch (2.2). After briefly introducing the data,
methods and transcription conventions in section 3, we provide an analysis of the
carrying sequence, from initiation (4.1) through carrying proper (4.2) to the release
(4.3). In the analysis, not only do we shed light on the sequence as it generally
unfolds but we also follow two individual cases from beginning to end (i.e. Examples 1, 5 and 10 form one continuous sequence, as do Examples 4, 6 and 9). We
summarize and reflect on our findings in section 5.
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2. Towards mobile haptic formations
Walking is a common social activity that humans are initiated into early: much of
children's first months and years are concerned with learning how to walk. However, before and for some time after they can walk, children are frequently carried
or otherwise transported using different culturally dependent means, such as
strollers or slings. As a form of human-assisted mobility, carrying involves a carrier
and the carried, who move together by foot as one unit and whose bodies are in
physical contact to varying degrees. These two central aspects for providing and
receiving assistance through carrying, walking as a mode of mobility (2.1) and human-to-human touch (2.2), are discussed in detail below.
2.1. Interactional organization of walking
Carrying essentially involves participants' mobility – walking from one location to
another. Previous studies on walking have established it as a situated and interactional accomplishment, where the practices of 'walking together' vs. 'walking alone'
(Ryave/Schenkein 1974; Schmitt 2012; De Stefani 2013; Mondada 2014a) are oriented to as recognizably different forms of action. A number of studies have focused
specifically on 'vehicular units' (Goffman 1971) or "mobile formations-in-action"
(McIlvenny/Broth/Haddington 2014:104), in order to explore how multiple participants walk or move together, for example, in dancing (e.g. Keevallik 2013) or during guided tours (e.g. De Stefani/Mondada 2014) and how pedestrians interact with
other road users (e.g. Haddington/Rauniomaa 2014; McIlvenny 2019b). In terms of
providing or receiving assistance in mobility, studies have explored how (groups
of) mobile individuals navigate and traverse in built and unbuilt environments, either with the assistance of maps and navigation devices (Laurier/Brown/McGregor
2016; Smith/Laurier/Reeves/Dunkley 2020) or by relying on the assistance or cooperation from others (e.g. Relieu 1997; Due/Lange 2018; Merlino/Mondada 2019;
see also Muñoz and Smith in this special issue).
Walking itself has been observed to consist of smaller practices of "stepping,
walking, walking backwards, accelerating, slowing down, etc., which have specific
sequential trajectories" (Mondada 2016:347), and to be involved in the organization
of other activities (e.g. vom Lehn 2013; De Stefani/Mondada 2014; González-Martínez/Bangerter/Lê Van 2017; Mondada 2018; Jakonen 2020) as well as in opening
(Mondada 2009) or closing them (Broth/Mondada 2013, 2019; Tuncer 2015).
Opening and closing activities or changing orientation and level of engagement
within an activity frequently involve the use of multiple resources beyond walking.
The practices of such transitions are increasingly studied, in both mobile and stationary contexts (for mobile contexts specifically, see e.g. Broth/Lundström 2013;
Broth/Mondada 2013; Broth/Keevallik 2014; Keisanen/Rauniomaa/Siitonen 2017).
In social-interactional studies of mobility, and especially of walking, language,
space, and the material environment are essentially treated as intertwined resources:
the material environment and mobility influence the organization of interaction, and
the human body with its resources constitutes an essential part of interaction (e.g.
Broth/Lundström 2013; Mondada 2014; Weilenmann/Normark/Laurier 2014;
Smith 2017; McIlvenny 2019a). This study explores the interactional organization
of how two single individuals come together and form one mobile formation for the
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duration of carrying, and how the mobile formation is then dissolved for the two
single individuals to continue their (mobile) activities. This involves the coordination of various linguistic, spatial, material and embodied resources, the last most
notably via touch.
2.2. Interactional organization of touch
Previous interactional studies on touch, as corporeal contact, show that haptic steering can be used in initiating, controlling and scaffolding others' mobility (Cekaite
2010). Studies on the use of physical contact in order to manage and monitor the
recipient's (e.g. a child's, an older person's) bodily conduct have shown that touch
is frequently coordinated with other modalities (see also Hippi, Laurier et al., Majlesi/Ekström/Hydén and Pehkonen in this special issue). Controlling physical contact constitutes a part of contextual configurations (Goodwin 2000) where multiple
modalities laminate each other within recognizable sequences of interaction. Verbal
resources are used concurrently, or prior to, physical contact in ways that, for instance, clarify its meaning (e.g. explicitly requesting compliance, or through an indexical reference to the relevant social activity). For instance, requests and directives in family interactions overlay the physical control act (Cekaite 2010, 2015;
see also Marstrand/Svennevig 2017).
Moreover, the sequential organization of such haptic controlling sequences can
be structured so as to verbally inform, request or negotiate the recipient's volitional
compliant response, before engaging in, for instance, the 'shepherding' of a child's
locomotion (if compliance is not forthcoming). Engagement into physical contact,
especially controlling touch that manages and directs the recipient's conduct, is a
matter of negotiation that can involve coordinated deployment of verbal as well as
corporeal means. Coordinated deployment of multiple modalities, as they are configured in specific social interactional situations, has also been conceptualized as
'complex multimodal gestalts' (CMG; Mondada 2014b). Complex multimodal gestalts can also involve the use of touch. For instance, CMG consisting of touch followed by a deictic pointing gesture has been shown to occur within an ongoing
pedagogical activity and to direct a recipient's attention to a particular focus of concern (Routarinne et al. 2020).
Interactional studies have also shown that embodied acts, including haptic acts,
can bear a recognizable and systematic interactional, sequential design (e.g. Cekaite/Mondada 2020). Similarly to talk-in-interaction, embodied acts can also invite a
response. For instance, as demonstrated by Goodwin and Cekaite (2018) and Goodwin (2020), hugs between family members as well as friends are sequentially established in that the initiation of a hug is usually realized by one of the participants
reaching out their arms towards another as a part of supportive interchanges, such
as greetings or farewells (Goffman 1963). Embodied and verbal responses are similarly characterized by a specific interactional design: the recipient putting their
arms around the hugger. Resistance and disaffiliation are configured not only verbally, but also by refraining from expected embodied reciprocation (e.g. by resisting
to sustain a hugging haptic formation or rejecting it verbally, see also Katila/Gan/
Goodwin 2020). In this way, embodied as well as verbal responses are indexical of
the participants' affiliation, social relations and affective stances.
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Carrying, as a way of assisting the recipient's locomotion, can be assembled as
various haptic formations (Cekaite 2015), that is, specific ways of positioning bodies vis-á-vis each other. While a range of spatial-orientational formations, such as
the F-formation and the nested formation (e.g. Kendon 1990; Ochs/Solomon/Sterponi 2005; McIlvenny 2009), allow interactants to arrange specific spatial conditions for interaction, they can also be deployed in the organization of mobile units.
Similarly, a range of haptic formations can be configured in ways that resemble
spatial-orientational formations. Notably, however, haptic formations provide possibilities for sensorial co-perception of engagement and responses through physical
contact between the participants, and haptic formations that involve extended areas
of bodily contact, such as an embrace or a head-to-head formation, are used in close
and intimate social relations (Goodwin/Cekaite 2018). Haptic formations are also
deployed in configuring assisted mobility, such as carrying.
3. Data and methods
For this study, we draw on two data sets of everyday family interaction involving
children aged 1-6 years, that is, children who are already able to walk themselves
but whom the caregivers would or could still carry. One set includes video recordings from family homes in Sweden: a researcher followed family members with a
handheld camera as they carried out their domestic activities, such as various morning routines dealing with getting dressed and brushing teeth. The other set includes
video recordings from outdoor settings in Finland: family members were given
handheld or wearable action cameras and they recorded themselves as they engaged
in nature-related activities, such as trekking and foraging. We chose the two data
sets in that they have documented naturally occurring, mundane family activities in
which human-assisted mobility is salient: in these data, caregivers often carry children to help them move in difficult terrain or to make them comply with parental
directives.
We employ multimodal conversation analysis to examine how sequences of
caregivers carrying children unfold. We are interested in how the participants themselves render their conduct meaningful and recognizable, among other things,
through the design, timing and sequential position of their verbal and embodied
actions (see Garfinkel 1967; Sacks 1992; Schegloff 2007). The data extracts have
been transcribed according to basic conversation-analytic conventions (see, e.g. Jefferson 2004) and Mondada's (2019) conventions for multimodal transcription. Talk
is written in black, bold font, while descriptions of participants' relevant embodied
conduct are written in gray font. Translations from the Finnish or Swedish original
into English are provided in italics. First-name pseudonyms are used for the children, whereas the caregivers are referred to with the following participant labels:
mother (MOM), father (DAD), grandfather (GRF) and grandmother (GRM). The
dollar sign ($) indicates whiny voice. The symbol # is used to indicate the timing
of figures with reference to talk, while two sets of symbols are used to indicate
where various forms of embodied conduct occur: the symbols + and ± for the child,
and the symbols * and ¤ for the caregiver. The symbols do not have a fixed meaning
but are used to distinguish between, for example, the caregiver's body position and
arm movements, if such a distinction is relevant for the analysis. The granularity of
the descriptions of embodied conduct depends on what is captured on the video
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recordings, on the one hand, and what is relevant for the analysis of individual examples, on the other hand.
4. Interactional organization of carrying
This section analyzes carrying as an interactional sequence that is accomplished by
using multiple modalities, and proceeds along the phases of an unfolding carrying
sequence: section 4.1 focuses on the initiation of carrying and differentiates between the sequences that are started off by the prospective carried, i.e. the child
(4.1.1), and the prospective carrier, i.e. the caregiver (4.1.2). Section 4.2 examines
how the participants together establish and maintain the mobile haptic formation
and negotiate the trajectory and length of their joint movement by using resources
available in embrace formations (4.2.1) and nested formations (4.2.2). Section 4.3
analyzes how the participants manage the release of carrying and move on to the
next activity to finish the requested routine task at home or to continue with the
activity that they were engaged in before the carrying.
4.1. Initiation: Orienting to the relevance of carrying and establishing the formation
As carrying requires profoundly embodied actions, it is intrusive on the corporeal
agency of the carried and it can also be physically demanding for the carrier. This
is addressed by participants, at first, during the initiation of a carrying sequence:
participants draw on a broad range of multimodal resources and interactional practices to negotiate and establish the relevance of carrying, and thus to ascertain that
it is not carried out in vain. In our data, depending on the situational and sociomaterial context as well as the prevailing rights and responsibilities of the participants, carrying may follow an indication of need for assistance (see, e.g. Drew/
Couper-Kuhlen 2014; Kendrick/Drew 2016 on 'recruitment') when moving across
challenging terrain outdoors, or a part of directive sequences that aim at "getting
things done" in the family home.
The following analyses show that participants employ a conventionalized complex multimodal gestalt (Mondada 2014b), comprising particular body configurations (e.g. extended arms, proximity of bodies) that may be accompanied or preceded by verbal requests, offers and other directive actions, to initiate the carrying
sequence. The establishment of an appropriate haptic formation is a dialogic endeavor that sequentially resembles the interactional organization of a hug and comforting embrace (Goodwin/Cekaite 2018): it has to be accepted and instantiated,
which is primarily accomplished through embodied actions. Verbal components
around the initiation typically relate to negotiations about how the activity should
progress and, possibly, whether carrying is relevant in the first place. Whether carrying is initiated by the prospective carried or the prospective carrier has an effect
on how this initial phase of the carrying sequence unfolds. Unlike young children
of 1-6 years, caregivers namely ordinarily have the physical capacities, such as the
stature and strength, that lifting, holding and carrying require. Sections 4.1.1 and
4.1.2 examine how carrying may come about, and they are divided on the basis of
who initiates the sequence.
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4.1.1. Carrying initiated by the prospective carried

Let us first examine cases in which the child, as the prospective carried, initiates
the carrying sequence. In these cases, it is the children who, in different ways, put
forward that carrying is relevant in that moment and make themselves available for
their caregivers to pick up. While the children may not be physically capable of
forcing their caregivers to carry them (i.e. caregivers typically need to bend down
to pick children up), the children may move and position themselves so as to insist
on being carried. What is more, as Example 1 shows, the initiation of carrying may
involve verbal negotiation.
In Example 1, three-year-old Risto has been picking bilberries in the woods with
his mother, grandfather and grandmother. Here, Risto positions himself in front of
mother and requests her to hold him. The request leads into a lengthy sequence of
negotiation and preparation, as a result of which mother lifts Risto up in her arms.
(N.B. No continuous footage of Risto and mother is available until line 15 of the
transcript. Figure 1a is taken from the camera first held by mother and Figures 1bc from the same camera then held by grandfather.)
(1) 06 HANS Mustikassa I (T:00:39:50)
01
02

ris
RIS:

03

RIS:

04

MOM:
ris
ris
fig

(0.8)
>>walks twd M-->
äi±ti.
mom
±lifts arms up twd M-->
minä# haluan tulla+± syl[liin.
I want to come into {your} arms
[oota ko pappa otºtaa sinut.º
wait for grandpa to take you
-->+out of camera view-->l.15
-->±out of camera view-->l.15
#1a

Fig. 1a
05
06

GRF:

07

RIS:

08

(0.6)
tuupa pappa ottaa sinut sylli[in.
come grandpa will take you into {his} arms
[↑EIKU ÄITI.
no I mean mom
(0.6)
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09

MOM:

10

GRF:

11

GRF:

12
13

RIS:

14
15

MOM:

16
17

MOM:

18
mom
19

MOM:
fig

20
mom

fig

no pappa ot[taa sitte
ka]meran.
well then grandpa will take the camera
[paapa se jon(-)]
put it some(-)
no ni.
there we go
(0.7)
eiku äiti.
no I mean mom
(0.3)
joo äi*ti ottaa.
yes mom will take
*lets go of camera and brings hands down-->
(1.2)
siitä *näät siitä ruu'usta.
you can see from the screen
-->*brings l. hand up and points at camera-->
(0.5)*¤(0.8)
-->*brings l. hand down and takes hold of R-->
¤bends down-->
@hop.@# *¤(0.3) HHH¤
-->*lifts R up-->
¤straightens up¤
#1b
(0.4)*(0.3)*¤(0.5)#*(0.6)*(0.5)¤
-->*lowers R on l. shoulder
*brings l. arm under R
*brings r. arm under R*
¤turns-------------¤walks-->>
#1c

Fig. 1b

Fig. 1c

A moment before the example, Risto has begun to walk towards mother from a
couple of feet away. As he gets closer, Risto lifts his arms up towards mother (Figure 1a), addresses her with äiti ('mom') and makes a verbal request, minä haluan
tulla sylliin ('I want to come into {your} arms', ll.2-3). The increasing proximity of
the participants, the upheld arms of the child and the verbal request form a complex
multimodal gestalt and the first part of a pre-sequence, with which the child initiates
the carrying sequence and prepares to be held by the caregiver, allowing her access
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to his body or, indeed, making it impossible for her to avoid some form of physical
contact.
Mother first rejects Risto's request by suggesting that grandfather hold him in a
moment (l.4), and grandfather himself offers to hold Risto (l.6). Risto, in turn, rejects the offered alternative with a loud eiku äiti ('no I mean mom', l.7, see Haakana/Visapää 2014 on the Finnish particle eiku), insisting on a particular caregiver
to act as the carrier. Mother then accepts the request and begins preparations to
fulfill it (see Rauniomaa/Keisanen 2012), by handing the video camera over to
grandfather (ll.9-11). The purpose of the transfer is not clear to Risto, however, who
again protests with eiku äiti ('no I mean mom', l.13). Mother now spells out her
acceptance of the request (joo äiti ottaa 'yes mom will take', l.15) and positions
herself so that she is able to lift Risto up: she brings her hands down, bends down
and takes a firm grasp of Risto under the arms (Figure 1b). Facing mother, Risto
also grasps her by the arms (Figure 1b).
Immediately before the lift, mother produces the interjection hop, which is a recognizable but not truly conventionalized lexical item in Finnish (l.19). It sounds
strained and ends in a hold rather than a release of the final plosive, p. As such, it
prepares both the carrier and the carried for the lift as somehow strenuous, something for which they need to prepare. Similarly, the loud exhalation that mother
produces when straightening up and lifting Risto up constitutes "a deliberate display
of a physical effort" (Keevallik/Ogden 2020:10). It is a means for the caregiver to
show that carrying is no trivial task and that she is now focused on lifting the child
off the ground. Once Risto is in mother's arms, mother first brings his body against
her shoulder and then brings her arms around under him to secure a stable hold as
she turns and begins to walk (Figure 1c).
The lengthy sequence of negotiation and preparation presented in Example 1
shows how the participants orient to the relevance of carrying: by insisting not only
that he be held, but that he be held by a particular caregiver, the mother, the child
establishes the relevance of carrying as providing an opportunity to be comforted
and to display affection, rather than as simply facilitating movement forward (see
also Laurier et al. in this special issue). Example 1 also shows that a carrying sequence may be initiated by the prospective carried through a directive action, such
as a request, that comprises both verbal elements and a particular body configuration.
Example 2, by contrast, shows that a carrying sequence may be initiated through
embodied means alone, and that the interactional meaning of such an initiation may
be informed by a verbal sequence that only indexically relates to the subsequent
carry. In Example 2, carrying is initiated by five-year-old Ingella. Using an imperative directive and a declarative account, kom nu för nu ska vi sova ('come now
because we're now going to bed'), mother loudly calls her daughter to come from
another room to get ready for bed (prior to the extract). Mother is standing at some
distance from the bedroom. The girl responds by expressing her wish to sleep together with mother.
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(2) 'Ingella': Evening routine.
01
02

03

MOM: *jamen vi *kollar härinne*
well we'll check here
*faces I---*points to bedroom*
ING: (0.3) $(jag tror inte jag är +±trött )$ (0.2)
(I don't think I'm
tired)
+walks to M-->
±arms stretched out-->
ING:
#+heheh#heheh (0.3)*
-->+runs to M--------*
fig
#2a
#2b

Fig. 2a

Fig. 2b
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04

ING:
mom
fig

±+*aupp±+ #(0.2)
-->±arms around M's torso±
+jumps, bumps into M+
*brings arms around I, lifts her-->
#2c

Fig. 2c
05

ING:
mom
fig

Fig. 2d

#uh*¤
-->*embraces I, facing fwd-->>
¤walks, carries I-->>
#2d

Fig. 2e
06

MOM:
ing
fig

+(0.1) uh#
+r. hand around M's neck, l. hand holds front-->>
#2e

It is only upon mother's partial concession that Ingella can sleep in a specific bed
(line 1), that Ingella starts her locomotion, moving quickly, i.e. running up towards
mother (l.3; Figures 2a-b). Notable is also the shift in her affective stance from
whining (l.2) to laughter, which together with her running arms stretched out display eagerness and willingness (i.e. volitional agency) of her embodied actions (l.3).
Ingella's running towards mother finishes by her bumping into her (l.4). This minor
collision is marked by an impact response cry, aupp (indicating "pain"). Simultaneously, Ingella takes hold of her mother's torso, in this way configuring a complex
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multimodal gestalt, which is immediately responded to by mother, who in turn
stretches out her arms and scoops up Ingella (ll.4-5; Figures 2c-d). Ingella, upon
being lifted up, makes yet another impact response cry, uh, which is mock-repeated
by mother, uh (ll.5-6). Notably, in contrast to Example 1, where an impact response
cry is produced by the carrier because of strenuous bodily efforts in lifting, here, it
is the carried who vocalizes her bodily response towards the effort of being lifted.
In Example 2, there is no explicit verbal request to be carried, or offer to carry.
Rather, the child's embodied actions invite carrying by the caregiver. The child's
running in this context is easily interpretable as an approach for being lifted up and
carried. It is especially noteworthy that the caregiver is immediately prepared to
respond to the child's embodied actions (ll.4-5) and that, as the child jumps into the
caregiver's arms and the caregiver lifts her up, they smoothly establish an intercorporeal embracing formation (l.6; Figures 2c-e). In this way, while there may not
even be time for verbal negotiation, as in Example 1, both the child's and, consequently, the caregiver's embodied conduct here show that they orient to carrying as
relevant in this moment. What Examples 1 and 2 have in common is that the carrying sequence is initiated by the prospective carried, the small child, whose means
of making carrying relevant and realizable are in significant ways different from
those of the grown-up caregiver.
4.1.2. Carrying initiated by the prospective carrier

In our data, carrying sequences are also routinely initiated by the prospective carrier, the caregiver. We have observed several verbal and embodied designs: In terms
of verbal actions, offers and accounts can be used to invoke the relevance of carrying and to lessen the imposition on the child's corporeal agency, because they frame
carrying as an optional means of movement that can also be refused. In other cases,
by contrast (and similarly to Example 2), the initiation of a carrying sequence may
not involve any negotiation, and the caregiver may simply enforce it, being as they
are able to overpower the child and control the child's movement.
First, however, let us examine a case in which the caregiver makes a verbal offer
and, only after evident acceptance by the child, lifts the child up for carrying. In
Example 3, three-year-old Risto, his mother and his grandparents are on their way
from a forest road deeper into the woods to pick berries, grandmother and grandfather carrying empty buckets and mother holding the video camera.
(3) 06 HANS Mustikassa I (T:00:01:10)
01
02

ris
grf
GRF:

03

RIS:
ris
grf
fig

(3.0)
>>walks fwd-->
>>walks fwd-->
pääsetkö #sinä sii[tä.]
can you make it
[en ]#p±ää¤*se.
no I can't
-->±
-->¤
*leans fwd-->
#3a
#3b
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Fig. 3a
04
05

grf
GRF:

ris
06
07

grf
fig
GRF:

ris
fig

Fig. 3b

(0.6)*
-->*
¤*no ↑pappa vähän uuppaa. joo±ko.¤*
well grandpa will oop you okay
¤steps behind R------------------¤
*stretches out arms--------------*
±lifts arms-->
*(0.4)#(0.2)*
*sways bucket r.*
#3c
*öp,± (0.3) *höp,# (.) nä:*¤in,
eup
heup
so
*brings hands under R's arms
*lifts R up---*
¤walks fwd-->>
-->±
#3d

Fig. 3c

Fig. 3d

Risto follows grandmother through undergrowth that reaches over his knees. After
Risto has taken a couple of halting and slightly staggering steps, which serve as an
embodied display of trouble (Kendrick/Drew 2016), grandfather, who follows
Risto, makes a pre-offer of assistance in the form of a yes/no interrogative: pääsetkö
sinä siitä ('can you make it', l.2). During grandfather's pre-offer, Risto takes another
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step with his left leg and balances the step by lifting his right arm, making somewhat
unsteady progress through the undergrowth (Figure 3a). Risto then responds to
grandfather's pre-offer both by producing a negative verbal answer (en pääse 'no I
can't', l.3) and by balancing himself to a stop so that he takes a short step with his
right leg, bends his knees, leans forward and throws his arms down, as if resigning
any independent movement (Figure 3b).
Risto remains standing in his resigned position, and grandfather leans forward a
little. Grandfather then offers to carry Risto (no pappa vähän uuppaa 'well grandpa
will oop you', l.5), while taking a step closer to him and beginning to stretch his
arms out towards him. On uttering the tag question jooko (yes-Q, 'okay'), grandfather takes another step that positions him steadily behind Risto and brings his arms
close to Risto. At the same time, Risto lifts his arms slightly, making it possible for
grandfather to slip his arms under them (Figure 3c). That is, the participants not
only establish the relevance of carrying through the sequence of pre-offer and acceptance, but they also orient to carrying as requiring intrusion by the caregiver into
the corporeal integrity of the child, for which the child needs to grant the caregiver
access to his body. The verbal negotiation may be accentuated by the fact that, at
first, Risto is moving forward and grandfather is walking behind him; in a sense,
the negotiation prevents Risto from being caught by surprise. The participants' preparations for the establishment of a mobile haptic formation without gaze contact
may also be reflected in how grandfather marks the pace of the subsequent lift with
two vocalizations: 'eup' as he brings his forearms under Risto's arms and 'heup' as
he lifts Risto off the ground (l.7; Figure 3d).
In addition to lifting up the child once an offer has been accepted, as in Example 3, carrying may simply be enforced by the caregiver. Such cases are recurrent
in our data from the family home, in situations in which caregivers' directives to
accomplish particular domestic tasks require movement to another space in the architecture of the home. In cases when the caregiver requests or demands some action to be done, verbal negotiations ensue primarily to the particular request, rather
than the carrying. When the child's resistance to engage in locomotion is extended,
and verbal negotiations concerning compliance with the requested action are exhausted, carrying is initiated and enforced on the child (on enforced human-assisted
mobility, see also Pehkonen in this special issue). While the bodily act of scooping
up and then carrying the child is not introduced verbally, the communicative meaning of the physical act is indexically invoked and inferred by the participants from
their prior talk and embodied conduct.
In Example 4, carrying is initiated and enforced by mother, in the service of
getting morning routines done. Prior to the extract, mother makes the bed and repeatedly requests three-year-old Ludvig to go to his room. Ludvig resists by teasing
mother by, for instance, lying immobile in bed or grabbing and preventing mother
from arranging the duvet. The extract presents mother's third attempt to get Ludvig
to go to his room and continue his morning routine. He resists by holding on to the
duvet. Mother releases the duvet from his grip and lifts him up (ll.1-3; Figures 4ab).
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(4) 'Ludvig': Morning routine.
01 MOM:
02 LUD:
03 MOM:

lud
fig

*så!*=
so
*puts away duvet*
=%heheh heheheheh%
%tries to grab duvet%
#¤(0.3)¤ #*+du:
listen
¤takes hold of L with both hands, pulls to her¤
*lifts L, puts one hand around his neck,
another under his armpit-->
+feet disengage fr. ground
#4a
#4b

Fig. 4a
04

LUD:
mom

Fig. 4b

+$AIHH$*
+puts r. arm around M's shoulders, neck-->>
-->*

Mother bounds off her prior activity with så 'okay', putting away the duvet, which
Ludvig pursues laughingly. Mother then gets the duvet from his hands and lifts him
up, while addressing him with 'listen' (ll.1-3; Figures 4a-b). Although the carrying
sequence is not introduced and negotiated verbally, the haptic act gains its meaning
within the communicative context, that is, mother's prior directives for Ludvig to
get prepared to get dressed in his room. Mother uses touch and the physical act of
lifting to rearrange Ludvig's bodily action and position, thus employing a haptic
directive. Although mother's physical act – lifting Ludvig from the ground and
swaying him in the air – occasions his bodily impact response cry AIH (l.4) (see
also Example 2), he does not show more resistant actions but conforms to carrying.
Examples 3 and 4 have shown how the carrying sequence may also be initiated
by the caregiver, as the prospective carrier. In these cases, the caregiver first begins
to orient to the relevance of carrying, for instance, after possible displays of trouble
or resistance to the caregiver's prior directives by the child. Similarly to carrying
sequences initiated by the prospective carried (section 4.1.1), sequences initiated
by the prospective carrier may involve different degrees of verbal negotiation or be
simply enforced, once the participants are within appropriate distance from and appropriately positioned with reference to one another. Indeed, it should be noted that,
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unlike children, caregivers are typically capable of initiating a carrying sequence
also when the prospective carried does not treat it as relevant or even resists it.
4.2. Carrying proper: Reciprocating embodied actions and
maintaining the mobile haptic formation
As carrying is initiated and the haptic formation between two bodies is established,
the participants reciprocally configure their bodies into various forms of haptic interfaces that are appropriate in the current activity context. These 'intertwinements'
(Goodwin 2017) require a high degree of cooperation and trust while the haptic
interface also provides both participants various affordances for action, including
affectionate touch and other displays of affect. The analyses illustrate how the participants draw on various verbal and embodied resources during the carrying proper
in order to jointly establish and maintain the mobile haptic formation, as well as the
trajectory and length of carrying. Section 4.2.1 discusses different forms of embraces, while section 4.2.2 focuses on nested haptic formations. Reciprocation of
embodied actions in the maintenance of these mobile haptic formations is established as a continuum of aligning bodily responses.
4.2.1. Reciprocation in embrace formations

The mobile haptic formations discussed in this section are based on different forms
of embraces, where the participants hold one or both of their arms around each other
so that they can also face one another. Such bodily configurations allow for direct
tactile and visual access to the other participant’s body, including intimate skin-toskin contact.
The example below is a continuation to Example 1, where Risto (three years)
requested to be carried. In addition to helping Risto through terrain that is difficult
for him, carrying provides a means to offer and receive comfort: the family has been
in the forest for a while now, and Risto is getting tired. In this example, which
depicts the participants’ joint movement during the carrying proper, the half-embracing carrying position is achieved and maintained for some length of time, during which Risto and mother also negotiate the end point of carrying.
(5) 06 HANS Mustikassa 1 (T:00:40:05)
18
19 MOM:
20
mom
fig

(1.3)
@hop.@ *(0.3) HHH
*lifts R and turns-->
(2.3)*(0.3)#(2.7)
-->*walks-->>
#5a
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Fig. 5a
21

RIS:

22
23

RIS:

24
25

MOM:
ris

26
27

ris
fig
RIS:

28
29

RIS:

Fig. 5b

(pääsen.)
(I can {walk})
(1.0)
minä jaksan +tuo(sta.)+
I am able to {walk} from there
+points fwd+
(.)
+siinä sää jaksat.+
there you are able to {walk}
+r. hand off M’s bag strap, holds on to M’s shoulder+
+(0.4)#(0.2)
+pushes upper torso away from M's body-->
#5b
kyl, (0.5) +kyllä.+ (0.4) kyllä. (.) k±yllä kyllä.
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
-->+turns to face back+
±grabs strap-->>
(0.8)
kyl+lä ↑kyllä.
yes
yes
+turns to face fwd-->>

A half-embracing carrying position is achieved when mother lifts Risto up against
her shoulder, turns and starts to walk towards the road: Risto straightens up his
body, takes a hold of the shoulder strap of mother's bag, and faces the direction of
walking (Figure 5a). In so doing, he orients to carrying as a joint activity, molding
his position to fit mother's movement and the resources available to him; the shoulder strap provides a convenient resource for Risto to stabilize the carrying position.
Mother holds Risto under his buttocks mainly with her left arm (Figure 5a), which
leaves her right arm available for balancing the mobility of the two bodies that she
is now maneuvering through uneven terrain in the forest.
The end point of the carrying is explicitly negotiated during this extract, as it
was not established during the initiation of the carrying (see Example 1). This sequence is initiated by Risto's proposal minä jaksan tuosta ('I am able to {walk} from
there', l.23). In addition to the end point, also the reason for the carrying is explicated here: Risto's use of the Finnish verb jaksaa (roughly 'to be able to') indicates
that when they reach the location in the forest that he is pointing at, the terrain will
be easy enough for Risto and that he has gained enough energy to walk himself
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again. During mother's agreeing response siinä sää jaksat ('there you are able to
{walk}', l.25), Risto also lets go of the bag strap and leans forward (Figure 5b),
presumably in anticipation of being lowered down. However, this is a premature
assumption as mother does not reciprocate these actions but continues to walk at a
steady pace. It can be noted that in her verbal response mother repeats the same
verb jaksaa that Risto used in his proposal, thereby ratifying the reason for the carrying as well as the end point (see Laury 2018). Further, the place referent is
changed from tuossa to siinä (both of which mean roughly 'there'), to indicate that
the spatial location referred to is in the recipient's sphere (Laury 1997), in other
words, to indicate that walking will become Risto's own activity again once they
reach that location. Towards the end of the example Risto returns to the initial halfembracing carrying position by turning back up and taking a hold of the bag strap
again (ll.27-29). This carrying position is held until the participants reach the road
ahead (see Example 10 for the release).
In addition to the reciprocal molding of bodies during carrying, different kinds
of linguistic markers and carrying sounds may also be used to create and reflect the
rhythm and duration of joint movement. In the current example, the carried, Risto,
vocalizes the ongoing carrying by repeating the word kyllä ('yes') playfully several
times (ll.27,29). Also the carrier may use vocalizations during carrying (e.g. repeated nä:in 'like this').
In the previous example carrying was integrated as part of the ongoing activity
via an initial request by the carried. However, even when carrying is enforced and
the carrier is exerting considerable bodily control on the carried, it is still notably a
dialogic enterprise. While the verbal mode can be used to negotiate or oppose carrying, or to request the recipient to do something else, corporeal responsivity and
compliance are crucial for the successful accomplishment of a carrying trajectory.
In Example 6 (continuation of Example 4), when the three-year-old boy is scooped
up by mother to be carried into another room to get dressed, he reciprocates by
contributing to the embrace (Figures 6a, b).
(6) 'Ludvig': Morning routine.
04

LUD:

05

mom
MOM:

06

fig
LUD:
fig

+$AIHH$*
+puts r. arm around M's shoulders, neck-->
-->*
*det #här är inte roligt när du håller på såhär
it's not funny when you are acting like this
*looks at L's face-->>
#6a
#mhuh+
-->+puts l. hand around M's neck-->
#6b
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Fig. 6a
07

MOM:

08

lud
fig
LUD:
fig

Fig. 6b

#*+nej
no
*walks carrying L-->>
-->+
#6c
+hehe:h #(.) heh (.) heheh
+touches M's hair-->>
#6d

Fig. 6c

Fig. 6d

When mother scoops Ludvig up, she embraces him by putting her arms around his
back, holding him under his buttocks. Such bodily hold requires a certain embodied
response, a reciprocation by the carried who, in order to stay upright, has to embrace
the carrier. In this situation, although Ludvig initially resisted mother's directives
(see Example 4), here he puts his right hand around mother's neck. In doing so, he
changes his participation from noncompliance to collaboration in the establishment
of a mobile haptic formation (l.4; Figures 6a-b). Then, mother arranges their bodies
into a face-to-face formation, looking at Ludvig and disciplining the child during a
short sequence, to establish attention and participation of the child (ll.5,6). The
adult-child gaze ratifies their mutual encounter, as mother is telling Ludvig det här
är inte roligt när du håller på såhär ('it's not funny when you are acting like this').
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It is upon the child's agreement (l.6) that mother initiates the carrying trajectory
(l.7).
Notably, the carrying proper is initiated when the child finalizes the embrace
formation by putting his left hand around mother's neck (l.6; Figure 6c). This reciprocation and establishment of a carriable formation – becoming a carriable –
demonstrate the child's embodied knowledge of this bodily technique; it involves
the mutual reciprocity and bodily attunement between the caregiver and the child
in a close haptic formation. Mother starts carrying after the disciplining is finished,
and when Ludvig confirms that his teasing resistance was not 'funny' (ll.5-8; Figure
6c). The carrying configured as embracing formation allows Ludvig's affectionate
actions, as he touches mother's hair, laughing (l.8; Figure 6d). The spatial trajectory
and duration of joint locomotion is affected by the architecture of the home with a
known destination (the child's room), and in this way it is routinized and predictable. As demonstrated, different mobile formations provide varying interactional affordances to control the child's mobility. The embracing carrying trajectory allows
for a close and affectionate moment of togetherness where intimate close relations
can be re-enacted (see also Example 5).
4.2.2. Reciprocation in nested formations

In addition to mobile haptic formations that are based on face-to-face embraces and
that provide direct, reciprocal tactile and visual access to the other's body, other
kinds of formations are found in the data. These include nested formations where
the child is held from behind and, in some cases, upside down. Such formations
provide less direct access to the other's body for the carried, but as the following
extracts will show, various verbal and embodied resources are flexibly and intersubjectively employed in such situations as well, to display resistance or submission
to being carried, for instance.
Example 7 illustrates a nested formation that provides the opportunity for the
carried to use their legs as a resource in the intersubjective management of the mobile haptic formation. The example is from a situation where Risto (here four years)
and Väinö (two years) are picking bilberries with their grandfather and grandmother. The children's mother and father are both recording the events, each with
their own camera. Example 7 includes grandfather and Väinö, videoed by father.
(7) 22 HANS Mustikassa II (T:00:02:38)
12

GRF:

13

14

väi
VÄI:
fig

>pappa< vähän kato, (.) ↑uuppaa.
grandpa will oop you a little you see
>>wraps hands around V's waist-->
VO:i k*+u tässoi*s, (.) palijo mus+tikoita,
oh dear how many bilberries there would be here
-->*lifts V--*carries V-->>
+feet disengage fr. ground +swings legs in air-->
>eh #eh eh,<
#7a
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Fig. 7a
15

GRF:

16
17

väi
GRF:

>MEnnäänpä sinne.<
let's go there
(0.6)+(0.3)
-->+
noni?
there we go

Similarly to examples in section 4.1.2, the carrying is here enforced by the caregiver. Väinö has displayed observable trouble in moving in the high vegetation for
some time. In response to this, grandfather first stops Väinö's movement forward
by touching and holding him by his shoulder, then wraps both of his hands around
Väinö's waist, and as the example starts, announces the initiation of carrying verbally with pappa vähän kato uuppaa ('grandpa will oop you a little you see', l.12).
Grandfather lifts Väinö up during a verbal assessment of the number of bilberries
around them (l.13), creating a nested formation where the carrier holds on to the
carried under the arms from behind. Assembled as a specific spatial-orientational
pattern – the caregiver positioned behind the child – the nested formation provides
the caregiver with affordances to visually and physically control and scaffold the
child's actions (Cekaite 2010).
However, as soon as the lift is complete, Väinö starts swinging his legs back and
forth and produces a quick vocal turn eh eh eh that displays impatience (l.14; Figure
7a). Even though grandfather does not stop carrying, he orients to Väinö's verbal
and embodied actions as an attempt to move without assistance: grandfather's turn
mennäänpä sinne ('let's go there', l.15) is produced hurriedly. It also verbalizes their
joint movement towards an end point in the forest with sinne ('there'), by placing
the end point in the recipient's sphere (Laury 1997), in other words, as one that is
known and here also determined by Väinö. Additionally, grandfather speeds up his
walking pace. The turn thus presents the carrying as serving Väinö's interests and
assisting him in accomplishing that. In response to grandfather's turn, Väinö stops
swinging his legs and, in so doing, complies with being carried (l.16). This transition from resistance to compliance is acknowledged by grandfather as he next produces the typical transition marker noni ('there we go', l.17; see Raevaara 1989:149;
Sorjonen/Raevaara 2006:62; VISK § 859).
Even though the nested formation provides less resources for the carried to display their resistance or submission towards being carried as would an embracing
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formation, for example, the carried may use several embodied means such as their
freely hanging legs as a resource for action. Sometimes, the child's configuring their
bodily response by adopting stillness may also be used meaningfully in order to
align with being carried. Example 8 presents one such case.
In this extract from family interaction, father has requested Emil (five years) to
go brush his teeth, but Emil does not comply: he starts rough and tumble play with
a sibling on the sofa. When compliance is not forthcoming, father starts approaching Emil, arms stretched out towards him, together with a verbal directive, designed
as an imperative with an account concerning the requested action (kom nu så
borstar vi dina tänder 'come on now we'll brush your teeth', l.1).
(8) 'Emil': Morning routine.

Fig. 8a
01

DAD:

02

fig
EMI:

dad

fig

*¤kom #nu så borstar vi dina tänder.¤*
come on now we'll brush your teeth
*arms stretched towards E------------*
¤walks twd E-----------------------¤
#8a
*+nej nej nej nej ne:j+ *#ne:#hej
no no no no no no
+wiggles-------------+
*tries to get hold of E-*
*lifts E up by his ankles
upside down, carries-->>
#8b #8c
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Fig. 8b
03

EMI:

Fig. 8c

+(0.3) ne:he:j
no oh
+'hangs' steady upside down-->>

((Omitted: something falls down on the floor, dad laughs))
04
05

EMI:
dad
fig

(0.4)
*A::: A::: #LÄ:PP A: *LÄ::P
ah
ah
lelease ah lelease
*mock eating E's feet*
#8d

Fig. 8d

The fact that father reaches his arms towards Emil as he produces a verbal directive
(i.e. CMG) clearly indicates that he is about to scoop him up or in other ways use
physical action to initiate his locomotion from the sofa (l.1). Upon father gripping
the boy, Emil resists by loudly shouting, wiggling and kicking away (l.2). Father,
however, does not pay notice to Emil's playful resistance: he scoops the boy up,
holding him by the ankles, turns around and starts carrying him upside down. Interestingly, Emil continues resisting by playfully screaming, but bodily he aligns to
being carried upside down (ll.2-3; Figure 8c). Although shoutingly resisting father's
carrying (especially loudly demanding to be released when father starts mock eating
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the boy's feet, l.5; Figures 8c-d), the boy does not resist bodily. Different modalities
– talk and touch – serve contrasting communicative purposes: resisting by shouting,
the boy bodily complies with father's carrying controlling touch. Moving his body
could possibly allow him to get free from the enforced nested upside-down position
(or at least, obstruct the carrying), but bodily resistance could be potentially dangerous because father would not be able to project and calibrate the carrying in a
safe manner. The child's response to the enforced mobile haptic formation is bodily
alignment through sustaining a still body position. Although this mobile haptic formation is enforced and does not allow the child to exercise much active responses,
it is also collaboratively configured in the attempt to accomplish a safe carrying
trajectory. There is no negotiation of the end point of the carrying, which is already
indicated by the overarching directive sequence. The carrying trajectory is purposeful and projectable within the architecture of the home: the general activity context
and the routine of the family morning. The carrying is finished when father approaches the bathroom and carefully lowers Emil on the floor.
The examples in this section have shown how the different haptic formations are
reciprocated and how the end point of the carrying may be negotiated and (re-)
confirmed during carrying. However, whether that is done explicitly or not, once
the end point of carrying is reached, the dissolution of the haptic mobile formation
and transition to the next activity becomes relevant. This is the analytic focus in the
next section.
4.3. Release: Withdrawing from the formation and moving
on to the next activity
In our data, carrying is typically a sub-project carried out in the service of a larger
'communicative project' (Linell 1998; see also Goodwin/Cekaite 2018:41-42) that
involves movement. For example, carrying a child into the bathroom advances the
teeth-brushing project (which in turn advances the project of getting ready for bed).
This means that after the carrying proper, some effort is still required to bring the
larger project to completion and, typically, the caregiver directs the child with embodied, haptic or verbal means in the transition (see also Cekaite 2010, 2016; Goodwin/Cekaite 2018). Notably, transitions from carrying to the next activity involve a
special element as one mobile haptic formation becomes two single mobile individuals again. Due to the reciprocal nature of carrying, the participants necessarily adjust to each other's movements and body positions and stop, withdraw from each
other and close the carrying sequence collaboratively.
As shown in the previous sections, the caregivers in our data carry children
mainly in two different contexts: 1) after unsuccessful directives concerning daily
routines in the family home, and 2) while walking in challenging terrain during
foraging or other nature-related outdoor activities. In the former set of cases, it is
often clear to the children what they should relevantly do after the carrying sequence, whereas it is typically not so clear in the latter. Therefore, also the transitions from carrying to the next activity differ from each other in the two settings.
Indeed, the release provides the participants a convenient opportunity to show how
the carrying sequence has in effect been relevant for what they are doing: depending
on the familiarity of the setting and the task at hand, the participants employ different means to display their orientation to whether the purpose of the carrying has
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been to forward the now-initiated activity or the activity that was already underway
before the carrying sequence.
The following examples (9-11) illustrate how the participants manage the release
and move on to the next activity in familiar and less familiar settings. Example 9
shows that when carrying is carried out to secure the accomplishment of a routine
domestic task after unsuccessful directives, the new location reveals the relevant
next activity, which is not negotiated verbally. Instead, a boundary marker that signals the end of one sub-project and the transition to another in a larger project
(Goodwin/Cekaite 2018) is treated as sufficient at the end of a routinized route.
Example 9 is a continuation to Examples 4 and 6: the trajectory of carrying ends in
the child's room and is marked as such by mother's use of the boundary marker så
'okay' (Ottesjö/Lindström 2005; Lindström/Heinemann 2009) as she lowers the
child on the floor. The participant label 'sis' on line 10 refers to Ludvig's sister.
(9) 'Ludvig': Morning routine.
09

MOM:

10

lud
SIS:

*så+
okay
*lowers L on floor, holds him in nested position-->>
+stands on his feet-->>
(
)

Fig. 9a
11

MOM:
fig

#¤va?
what?
¤turns to S-->>
#9a

The transition from carrying to the next activity is coordinated with så and mother's
lowering of the child. Notably, the child is still positioned so that mother embraces
him, now in a nested formation, holding her arms around him and controlling his
bodily position and conduct from behind, while he faces away from her. This bodily
position allows the caregiver to engage the child in the clothing activity, which she
initially requested him to do. Neither the carrying trajectory, nor the release are
negotiated. Rather, they are configured according to the situated activity context –
previous requests that the child prepare to get dressed – and the material architecture
of the home – the dressing is to take place in the child's own room.
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As shown in Example 9, in addition to resources that involve embodiment,
movement and space, participants employ only minimal linguistic means when
transitioning from carrying to the next activity at the end of a routinized route. Similar cases can also be found in our outdoor data. For example, the boundary marker
noin 'there we go' is treated as sufficient in a case where a child has been carried
from forest terrain onto a path on which other family members are already engaged
in the next relevant activity. Nevertheless, more elaborate verbal turns may be required at the end of a relatively unique route in a possibly unfamiliar outdoor setting, to direct the child to move on to the next activity and to forward the larger
project underway.
Example 10 shows that both the carrier and the carried take active part in ending
the carrying sequence: they monitor the trajectory of the carrying and use various
means to negotiate the release and to secure the resumption of the main activity.
The example is a continuation to Examples 1 and 5, in which Risto, mother and
grandfather have been picking berries in the forest and are now returning to their
cabin. Mother is carrying Risto, and they have established the road ahead as the end
point of the carrying: the road takes them back to the cabin and it is easier for Risto
to walk on the road (Example 5, ll.23-25). Before getting on the road, the participants need to get across a ditch, to which they both orient. It is noteworthy that the
(half-)embrace formation in which mother carries Risto is an interactional resource
for him to negotiate the ending of the carrying also in an embodied way.
(10) 06 HANS Mustikassa 1 <T:00:39:50>
30

(0.6)+(0.6)
>>holds on to M's bag strap-->
+bends head and looks down at ground-->
MOM?:¤(op,)*
mom ¤stretches r. arm out to r. side-->
*leaps over ditch-->
(0.3)¤(.)
mom
->¤stretches r. arm fwd-->
MOM?:↑uih,*
mom
-->*walks to road-->
(.)¤(0.5)±+(.)
mom -->¤lowers r. arm-->
ris
-->±loosens his grip on M's bag strap-->
-->+raises his gaze fr. ground-->
RIS: ±m¤inä# halua*n± nyt.#
I want now
±pushes himself away from M±
mom -->¤holds on to R with both arms-->
-->*stops, bends down and lowers R down-->
fig
#10a
#10b
ris

31
32
33
34

35
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Fig. 10a
36

Fig. 10b

(0.7)±*¤(0.3)
±feet touch ground and takes one step bwd-->
-->*
-->¤loosens her grip on R-->
MOM: #ºnonnii?º
there we go
fig #10c
ris
mom

37

Fig. 10c
38

39

40
41
42
43

±(.)¤*(0.5)±(.)*(0.3)
ris->±turns away from M
±faces and looks along road-->
mom
-->¤
*straightens up*turns r. twd G-->
RIS: ±↑ollaanko nyt* ↓täälä.
are we here now
->±turns twd M and G-->
mom
-->*reaches for camera-->
(1.0)±*(1.5)±(0.4)
ris
-->±turns to look along road±out of camera view-->
mom
-->*out of camera view-->>
MOM: ↑nyt ollaan mökkitiellä.±
now we are on the road to the cabin
ris
-->±looks twd forest-->
(0.3)±(0.8)
ris
-->±turns to look along road-->>
MOM: mennäänkö.
shall we go
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On line 30, mother walks towards the ditch, and Risto holds on to the strap of mother's bag with his right hand (see also Example 5, l.27) and monitors the trajectory
of the carrying by bending his head and looking down at the ground. When they
reach the ditch, mother leaps over it and speeds up the leap with an arm movement
(ll.31-34). While mother still continues walking after the leap, Risto loosens his
grip on the strap, raises his gaze from the ground and pushes himself away from
mother (Figure 10a). Simultaneously, he also produces the turn minä haluan nyt ('I
want now', l.35) that requests mother to end the carrying and also accounts for his
embodied conduct. Mother responds by stopping and bending and lowering him
down (ll.35-36; Figure 10b). As Risto's feet touch the ground, mother starts to
loosen her grip on him. While she still holds on to him loosely in a face-to-face
formation, she verbalizes the release of the carrying with the transition marker
nonnii ('there we go', l.37; Figure 10c; on the Finnish transition marker no niin
'okay' or 'there we go', see Raevaara 1989:149; Sorjonen/Raevaara 2006:62; VISK
§859). Immediately after that, Risto turns away from mother, and she lets him go
and straightens up (l.38). As the carrying sequence is closed, Risto orients to the
activity that they were engaged in before: he faces the road and looks ahead.
Mother, in turn, turns backwards towards grandfather and reaches for the camera
that he is holding. Her conduct may seem confusing to Risto, who already orients
to the road, because he then turns back to mother and asks ollaanko nyt täälä ('are
we here now', l.39), as if uncertain whether this is the road that they are to follow.
Although mother is busy taking the camera from grandfather, she affirms verbally
that they are on the road that takes them to the cabin (l.41) and directs him to walk
along the road (l.43).
The example illustrates the child's active part in bringing the carrying sequence
to a close and in resuming the activity that they were engaged in before. Although
it is the caregiver who accomplishes the actual release by lowering the child down,
their haptic formation allows the child to use his body as a means to negotiate the
release: his embodied conduct, pushing himself away from her, makes it easier for
the caregiver to let him go than to hold him in her arms (similarly to the release of
embrace haptic formation in hugs, where it is indicated by one of the participant's
taps on the other's back, Goodwin/Cekaite 2018).
It is also notable that mother's nonnii ('there we go', l.37) verbally marks the
transition from the carrying proper to the child's standing on his feet again but remaining in haptic contact with her. When resuming the main activity, then, the
child's conduct highlights the fact that in an unfamiliar setting and with tasks that
are not routine, the new location does not necessarily reveal what the next relevant
activity is. In Example 10, as mother is bodily engaged in something else (ll.39-),
talk plays a significant role in the participants' negotiating and moving on to the
next activity. The participants refer verbally to the next activity (return to the cabin
along the road) and use temporal and local adverbs (nyt 'now', täälä 'here') to connect the activity with the present time and location. Even though the child's turn
ollaanko nyt täälä ('are we here now', l.39) does not verbalize the next activity,
mother responds to it as a question that provides 'here' and 'now' as a starting point
for their next activity, and affirms the starting point (l.41).
Example 11 represents another case of intercorporeal management of the release
in outdoor settings. Here the child is carried in a nested formation, which provides
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him different resources for closing the carrying sequence than an embrace formation. The example shows that moving together as a haptic formation allows for
organizing the transition from walking to standing differently than moving together
as individuals. In the latter case, participants need to show somehow to each other
that they are going to stop (De Stefani 2013). This can be done before stopping, for
example, by verbally marking the physical place at which they are arriving so that
all participants are able to slow down and come to a halt together (see
Broth/Lundström 2013). Here, however, the participants of a mobile haptic formation do not employ language for such purposes but rather use it to secure the
transition from carrying to the next activity. Example 11 is a continuation to Example 7, in which grandfather assists Väinö in getting to a better bilberry-picking spot.
(11) 22 HANS Mustikassa II (T:00:02:38)
18

(0.7)+(.)+(.)*(.)
+raises gaze fr. ground
+looks fwd-->
grf >>carries V--*brings r. foot beside l. foot, bends-->
GRF: tä:*±s:sä# +on p*±alijo,#
here's a lot
-->*lowers V down
*loosens his grip on V-->
väi
±feet touch ground
±straightens his arms-->
-->+looks down at ground-->
fig
#11a
#11b
väi

19

Fig. 11a
20
21
22

Fig.11b

(.)
VÄI: °m±m,°
-->±lowers his arms-->
(.)*(0.3)±
grf -->*looks at ground, leans away from V-->
väi
-->±
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23
24

25

GRF: j:oo.
year
(0.3)*(0.6)*+(0.4)
grf
-->*shifts mug from r. hand to l. hand
*bends down and reaches for berry-->
väi
-->+raises gaze fr. ground-->
GRF: k+atopa ku t#uo±:*¤sa.
look there
-->*takes berry
¤turns head to look at V-->>
väi-->+V's head out of camera view-->>
±walks away from G's picking spot-->>
fig
#11c

Fig. 11c

After carrying Väinö a short distance, grandfather stops walking, bends down and
lowers Väinö down, producing the turn tä:s:sä on palijo ('here's a lot', ll.18-19). By
using such a 'boundary account' (Goodwin/Cekaite 2018), grandfather displays his
orientation to ending the carrying in a good berry-picking spot. Furthermore, by
lengthening the first syllable of the deictic word tässä 'here' so that Väinö's feet
touch the ground during the word, he marks the new location as the end point of the
carrying sequence. Väinö responds by looking down at the ground after the word
tässä 'here', and the participants then together orchestrate the very end of the carrying sequence: grandfather loosens his grip on Väinö, and Väinö straightens his arms
so that grandfather has more space to pull his hands from under Väinö's arms (l.19;
Figures 11a-b). Väinö acknowledges grandfather's release boundary account also
verbally with the response particle mm and starts to lower his arms (l.21). After
letting Väinö go, grandfather resumes the berry-picking activity by first looking
down at the ground and leaning slightly away from Väinö and then marking the
resumption verbally with the particle joo ('yeah', ll.22-23). He also shifts the berry
container from his right hand to his left hand and bends lower down to reach for a
berry (l.24; Figure 11c). Although they are now almost side by side, Väinö does not
follow grandfather's embodied example to resume the berry-picking activity, and
grandfather directs him verbally with katopa ku tuosa ('look there', l.25, Siitonen/
Rauniomaa/Keisanen 2021, see also Keisanen/Rauniomaa/Siitonen 2017). Nonetheless, Väinö does not join grandfather in picking berries but walks away (ll.25-).
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It is worth noting that the participants in Example 11 do not draw on verbal resources to mark a transition from walking to standing, unlike in cases in which two
or more mobile individuals use talk and other resources to coordinate their walking
as well as to foreshadow and synchronize their stopping (see Broth/Lundström
2013; De Stefani/Mondada 2014). In the cases examined here, by contrast, the
whole mobile haptic formation stops when the carrier stops walking. As a consequence, the carrier does not necessarily need to provide any interactional cues to
secure a simultaneous standstill for both participants. Talk, if there is any, is rather
used to direct the child to move on to the next activity, particularly if it is not highly
projectable or routine-like for the child. This is shown in the design of turns produced around the release. In our Finnish data, boundary accounts include features
that project the next activity and link it to the present time and location through
local and temporal adverbs, especially. Temporal adverbs either tie the relevant next
activity to the present time (nyt 'now') or make visible the sequential organization
of activities (sitten 'then'; jo 'already'). Local adverbs, in turn, mark the new physical
location as a starting point for the relevant next activity and establish it as a joint
project (tässä 'here'; tänne 'here') or as the child's own project (tuosta 'from there';
siinä 'there'; siitä 'from there'), depending on whether the speakers include or exclude themselves from the location referred to (see also Laury 1997; Etelämäki
2009).
In sum, Examples 10 and 11 have illustrated that although the carrier eventually
does the actual lowering of the carried, either of the participants may take the initiative in the multimodal release of carrying, within the limits of the resources provided by the mobile haptic formation. In a fairly unfamiliar outdoor setting, the
caregiver typically guides the child in transitioning from carrying to the next activity by showing the way and/or instructing the child verbally. In familiar indoor settings and with routine tasks at home, such verbal guidance is not needed. As Example 9 has shown, a carrying sequence may be brought to completion with the use of
conventional verbal boundary markers and controlling bodily positions that allow
the caregiver to engage the child in the relevant next activity.
5. Conclusion
In this study, we have examined and documented contexts and situations of family
interaction in which carrying as assisted mobility becomes relevant. As discussed
by using multimodal conversation analysis, carrying in family interactions involving children who are already able to walk themselves but whom the caregivers
would or could still carry presents an intricate activity where multiple social concerns intersect: those of configuring bodily assistance and control, affectivity as
well as bodily integrity, compliance and resistance. The data come from two Nordic
countries – Finland and Sweden – and may therefore reflect particular locally, culturally defined norms and practices, where carrying is socially negotiated and collaboratively accomplished. As demonstrated, carrying being set up within particular
spatial and temporal frameworks depends not only on the local material features of
the environment, but also on the social context, i.e. an ongoing or imminent activity
that momentarily requires mobility. Carrying is deployed for multiple reasons. It
can be used to secure that children carry out the requested task, towards which they
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may have earlier shown reluctance or resistance. Carrying is also done to help children move, for example, in difficult terrain when the children have possibly indicated, or caregivers anticipated, trouble. Whether carrying takes place in the familiar architecture of the home or in the less familiar and even unpredictable outdoor
environments, the participants can be seen to orient to the trajectory of their joint
movement within the spatial, material and situational affordances of the setting.
More specifically, by examining the coordination of linguistic and other resources, we have shown that carrying is interactionally organized into a sequence
with three distinct phases and specific verbal and embodied designs: 1) the initiation, 2) the carrying proper and 3) the release. Throughout the sequence, both the
carrier and the carried may employ language to deal with different aspects of carrying as a collaborative act that involves negotiation and careful calibration. The
participants may issue verbal requests or offers to establish whether carrying is relevant and acceptable, and statements or proposals to indicate for how long and possibly to which spatial end point the carrying should continue. The participants may
also use vocalizations to signal the force and length of physical contact, and various
boundary and transition markers or accounts to indicate how the carrying sequence
relates to larger communicative projects. Such linguistic resources form an integral
part of and orient to the bodily character of the social actions being performed (although language may also be only indexically related to the carrying). A closer look
at the coordination or divergence between the modalities – language and touch –
deployed in these situations can contribute to the understanding of how social actions can exhibit homogeneous, unified, or, sometimes, contrasting features, exemplified in the cases of verbal resistance and simultaneous bodily compliance (Example 8).
What all the examined cases of assisted mobility have in common is the establishment and maintenance of a mobile haptic formation during a carrying trajectory.
The study contributes to research on mobility and social interaction by having 1)
identified and described different forms of haptic formations used for assisted mobility, such as the nested or embrace formation, and 2) detailed their interactional
organization (bodily and verbal responsivity). For instance, in establishing and
maintaining a mobile haptic formation, both the carrier and the carried mold their
bodies in concerted ways that are recognizable to both. The carrier needs to bring
their arms around or under the carried and use some strength to secure a firm but
comfortable hold while they walk on, and the carried needs to respond by allowing
for and facilitating different types of holds and keeping themselves steady, i.e. sustaining such coordinated and mutually responsive mobile formation throughout the
trajectory of carrying. The mobile haptic formation involves a great amount of interactionally manifested trust, as the carrier, especially, has to rely on being able to
anticipate possible adjustments by the carried, and the carried is largely dependent
on the carrier for their safety. With grown-up caregivers and young children, opportunities for carrying are typically unequal because, due to differences in their
physical capacities, the adult carrier may refuse carrying or enforce it even in the
face of resistance, but the carried may only try to insist on being carried or to resist
it. It is in orienting to these social and bodily concerns that linguistic resources and
sequential organization can be used to signal the carrier's orientation to the bodily
integrity, volition and autonomy of the carried.
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Notably, the participants being assembled as specific haptic formations provides
the caregiver with varying possibilities to control and scaffold the child's mobility.
The smooth accomplishment of carrying – and of being carried – in the data attests
to the participants' bodily attunement and routinized knowledge as specific "techniques of the body" (Mauss 1973). Indeed, the analyses suggest that carrying can
be conceptualized in terms of complementary forms of corporeal involvements,
where one body makes itself and is treated as an "embodied object" (Meyer/Wedelstadt 2017), susceptible for carrying. It is therefore interesting to note that in our
indoor data caregivers may enforce carrying, especially after unsuccessful directives, but the children thus scooped up soon stop resisting and conform to the carrying. In our outdoor data, by contrast, caregivers hardly ever enforce carrying, but
rather negotiate it beforehand with the children. This salient difference may be related to the kinds of socialization processes that take place in the two settings: taking care of domestic tasks in the family home can be considered a mundane, necessary and sometimes dreary duty (Cekaite 2010; Aronsson/Cekaite 2011; Goodwin/Cekaite 2013, 2018), whereas foraging and other nature-related activities can
perhaps be considered somehow out of the ordinary, albeit everyday and commonplace, carried out for the purpose of enjoyment (see Keisanen/Rauniomaa/Siitonen
2017). In any case, the ways in which children in our data may, for example, verbally resist but through their embodied conduct comply with being carried attest to
the potential of the human body for most fine-tuned, nuanced multimodal interaction.
What is more, we have shown how the mobile haptic formation allows for affectionate sensorial engagement between the carrier and the carried. In family interaction, carrying may be choreographed according to an affectivity continuum, realized through caregivers' offers or children's requests for being carried, playful resistance, and the close bodily intertwining of the participants, sustained and, at
times, elaborated during a carrying trajectory (e.g. by patting or pressing cheek to
cheek, or simply being close together). Our exploration into these fleeting but dense
moments of child-caregiver interaction, which are characterized by mutual trust in
being carried and being able to carry in a safe way, thus contributes to understandings of how intimacy, closeness, and playfulness are brought about between family
members.
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Leading the way: Supporting functionality and autonomous action
in providing mobility assistance in a Finnish care home1
Kaarina Hippi
Abstract
This study discusses methods for supporting and constructing autonomy in escorting and leading residents in a Finnish care home for older adults. The data have
been collected in Finland, and the study concentrates on a microanalysis of multimodal action. The study reveals the multifaceted nature of autonomous action in
assistance. Different sections (wheelchair, walker, escorting without devices) highlight individual and situational differences. Supporting autonomous action requires
negotiating the desired action with respect to both relevant physical assistance and
motivational aspects. The emphasis varies: sometimes physical support is minimized, but sometimes assisting might include close bodily contact while also supporting a resident emotionally. Assisting residents' mobility helps maintain existing
resources and mundane routines and, on the whole, the ability to function in everyday situations.
Keywords: autonomous action – assistance – functionality – care home – mobility – older adults.

German abstract
Diese Studie erörtert Methoden zur Unterstützung und Konstruktion von Autonomie bei der Begleitung und Führung von Bewohnern in einem finnischen Pflegeheim für ältere Erwachsene. Die Daten wurden in Finnland erhoben, und die Studie
konzentriert sich auf Mikroanalysen multimodalen Handelns. Die Studie zeigt die
vielseitigen Seiten unterstützten autonomen Handelns auf. Einzelne Kapitel (Rollstuhl, Rollator, Begleitung ohne Geräte) verdeutlichen individuelle und situative
Unterschiede. Die Unterstützung des autonomen Handelns erfordert das Aushandeln der gewünschten Handlung sowohl in Bezug auf relevante körperliche Unterstützung als auch auf motivationale Aspekte. Der Schwerpunkt variiert: Manchmal
wird die körperliche Unterstützung minimiert, und manchmal kann die Unterstützung engen Körperkontakt beinhalten, wenn ein Bewohner emotional unterstützt
wird. Unterstützende Mobilität hilft, vorhandene Ressourcen und alltägliche Routinen zu erhalten und insgesamt die Funktionsfähigkeit in Alltagssituationen zu erhalten.
Keywords: Autonomes Handeln – Unterstützung – Funktionalität – Mobilität – ältere Erwachsene –
Pflegeheim.
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1. Introduction
This study discusses assistance in escorting and leading older adults in a Finnish
retirement home. The physical help of care workers is often necessary for residents
to get from place to place, and some of them need guidance to find the right place.
Assistance is coordinated and regulated in this specific context depending on the
situation and the individual physical and cognitive differences of the interactants.
The micro-level analysis highlights mobility, which occurs collaboratively and in
which agency is co-constructed through requests, questions, confirmations and embodied actions. The main question is how autonomous action is supported in a care
home focusing on mobility.
All human action is basically dependent on others' collaboration, even though
the illusion of independence is strong when people manage the mundane tasks in
their lives by themselves (cf. e.g. Kendrick/Drew 2016; Jansson/Plejert/Lindholm
2019). When control over everyday actions is diminished, as happens – for instance
– with age, and people need support for the tasks they managed before (Lindström
2005), questions of autonomy and dependence come to the fore. Offering and requesting assistance, or recruitment (Kendrick/Drew 2016), take on different nuances as the roles of the interactants change and asymmetries become more obvious.
In itself, assisting with movement means supporting activity and involvement
(cf. Ekström et al. 2017), for example, when care workers help residents to participate in mundane activities such as coming to eat and going to rest. To assist the
resident functioning in these activities (in this case, especially in mobility) is referred to here as supporting autonomous action. However, the nuances of this action
and the importance of both the participants are revealed only through a detailed
analysis.
Contrasting examples are given to illustrate the scales of situations; each will
highlight the dynamics of cooperation in this context as well as participant orientation to the action, in which functionality includes preferences and emotional aspects. These are intertwined with the varying competences of the assisted. Overall,
the article sheds light on how agentic space (Pirhonen/Pietilä 2018:33) is created in
a micro-level interaction. The importance of invoking interpersonal relationships
has been noted as a part of good care (Backhaus 2011:142; Heinemann 2009), and
it will be argued that it also contributes to successful cooperation when mobility
assistance is needed.
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All in all, assisting with movement is inherently less intrusive an action than, for
example, changing a diaper (Heinemann 2009) or helping give a shower (Jansson/Plejert 2014). It can be accomplished in various ways. This study highlights the
negotiations of functionality in mundane situations and allows the consideration of
how an older person's resources can be activated in order to support their autonomous action.
2. Research background
Residents in care homes have lost some of their previous abilities and they are under
institutional care and control (Backhaus 2009; Marsden/Holmes 2014). However,
in these conditions it is also possible to some extent to maintain a sense of dignity
and independence (Jansson/Plejert 2014). In fact, supporting the residents' ability
to control their personal lives seems to increase well-being (Backhaus 2018:206),
and it is also identified as one the characteristics of person-centered care (e.g. Bamford et al. 2009; Kitwood 1997).
Pirhonen/Pietilä (2018) have studied residents' perception of feeling agentic in
assisted living, and they identified three facets of it: competency in managing tasks,
motivation for an activity, and surroundings that facilitate possibilities to act. Considering assisted mobility in care homes, these facets can be defined as the ability
of a person to move (in interaction with the staff, using assistive devices), their
desire to move inside the institution, and the facilities the institution provides for
moving (including space and physical arrangements, aid devices, and the availability of human support). Choice and control can be increased through small mundane
details that people are able to manage themselves, but those possibilities to exercise
control, like pouring coffee themselves, are easily overlooked or ignored (Finlay/Walton/Antaki 2008:353-354).
Support of autonomous action can be detected in the various ways interactants
display and construct their agency. Even though the other party has reduced competences to move, and therefore needs the embodied resources of the caregiver and
assistive devices, the caregiver can still treat them as an active agent in momentby-moment interaction. Similar observations are presented in Goodwin's wellknown study, where interactants do so with Chil, who has limited vocabulary but
rich prosody (cf. C. Goodwin 2013:12-14). The turn-design has relevance for
agency. In Antaki/Crompton's (2015) study, interactional style appears to be important in creating potential for the disabled service users' agency: for instance, using we-forms in speech presents the activity as shared. In addition, participants can
achieve their interactional goals by formulating their turns in such a way that they
are not held accountable for them – for instance, a customer service agent gets the
interlocutor to tell their name without directly asking for it (Sidnell 2017). Concerning the turn-taking system, Backhaus (2018) has shown how a resident's lack
of access to the FPP endangers their agency because responding calls only for reaction, not action. However, the responding interactants can work to manipulate the
social action (see, e.g., Vatanen 2016 for timing in agreeing turns; Stevanovic/Kahri
2011 for prosody on constructing the active status of response). In the current study,
the overall goal is to show how residents and caregivers accomplish mobility together and how default asymmetry in agency in a care home is being balanced and
negotiated in vocal and embodied ways in proceedings from place to place.
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As stated, supporting autonomous action in mobility means supporting functionality; an assisted person still has many resources that can be supported so that they
are not a target of care, but rather an agentive actor in mundane activities (Ekström
et al. 2017; Hydén/Antelius 2017). Assisting with mobility is a cooperative action
in which residents participate together with their care workers (cf. e.g. Majlesi/
Ekström 2016). This aligns with the idea of participatory agency, which emphasizes
"the constant interdependencies with others' actions, which means that to a considerable extent we rely on their agency (or a partly joint agency), rather than exclusively on our own" (Linell 2016:43). Additionally, in the field of intercorporeality,
the focus is on "joint and mutually anticipated motion"; that is, in assistance, bodies
co-perform actions while taking into account the embodied experiences of one another and the surroundings (Meyer/Streeck/Jordan 2017:xxviii; see also Käll 2017).
Negotiating mobility and assistance needed in a given situation consists of layered, or "laminated", resources (C. Goodwin 2013), such as pointing (C. Goodwin
2003), gaze (Streeck 2014), and verbal advice (Antaki/Kent 2012). Regulating
proximity between participants includes special considerations in retirement
homes, as assisted persons are adults and there is a professional relationship between care workers and residents. Assistance in this context is inherently different
than the parental shepherding of children, in which tactile engagement aims specifically at monitoring the body of the child for compliance (Cekaite 2010:19). With
older adults, the overall roles are different and the balance in directing is an even
more sensitive and challenging issue (for instance, when assisting a person with
memory problems). In this kind of interaction, the questions of obligation and the
power to decide are relevant (Kent 2012; Stevanovic/Peräkylä 2012). Conflicting
interests might arise when negotiating participant rights. In addition to this, institutional duties sometimes keep caregivers busy, and they cannot respond to resident
wishes immediately.
In this specific context, devices can support a feeling of agency in residents (Pirhonen/Pietilä 2018:27-28); people might be able to move by themselves with the
help of a wheelchair or walk with the help of a walker. Wheelchairs and walkers
are material objects to which participants orient themselves, but the human body
can also be seen as an object and is an essential resource for assistance (cf. Nevile
et al. 2014:4-5). Concerning material objects and their role in action in different
contexts, Due/Lang (2019) show how the blind navigate in an urban environment
with the help of a white cane and how collision with unpredictable objects on a
familiar route causes movement to stop, as the physical environment is not ideally
organized. In assisting with locomotion, participants make assistive devices relevant in interaction as they hand and move them, but they can also treat them as
worth a mention when they refer to them (cf. Tuncer/Licoppe/Haddington
2019:387-388; Muñoz in this special issue). In addition, assistive devices are a crucial part of the interaction in a similar way to when a material object is passed from
one to another in medical contexts: this happens collaboratively, with both participants anticipating and then feeling the other person through touching the object
(Heath/Luff 2020).
Furthermore, human touch is one central resource in assisting and assistance
regulation in care work (Gleeson/Timmins 2004:21; Marstrand/Svennevig 2018).
The affective aspect has also been studied concerning childcare (Cekaite/Holm
2017) and care for older adults, illustrating relationship building between care
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workers and residents (Mononen 2019). Touch may work to achieve a common
goal, for instance, in moving from place to place. Marstrand/Svennevig (2018)
found an orientation to touch in instruction for older persons with Parkinson's disease as a sensitive resource; touch often occurs after using other semiotic resources
which have failed. An instructive touch can be seen as invasive manipulation of the
body of the other interactant and, thus, may pose a risk to self-determination
(Cekaite 2015). Similarly, moving someone from place to place by wheelchair
means manipulating the body of the interactant without their own effort, but, in this
case, it is possible to avoid having haptic contact with the assisted. Touch has different functions in care for older adults: instructive touch compensates for a lack of
resources and is not a tool used in overcoming resistance (Marstrand/Svennevig
2018); affective touch, however, can have a calming function and, in that case, can
modify and direct resident action (Mononen 2019).
3. Data and methods
The data have been collected in a care home in Finland from 2015 to 2016. The
data were either recorded by the author of this study, with their assistant, or by the
assistant alone. The staff collected individual consent, and care was taken to be
sensitive to individual situations. All personal information has been anonymized.
The data consist of 55 hours of video-recorded material, with 43 occasions where a
care worker helps a resident to move from place to place. These occasions can be
categorized as follows:


18 cases where a careworker assists a resident with a wheelchair



14 cases where a resident moves with the help of a walker and a careworker
guides and assists (for instance, in getting up and giving direction)



11 cases where a resident moves, walking without aid other than a human body
or vocal advice

In addition, there are some cases where a care worker moves only the chair on
which a resident is sitting – for instance, while eating. Moving a chair also occurs
sometimes when a care worker assists a resident in standing up and starting to walk
with a walker, but this is included in the above-mentioned occasions. In the collection, there are shorter excerpts and quickly passing cases where the activity is already ongoing, and longer cases with negotiations regarding the direction of the
activity. The cases in the collection usually show either the beginning of the assistance or the end of it, as the camera was situated in the dining hall. Because recording occurred in one place, it is generally not possible to analyze the whole trajectory
of assisting, and the focus has to be elsewhere – on specific moments that illustrate
different capacities and collaboration in mobility.
This study concentrates on a microanalysis of assistance situations by using multimodal conversation analysis tools, which reveal how actions are mutually adjusted
in real time (Mondada 2016). I have chosen to use various degrees of granularity in
transcribing embodied actions: the key actions focused on for analysis are described
in detail, and others mainly in a less detailed way. Ethnographic information on the
studied community and people is utilized (see Lindholm 2016a). CA offers a
method for analyzing micro-level interactions between care workers and residents:
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negotiations related to ongoing activity and instructions (Jansson/Plejert/Lindholm
2019; Majlesi/Ekström 2016), roles in care situations (Backhaus 2011), as well as
questions relating to the loss of autonomy (Heinemann 2011) and agency (Backhaus 2018).
The analysis focuses on how moving is negotiated both vocally and in an embodied way. How are different capabilities supported or taken into account in moving to a certain place, and how do the participants seem to share the responsibility
and goals in the action? There are three sections focusing on three different means
of moving: via a wheelchair, with the help of walker, and solely with human support. These examples were chosen to illustrate aspects of supporting the autonomy
and functionality of residents with different preconditions. Cases vary accordingly;
sometimes the focus is on guiding verbally, and sometimes a care worker and the
assisted have closer physical contact (for instance, when a care worker is holding a
resident by the arm). How is autonomous action supported in these different cases?
4. Analysis
4.1. Helping to move with a wheelchair
In this section, the focus is on residents who use a wheelchair. As mentioned above,
assisting with a wheelchair can happen such that the caregiver does not touch the
assisted while helping the person to move. However, this type of assistance requires
touching a personal object, and verbal negotiation plays an important role.
Here, how care workers help two residents to move will be discussed. Additionally, how autonomous action is supported and created differently will be examined.
The first example outlines how a care worker assists a resident called Saima2 in
returning to her room. Special focus is paid to minimizing physical support and,
thus, giving more freedom to the resident to move independently. The care worker
and Saima have been sitting at the table reading a journal. The resident initiates
going (l.1-3).
Extract (1): Go
Participants: C: care worker,3 S: Saima, resident
01

S:

02
03
04

2
3

C:

ei mua tartte viedä sänkyyn.
you do not need to take me to the bed.
mä pääsen huoneeseen.
I'll get to the room.
(-) [istu tuolissa.
(-) sit in the chair.
[°no.°
ok.

The names are pseudonyms.
The care worker is not a native Finnish speaker, which can be heard in some of her expressions.
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05

C:

s:
06

S:

07
08

c:
s:
C:

09

10

c:
c:
s:
C:
s:

11

12

c:
c:
s:
C:
s:

13

C:

+no ni. ota ^si- sitten [lehti mukan.+^
ok.
then, take the journal with you.
+....................................+hands out the
journal to s
^.........................^takes the
journal
[joo.
yes.
%^(2.1)% (0.3)^ (1.0)
%......%turns the wheelchair-->
^............^puts the journal back on the table
otatko lehti +mukaan.+
will you take the journal with you.
+.......+grabs the journal
+(0.9)%
--> %
+...->hands out the journal-->
moves hand
o^+ta.
take.
->+,,,,
^grabs the journal,,,
(1.2)^+%(0.3)
,,,,,^+
%hand to wheelchair-->
,,,,,^holds the journal-->
&tai mä vien ^+se lehti ja &%sinä tuut perässä.%
or I'll take the journal and you'll come after me.
^
+takes the journal
&..........................&stands up
%slightly turns the
wheelchair
%
mene.% (0.3)% *1.1
(0.2) %
go.
%......%gesture forward,,,,,%

Figure 1.1: Go.
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*1.3 %(0.2)
%
%(0.5)% (0.1)*1.2% (0.3)%
%.....%touches s's
hand %
%gesture %,,,,,,,,%

14
c:

Figure 1.2: Touching the resident's hand.
15
16

c:
C:

Figure 1.3: Gesturing forward.

(3.9)
goes ahead of s, takes the mug from the table
%(0.4) tule.*1.4%
come.
%steps slowly forward, gazes at s -->>

Figure 1.4: Come.
17
18

C:
s:

(0.7)
Sai^ma.^
^...^wheels the chair-->>

Saima's initiative starts with justification: she disapproves of the assumption that
she needs to go to bed (l. 1) but claims instead that she could sit in the chair in her
room (l. 2, 3). The care worker interprets this turn as a request to move and shows
an orientation to start assisting with the particle no ('ok', l. 4), which overlaps
Saima's turn. Thus, she marks the shift to a new activity (cf. Sorjonen/Vepsäläinen
2016). After that, she begins the assistance sequence with the particle chain no ni
(l. 5, VISK § 859) as she begins handing the journal to Saima. In addition, as a
preparation for movement, she starts to turn the wheelchair (l. 7). After offering the
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journal twice to Saima, the caregiver changes implementation of this action. She
introduces an alternative by uttering tai ('or', l.12) and formulates a declarative
(l.12), which closes the negotiation (Etelämäki/Couper-Kuhlen 2017:228).
In the following action, the care worker produces two imperative forms and
changes her position accordingly. First, she uses the imperative form mene ('go',
l.13, figure 1.1), and, immediately after the verbal request, she makes a gesture in
the direction she intends to proceed; the gesture elaborates the verbal request (C.
Goodwin 2007:209). It is post-positioned, unlike many place/space related gestures
showing direction (Schegloff 1984:282). However, the caregiver stands behind
Saima, so she is not in an optimal position (C. Goodwin 2000). Thus, the recipient
has trouble receiving the request (Keisanen/Rauniomaa 2012:349). In addition, it
may be that Saima has difficulty in hearing her verbal request. The care worker
repeats her action, now gesturing by lightly touching Saima's hand, and this is combined again with demonstrating the gesture forward (figures 1.2 and 1.3; cf. Ekström et al. 2017:107, embodied directives). Touch is used as a new resource to
draw Saima's attention, and it can be seen as more invasive than using only a gesture
(Marstrand/Svennevig 2018). In this moment, the care worker does not repeat the
imperative, but as (again) the second pointing gesture paired with haptic contact
seems to be inadequate in getting Saima to move, the care worker reorganizes the
participation framework through the positioning of her body (Kendon 1990; C.
Goodwin 2007:209-210; M. H. Goodwin /Cekaite 2013); she relocates to a better
position for giving instructions and passes Saima (l. 15). In fact, her movement not
only creates a shared focus of attention, but her leading by example also demonstrates to Saima the desired direction of locomotion.
The care worker turns to face Saima and is now situated in front of her, and she
produces the imperative again – this time tule 'come' (l. 16, figure 1.4). When Saima
does not start to wheel herself, the care worker addresses her by her first name to
get joint attention (l. 18, see Marstrand/Svennevig 2018). As the care worker produces her name, Saima starts to move forward (l. 18). An affirmative response is
given by action – no words are needed (Rauniomaa/Keisanen 2012:831). The instructions must be examined in context; the caregiver utilizes an imperative, but
asking the resident to come is in line with her wish. The resident's commitment to
the action gives more legitimacy to the instructing involved (Marstrand/Svennevig
2018), and, possibly because these requests are concrete and immediate, they afford
the speaker greater entitlement (Antaki/Kent 2012:887).
Thus, instead of pushing Saima in a wheelchair and letting her take the journal,
the care worker starts guiding her verbally and with gestures and urges Saima to
move by herself. The implementation of the action is reorganized and negotiated,
which results in a slightly longer period of time used in assisting. However, the
situation emerges in a moment when the caregiver is spending time with the resident and, thus, allows space for a common endeavor like this. The caregiver does
not choose the fastest way of moving the resident from the dining hall to her own
room because the assistance mobility is, in fact, also accomplishing the activity of
spending time together.
In the second example, there is another resident (Raisa) in her wheelchair. Raisa
is able to move her wheelchair by herself, and she often comes to the dining room
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independently. The situation is rather different, though; even though assisting mobility is a crucial part of the interaction, the focus is on inviting the resident to come
along and choose decorations (i.e., new tablecloths).
Before this extract, the care worker has suggested changing the tablecloth on
Raisa's table. Raisa has refused because she likes the current one. In the beginning
(l. 1, 3), the care worker still tries to persuade her to choose one for herself from
next to the wardrobe.
Extract (2): Tablecloths
Participants: C: care worker, R: Raisa, resident
01

C:

02
03

R:
C:

04

R:

05

C:
r:

06

C:

r:

tuus [kattoo mun kans
come and see with me
speaks outside the picture-->
[e
tohon kaapille.
to the wardrobe.
ei ei siellä oo.
no there is nothing there.
kato mulle ^muille pöytiin sitte,
look for me for the other tables then,
^moves her wheelchair backwards
from the table-->
2.1
mä työn* nän ^%sut ni,
I'll push you so,
-->.....%grabs the wheelchair
------->^

Figure 2.1: Caregiver approaches the resident in her wheelchair.
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07

C:

%tuu maku- *2.2 makutuomariks sinne?
come be an arbiter of taste there?
%moves the wheelchair-->>

Figure 2.2: Moving the chair while making the request.

Raisa denies the possibility of finding a suitable tablecloth for her table (l. 4), and
the care worker gives in but sticks to asking Raisa to come along, offering her a
new goal – choosing tablecloths for the other tables. Raisa shows alignment to the
suggestion, as she moves her wheelchair backwards away from the table when the
care worker is still formulating her second suggestion (l. 5). The care worker walks
to Raisa and grabs the wheelchair in the middle of her announcement about pushing
the wheelchair (l. 6). This verbalization functions differently here than in cases
where the resident has challenges orienting to the situation (cf. Lindholm
2016a:836; see extract 3); however, it can be seen as smoothing the transition to the
next action and also showing her orientation to justify interfering in the resident's
physical integrity. The caregiver starts to move the wheelchair before getting verbal
affirmation for her announcement, but the movement is a continuation of Raisa's
moving of the wheelchair. The appeal to come be an arbiter of taste happens simultaneously with the pushing (l. 7). The request gives Raisa the role of an expert
who is able to make proper decisions and seems to legitimize the move, which has
already been negotiated for a while. Pushing her facilitates action, but it also keeps
the focus on the main issue: decorations. Raisa is interacting without orientation
problems and does not show any resistance to this part of the interaction.
These two examples illustrate how care workers assist people who use wheelchairs, and in both they support the functionality of the person in different ways.
The two tasks are different, as – in the first one – the resident has initiated to go to
her room, whereas – in the second – the care worker suggests that the resident come
help her choose tablecloths. In the first case, moving from place to place is the
focus, and, in the second, the tablecloths are the focus. This is reflected in the interaction: in the first scenario, assisting mobility is important, whereas, in the second, participation in another activity – decision-making – is the focus, and assisting
mobility serves this aim. In both, involving the resident in the action requires more
effort, but supports the resident's functionality.
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4.2. Leading to walk with a walker
In this section is discussed how autonomy in mobility is supported when a person
uses a walker but needs assistance. In the extract (3), a resident called Ruusa is
sitting in the dining room. Ruusa is active in asking for help, and even though the
care worker initiates the actual move in the following case, Ruusa has requested to
go to sleep, and she has been waiting for help for some time. Due to their institutional duties, the care workers were not immediately available for this kind of nonurgent assistance. Thus, self-determination is restricted both by physical competences and institutional conditions.
Ruusa's need for physical support in moving varies from day to day; here she
needs help in getting up, but sometimes she gets up by herself. Sometimes she sits
in a wheelchair, and occasionally she also walks with only human support. However, in general, she needs the verbal guidance of the caregivers.
Extract (3): This way
Participants: C: care worker, R: Ruusa, resident
01
02

c:
C:

r:
03
04

r:
c:
C:

r:

comes, takes gloves
&%Ruusa, lähetääs lepäi^lee.
Ruusa, let's go have a rest.
&puts gloves on-->
%moves closer to r-->
^turns to c ->
(1.7)%^
----->^
---->%
^lä%hetäänkö lepäilee.*3.1
shall we go to rest.
%bows down to r
^gaze on c-->

Figure 3.1: Question to the resident.
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05

R:
c:

06

C:

07

r:
R:

08
09

c:
R:
C:

#e# %lähet sie viemää.%
#e# will you take me.
%takes step to r,
raises up slightly%
joo.^
yes.
--->^
%#j#hoo. (0.9)
yeah.
%goes to walker -->
[(--)
*3.2 &[otetaan tä%mä.
let's take this one.
-->%brings walker closer-->
->&

Figure 3.2: The caregiver goes to get the walker.
10

R:

11

C:

12
c:
c:
13

C:

14
c:

mul on niin vaikea olo.
I have such a difficult feeling.
no joo.
oh yeah.
(0.4)%&
(0.7)%&
---->%.............% bows down -->
&.....&left hand
on the chair.....& both hands on the chair
mä käännän %sut.%
I'll turn you around.
->%twitches her body
upwards%
(2.1)
turns r's chair towards the walker,
left hand stays on the chair
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15

C:

%no ni?*3.3 %(0.9)
okay?
%...........%draws walker -->

Figure 3.3: Getting the walker closer to the resident.
16
17

c:
C:
c:
r:

18
19

c:
r:
R:

c:
c:

&(0.4)
& left hand off the chair
sitte pääset.%
then you'll get.
---->%
moves hands under the blanket that is on her shoulders
&(1.1)
&right hand off the walker
moves hands under the blanket
^%&iha&naa.%*3.4 (0.2)%
wonderful.
^.......-->
&....&right hand fingers on the walker-->
%looks to the
corridor%,,,,,,,,,%

Figure 3.4: The resident prepares to grip the walker.
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19

C:

20
c:
r:

%joo.&
yeah.
-->&
%.....-->
%(1.2)
^(0.1)*3.5
^
%goes to the corridor, comes back to r-->
......-->^hands on the walker^

Figure 3.5: Both hands momentarily on the walker when preparing to stand up.

21
r:
22

C:

23
24

R:
C:

25

R:

26

C:

27

R:
c:

^(0.2)
^
(3.7)
^
^right hand off^arranges the blanket with the
right hand^
%otetaan viltti %mukaan.
let's take the blanket with.
->%...............%lifts the blanket to the walker-->
(--)
jos mä otan tän ni,
if I'll take that,
no jo[o.
all right.
[pistetään se vaikka tohon ni se pysyy mu%kana.
let's put it here so it comes along
---------->%,,,,,
^%hy%vä.^
good.
^.......^right hand on the walker
%..%right hand’s fingertips on the walker
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28

C:
r:

jes.*3.6 ↑sit ylös ^vaa.
yes.
then just up.
^leans forward-->

Figure 3.6: Encouragement to stand up.
29
c:
r:
30
31
32

33

r:
R:
r:
r:
c:
C:

34
c:
r:
35
r:
c:

%(1.3)%^ (0.6)^
(1.1)¤
%.....%hand on r's back, supports-->
->^jerks
her body^........¤right hand on armrest-->
^(2.6)
^...-->
hhhhh
(0.2)^¤%
---->^stands up
---->¤
----->%
no ni,
okay,
,,,,,,-->
(0.3)%
,,,,,%
stands
^%(1.0)%^(0.7)
^pushes walker
^ walks-->>
%.....%*3.7 puts her hand on r's back, escorts-->

Figure 3.7: Socioemotional touch: hand on the resident's back.
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36

R:

37

C:

38
39

c:

tänne päi.
this way.
joo-o?
yes?
(0.5)%
-->%
goes ahead, opens the door

Having taken the gloves, the care worker summons the resident by name and gives
the reason for her coming (Ruusa, lähetääs lepäilee, 'Ruusa, let’s go rest', l. 2);
these elements function as an opening for the assistance (cf. Backhaus 2018:209210). Ruusa does not respond, and it is possible that she does not hear this utterance.
In addition, she is unable to see the care worker coming, as she sits with her back
toward her, but when the care worker steps closer, she turns to her (l. 2-3). The care
worker reformulates the suggestion into a question as a part of the negotiation process (cf. Antaki/Crompton 2015). Ruusa responds with a counter question (l. 5) that
can be interpreted as a sign of surprise and satisfaction. The caregiver simultaneously continues her course of action as she puts on the gloves. The affirmation of
the care worker is followed by an affirmative from Ruusa (l. 7). The inter-sequence
seems to be creating mutual co-presence as the goal is already clear.
When the caregiver has brought the walker near Ruusa, the next move is to get
her to stand up. The turning of the chair is preceded by an announcement (mä
käännän sut, 'I’ll turn you', l. 13), but the physical movement of bending down has
already started (l. 12; cf. Frick 2017). In the context of care, the verbalization of the
actions – as seen here – can be seen as plain announcements to inform the recipient
of the next move that affects them. Verbalizations like these can be seen as helpful
for residents with certain communication challenges (cf. Small et al. 2017; Lindholm 2016a:836). The caregiver also announces taking the blanket that was on
Ruusa's shoulders that Ruusa had been arranging (l. 22) and does not get an audible
response from Ruusa. She reformulates the action anew into a conditional clause
without a superordinate clause (jos mä otan tän ni, 'if I’ll take this one', l. 24, cf.
Lindström/Lindholm/Laury 2016). Ruusa interprets this as a suggestion and complies with it (no joo, 'all right', l. 25). Ruusa has shown active orientation to moving
by arranging her blanket and gripping the walker (l. 20-21).
Finally, they both grip the walker (l. 27), the caregiver with only her fingertips
beside the handle, probably trying to prevent the device's abrupt movements, and
the resident with both her hands on the handles. She orients to it without any extra
advice on how to use it. This all shows how naturally the assistive device belongs
to everyday movement, as a trusted resource in proceeding (cf. Due/Lange 2019).
The process is negotiated, and, through this negotiation, participation is made visible. The care worker not only assists but considers the other participant a legitimate
actor in the situation, taking the different resources available to the interactant into
account. The caregiver encourages Ruusa verbally but also gives Ruusa space to
get up.
To assist the resident in getting up, the care worker puts her hand on Ruusa's
back and holds it there. This can be seen as physical support, as the getting up takes
time and effort: Ruusa jerks her body and moves her right hand to the armrest probably to get more power to raise herself up (l. 29), and she also makes a loud exhalation during the getting up (l. 31). However, after Ruusa is standing, the caregiver
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takes her hand off of Ruusa's back for a moment but then puts her hand there again
(l. 35). This can be seen as more of a socioemotional action, as Ruusa has already
moved the walker forward. However, she takes the first step as the caregiver's hand
is again on her back, and this haptic contact might encourage her to advance further.
In addition, she is still seeking confirmation for the direction of motion (l. 36), and
– in this sense – the touch can be seen as creating co-presence that helps the proceeding to continue (cf. Goffman 1963; Cekaite 2016). Physical support from the
caregiver's hand is no longer necessary for the physical effort, but this formation
functions as steering – or scaffolding (Cekaite 2010:11) – in the common project of
moving and confirming the route of motion, which is challenged by the resident's
uncertainty, not their unwillingness to go (cf. Cekaite 2010). This holding their
hand lightly on the resident's back by the caregiver when the resident uses the
walker is typical in the overall data.
The socioemotional aspect can be seen all the time in assisted mobility, but in
focusing on the touch at the end of the extract (3), a moment when physical assisting
slides into a more social action can be detected (l. 35). This kind of emotional support contributes to accomplishing the activity smoothly; many residents need support and encouragement to act due to cognitive challenges even though they are
able, for instance, to move physically. The last section highlights this aspect of intimate support in escorting – when a resident does not have any physical difficulties
in walking without aid, but, instead, has challenges caused by memory and orientation deficits.
4.3. Human-assisted leading
This section will discuss how a resident is assisted without a walker or wheelchair.
This may happen by leading someone who needs mainly physical help, but here the
focus is on cases in which a resident has no physical restrictions but, rather, memory
and orientation problems. That is a common case in care home assisting, as many
residents walk actively by themselves, but they need guidance in where to go. This
is often the case with those who need physical support; however, when there are no
physical restrictions on movement, other aspects of assisting autonomous action
may be seen more clearly. Assisting aims at proceeding to a relevant, mutually recognized place. In cases of orientation problems and the need to negotiate the direction of the locomotion, touch can be especially useful as a mitigating and persuading measure in communication (cf. M. H. Goodwin 2006; Mononen 2019).
In the following extract (4), a care worker escorts a resident (Reija), holding her
under his arm. This formation of bodies is intimate, like "an ecological huddle"
(Goffman 1964:135), which highlights their orientation to each other (C. Goodwin
2007:57). In the following, the vocal replies are Reija's, and the most striking feature is Reija's and her caregiver's physical interaction while proceeding to the table.
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Extract (4): Oh how nice
Participants: C: care worker, R: Reija, resident
01

c escorts r under his arm, r strokes c's stomach, c
stretches his hand to the chair *4.1

Figure 4.1: Escorting the resident.
02
c:
c:
03
c:
r:
04
r:
05
c:
r:

%&(0.3)%
%......%grabs the chair
&right hand on r's back-->
%^(1.1)
%^
%draws the chair %
^takes right hand
off c to her side^
^(0.9)
^
^bends, stretches
left hand to the chair^
%(0.4)*4.2
(0.4)%^
%draws the chair with the left hand%
^pushes the chair with the left hand^

Figure 4.2: Moving the chair together.
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06

R:
c:

07
c:
c:
r:

^no niin, näin.
okay, so.
^turns her body-->
left hand stays on the chair
% &(0.7)^*4.3
->& right hand to the chair
%moves his left hand on the chair-->
-->^

Figure 4.3: Sitting down.
08

R:
c:
c:

09
10

r:
c:
R:

11

c:
r:
R:
c:

§^kiitok§sia?%
thank you?
^sits down-->
-->%
§one step behind
the chair§
%(0.8)^%
--->^
%......%bends slightly to push the chair
%ai ku ^kiva.
oh how nice.
%pushes the chair-->
^ ........-->
oi. %^ (juku) nyt.
oh.
(gee) now.
-->^strokes the table cloth
-->%turns away, leaves

Here, the emotional aspect is prominent in guiding the resident to sit and have a
meal; the resident orients actively to the encounter, and her exclamation indicates
positive emotion (ai ku kiva, 'oh how nice', l. 10, VISK § 1719). In cases like these,
the personal encounter is especially important, because it creates a basis for cooperation and mutual agreement for the next relevant action. If humor and good feeling are prominent, these inevitably promote the accomplishment of everyday actions (cf. Heinemann 2009). In this example, close physical contact occurs, and
both participants are active in it (l. 1). Thus, concerning autonomy, the assistance
happens with mutual agreement; intimate bodily contact creates a positive encounter that supports the resident in joining in dining.
Cooperation is clearly visible in the movements of the interactants; they orient
to the same destination – the chair – and, as the care worker draws the chair, Reija
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takes her hand off of his body and orients to sitting down. She joins in the action
and, after grabbing the chair, they draw it together (l. 5). Simultaneous movement
is the result of anticipation (Meyer/Streeck/Jordan 2017:xxiii; Heath/Luff 2020),
and they move the chair as one unit.
Reija thanks the care worker for the help, using a prominent pitch with rising
intonation, which underlines its interpretation as a polite response (l. 8). She does
not treat the assistance as a self-evident routine; she acts as an active agent, not as
a passive target receiving help, and responds to the assistance with gratitude. The
care worker does not say anything during this short excerpt; he uses only embodied
resources, and this seems to be adequate in the situation, which highlights their
mutual momentary connectedness.
In this case, the resident shows satisfaction with the assistance in the action. The
same applies to the next example (5), but, in addition, the next example shows how
a caregiver initiates assistance with the same resident, Reija. Reija has been walking
around, and she has also gone to the medicine board, which is not for the residents.
Her behavior often seems restless, even disturbing for the other residents, and the
care workers calm her down. Now, a care worker suggests that Reija have some
fruit, and, with this initiative, she accompanies Reija to sit down by the table. In the
beginning, they are standing a couple of meters away from each other. The caregiver summons Reija to get her attention (l. 1).
Extract (5): Fruits
Participants: C: care worker, R: Reija, resident
01

C:

02

c:

03

R:

04

c:
c:
r:
C:
c:
c:
r:

Rei%&ja? (0.3)&
%gaze on r
&lifts bowl of grapes from
the table&
^&nii.%(0.4)&^
yes.
&step to r &
%....-->
^step to c
^
&^mä annan sulle *5.1%vähän &^hedelmää.^
I'll give you
some fruits.
&walks to r
&continues walking-->
....................%grips r's arm
^walks toward c
^.........^
right hand on c's back,
continues walking-->

Figure 5.1: The caregiver invites the resident to a common movement.
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05

R:

06

C:

07

R:
c:
r:

08
09

c:
C:

10
c:
r:

ai ku ihanaa.
oh how wonderful.
tai mikskä [viinirypäle nyt,
or how does grape now,
[juu (--) joo ihan%^
yes (--) yes quite
%puts the bowl onto
the table-->
-->^....-->
(0.3)
...-->
%nii.
%
yes.
->%draws chair%
^%(1.9)
*5.2(1.2)^%
%holds lightly on r%
^sits down
^

Figure 5.2: Holding the resident lightly.
11
12

c:
R:

13

c:
C:

14

R:

15

c:
r:

%(0.9)
%(0.3)
%step forward%lifts bowl-->
täs on mu%kava kyllä nyt.
it's nice here now.
-------->%
nii-i?
yes?
↑joo.
yes.
goes away
starts to eat

In the beginning of the extract, the caregiver reconfigures a focus of attention verbally and physically – summoning Reija, making an announcement, and approaching Reija (cf. Tulbert/M. H. Goodwin 2011:83). In this case, moving to a certain
place is the caregiver's initiative as a part of organizing actions and part of Reija's
being in the dining hall. The care worker's announcement of the grapes also functions as an offer. In addition, her position with an outstretched hand invites Reija to
a common movement. Reija aligns immediately, both bodily and verbally, to the
action at hand (cf. M. H. Goodwin 2006:519). She proceeds with the caregiver towards the table and expresses satisfaction with the goal, producing a positive emo-
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tional exclamation (ai ku ihanaa, 'oh how wonderful', l. 5), similar to the exclamation in example (4), but with a more intensive adjective. Also, the result of the assistance provokes a positive evaluation from Reija (täs on mukava kyllä nyt, 'it’s
nice here now', l. 12), and, thus, she indirectly gives the caregiver credit for assisting. The caregiver receives this evaluation emphatically with the prolonged particle
nii-i ('yes', l. 13), and, in this way, recognizes the state of affairs Reija has described
(cf. Sorjonen 1999:180-181). In summary, staff-initiated assistance seems to create
a meaningful encounter; it supports the functionality of the resident as it provokes
a positive affect and active orientation to the action at hand: sitting down by the
table and having something to eat. Thus, the motivation is created only momentarily, but the resident complies and joins the action, showing pleasure.
Embodied co-presence plays a crucial role in the process of steering, similar to
how shepherding plays a role in interactions with children (Cekaite 2010), even
though the roles are different. Here, steering aims at regulating the resident's behavior and gives her the possibility to participate in a meaningful way in everyday
life in the institution. Holding Reija lightly (fig 5.2) can be seen as supporting the
embodied action already in progress, as discussed in a similar manner by
Marstrand/Svennevig (2018). In examples 4 and 5, the caregivers end up assisting
the resident in sitting down, situated behind her in a C-formation, which allows the
caregivers a controlling position over the resident (Cekaite 2010; Kendon 1990).
However, Reija cooperatively allows both caregivers to help her in this way.
In the last two examples, the care worker closes the interaction by walking away
(cf. Broth/Mondada 2013), while in the others the initiation of assistance is visible,
and closing is not analyzed. Motivation arises in the given situation and is visible
as the resident complies with the offered assistance and reacts to it in a manner that
suggests satisfaction. To secure the overall functioning of mundane life in a care
home, the caregivers focus the attention of the residents to relevant issues and, for
instance, guide them in movement; this protects the personal well-being of the residents in question as well as that of other residents. This requires guiding and controlling but also sensitivity to the situation.
5. Discussion and conclusion
This study has discussed the types of assisted mobility used in care homes for older
adults, with a special focus on aspects of supporting resident autonomy. The starting
point was that agency is participatory and co-constructed (Linell 2016). Care home
residents have lost some of their earlier functionality, and they need support in their
everyday actions, which means that questions of autonomy and agency are especially nuanced. Besides physical restrictions, the assisted often has challenges of
attention, hearing, sensorimotor skills, and memory, which increases the complexity of assistance. It has been shown how residents move in collaboration with their
caregivers, and this has revealed some aspects of professional care work, when autonomy is supported in negotiating verbally and in embodied ways. Thus, mobility
assistance is relationally achieved. Caregivers assist and leave space for autonomous action by making suggestions, waiting, and encouraging both verbally and in
embodied ways; residents, for their part, contribute to being assisted as they, for
example, request help, comply, confirm, and express their emotions.
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There are differences in the focus of assisting action. This was illustrated by
showing two different cases of using the same assistive device: a wheelchair. In the
first, the focus is assisting mobility, where the resident is encouraged to move herself, whereas in the second, participating in decision-making was the focus. In the
latter case, the caregiver gives maximal support in mobility and pushes the wheelchair, which helps to shift concentration onto an activity other than moving itself.
This leads to another difference: how the goal of assisting is created. Either the
resident is the initiator in movement from place to place, because they have physical
challenges that hinder walking or movement (extracts 1 and 3), and the negotiations
deal with the assistance and moving itself, or the caregiver suggests moving and
creates a common goal for mobility that supports resident functionality (extracts 2
and 5). In one example, the initiation of assistance is not visible. Negotiation to
accomplish movement reveals how competences are adjusted to relevant physical
assistance. On the other hand, when moving serves mainly other aims (as in extracts
2, 4, and 5), the type of assisting is not so prominently under negotiation.
There are also differences in haptic contact due to the assistive device and the
restrictions of the resident, but this effect is not straightforward. For instance, a
wheelchair enables one to avoid touching another human, even though this cannot
be seen as a goal itself. Touching the assistive device is one important part of the
proceeding, and it might help to regulate the movement, as in the case of touching
the walker while the resident is getting up. Haptic formations have also relevance
in steering, for example, creating co-presence (cf. Cekaite 2016:37). Occasionally,
the caregiver minimizes haptic contact, which is seen especially in extract 1, when
encouraging the resident to wheel the chair independently; alternatively, sometimes
embodied contact is prominent in joint movement, which might be important emotionally, even though the assisted person has the physical capability to walk. Socioemotional touch becomes important in the last three extracts: in extract 3 it is used
at the point when the resident is standing after a longer episode of preparation, and
it functions as steering and encouraging the resident to move further. In the last two
illustrated cases, where the resident had no physical restrictions but had problems
in orientation, socio-emotional touch intertwined with steering forms a crucial part
of the assisting, and in extract 4, embodied means compensated for vocal interaction, as seen in the data, but the duration of the assistance in its entirety was not
recorded. In addition, this kind of intimate assisting may include humor.
In all of the cases, both the care worker and the resident adjust their movements
to each other, and the help needed is also negotiated in an embodied way as well as
via wishes expressed verbally. Vocal advice, imperatives and instructions are essential in helping residents function on their own, but trying to get a person to move
may often include embodied directives (Ekström et al. 2017:107). The caregiver
could use gestures or go ahead of the resident, showing the route and providing an
example and encouragement. For instance, holding a hand on the back might help
orient the assisted person to the next move. In many cases, the resident interacts
actively in the process; however, verbalization of the action by the caregiver is often
important as a way of indexing the next shift and creating a mutual understanding
of the required step. In many of the cases, caregivers use questions in negotiations
for proceeding, granting the resident the possibility to express their opinion, which
they would not necessarily otherwise do.
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The motivational aspect can be seen in the way in which the assisted person
reacts and cooperates in given situations: in addition to complying, they can show
satisfaction verbally, as in extracts 3, 4 and 5, or resist the current activity. In all of
the cases, mutual understanding is achieved rather easily; in extract 2 there is more
negotiation on the goal of the movement, but overall that resistance is a topic for
future research. When assisting happens without vocal input, bodily cooperation is
especially visible, but further research is also needed into the phenomenon of steering without words.
It was illustrated how autonomous action and overall functionality are supported
when there are physical and cognitive constraints on moving. Helping the resident
to move contributes to maintaining existing resources and fosters overall well-being. Caregivers support residents in living and in mundane routines by helping them
to move but also by means such as suggesting relevant tasks. So, the role of initiation can belong to the care worker, but they must use different means to persuade a
resident toward a given activity and create a common goal. This also holds true in
cases where the resident is fully interacting but is persuaded to come along. This
brings another aspect of autonomy to the forefront: being an active agent who may
choose and decide. The possibility to choose, for instance, a relevant place to proceed to is threatened in cases of cognitive and memory deficits, but also by the
workings of institutional life. Sometimes the resident needs to wait a longer time
for mobility assistance. However, as has been illustrated, even in a care home and
needing mobility assistance, there are many moments in which the resident still can
be an active agent and exercise control over their life (cf. Finlay/Walton/Antaki
2008:253-254).
Time used for the assistance was considerably longer when the resident had
physical obstacles and she was encouraged to move herself, with the help of either
a wheelchair or walker (extracts 1 and 3). The socioemotional side, the importance
of the care worker-resident relationship, is highlighted in cases where a person has
memory and orientation challenges. All in all, taking time to assist seems important
as it enables autonomous action and thus also supports future mobility.
The cooperative nature of assistance is visible physically – as participants react
in an embodied way to each other – as well as in participants’ mental orientation
toward the goal. This study shows the importance of mutual negotiation and also
how different resources serve to direct and assist residents in being able to move
from place to place. However, it is important to note that sometimes performing on
behalf of the resident is the best and most supportive way to assist – for instance,
pushing a person in a wheelchair when they are tired. Situations vary, and care
workers strive to provide assistance in a suitable way so that they can support residents' everyday functionality in this context.
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7. Transcription symbols
.
,
?
↑
word
[
(.)
en#
°en°
(--)
(word)

falling intonation
level intonation
rising intonation
higher pitch
word emphasis indicated by underlining
overlapping speech
micropause, less than 0.2 s
cutoff
creaky voice
talk inside is quieter than the surrounding talk
the words spoken here were too unclear to transcribe
expression is unclear

Multimodal action has been transcribed, where relevant, according to the conventions developed by Lorenza Mondada (see Mondada 2016):
% %
^^
^--->
---->^
draws chair

….
,,,,
--->
-->>
r:
*5.2

delimitate a speaker's gestures and actions descriptions
delimitate another speaker's gestures and actions descriptions
action described continues across subsequent lines
until the same symbol is reached
simultaneous embodied action marked under the line
action's preparation
action's retraction
action continues
gesture or action described continues until and after excerpt's end
participant embodied action is identified in the margin when she is
not the speaker
the exact point where screenshot (Figures) has been taken is indicated, showing its position within turn at talk
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Crossing with care: Bogs, streams and assistive mobilities
as family praxis in the countryside1
Eric Laurier / Ria Ann Dunkley
Thomas Aneurin Smith / Stuart Reeves
Abstract
In this paper, we use ethnomethodology, membership categorisation analysis, and
conversation analysis (EMCA) to investigate traversing obstacles in outdoor environments as reflexively constitutive of producing, resisting and adjusting family
relationships. We look at how relationship categories are a resource to be drawn
upon in organising intercorporeal mobile actions. When faced with obstacles, group
members offer, recruit, request or reject assistance, through altered bodily movements, in relation to obstacles. The assistance offered is constituted through, literally, lending a hand in finely coordinated and adjusted forms of contact and support.
We locate the significance of assisting practices that are made relevant by these
relationships (e.g. adult-child) and how such practices are intertwined with perceiving the local environment (e.g. rivers, the terrain underfoot). The data are video
recordings of families walking through the countryside and assisting one another in
crossing obstacles. Our findings on the organisation and accountability of traversing, through touch, gesture and talk, contribute to studies of family practices, mobility, and inter-corporeality.
Keywords: assisted mobility – assisting – walking – countryside –intercorporeality – family relationships – ethnomethodology – membership categorisation analysis – conversation analysis.

German abstract
In unserem Artikel, dessen Analyse auf der Ethnomethodologie, der ethnomethodologischen Kategorisierungsanalyse (Membership Categorisation Analysis), und
der Konversationsanalyse (EMCA) basiert, untersuchen wir das Überwinden von
Hindernissen in Außenumgebungen als reflexiv konstitutiv für die Herstellung von,
den Widerstand gegen und die Anpassung an Familienbeziehungen. Dabei zeigen
wir, wie die Kategorisierungen von Beziehungen, die Teilnehmende vornehmen,
als eine Ressource für die Organisation interkorporaler, mobiler Handlungen herangezogen werden können. Wenn Mitglieder einer Gruppe auf Hindernisse treffen,
bringen sie veränderte Körperbewegungen in Bezug auf die Hindernisse hervor, um
Hilfe anzubieten, Hilfe anzuwerben, Hilfe anzufragen und Hilfe abzulehnen. Die
angebotene Hilfe erfolgt dann ganz konkret durch das Reichen einer Hand, wobei
die Formen des Kontaktes und der Unterstützung sehr genau koordiniert und abgestimmt werden. Wir loten die Bedeutung der unterstützenden Praktiken, die durch
diese Beziehungen (z. B. Erwachsener-Kind) relevant gemacht werden, aus und
zeigen, wie solche Praktiken mit der Wahrnehmung der lokalen Umgebung (z. B.
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Flüsse, das Gelände unter den Füßen) verflochten sind. Die Daten für unsere Analyse sind Videoaufnahmen von Familien, die sich beim Wandern durch die Natur
einander helfen, Hindernisse zu überwinden. Unsere Beobachtungen der Organisation und Zurechenbarkeit des Überwindens von Hindernissen durch Körperberührungen, Gesten und Sprechen trägt zu bisherigen Studien zu Familieninteraktionen,
Mobilität und Interkorporalität bei.
Keywords: unterstützte Mobilität – Unterstützung – Gehen – Land – familiäre Beziehungen – Interkorporalität – Ethnomethodologie – Analyse der Kategorisierung der Mitglieder – Konversationsanalyse.
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Capable yet assistable; taking care; holding hands
Conclusions: Safe help
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1. Introduction: Obstacles and the accountabilities
of assisting one another
What are families doing when they walk together across streams, through forests,
and up hills? Is a walk the occasion for parents to build their young children's confidence and know-how in moving across rough ground? Or is the walking itself the
occasion for young children to find, adjust and maintain the position within their
age and place within the family? As a kind of walk, a walk in the country is away
from the perils of traffic-filled roads; it is in forests, fields and moorlands with their
distinct dangers. It offers family members space to be close and distant, to roam
freely and, as finding and facing danger, tackle obstacles. Exploring how family
members assist one another reveals elements of how families look out for and look
after one another. Who can, and ought to, look after whom requires, in each event,
establishing the qualities of obstacles, drawing upon the intimate knowledge of
family capacities and the intersubjective wrangling of the desires and rights of children and adults to move independently.
Following the recent studies of Keisanen et al. (2017) we have headed outdoors
to examine family practices in the countryside. Our interest is in occasions in country walks wherein families meet obstacles that block their paths, such as drops,
fences, fallen trees, thickets, or, in this paper, bogs and streams. These landscape
features make the differentiated and incumbent expertise, capacities, and duties of
family members relevant. They are organised through the family as a members'
categorizing device (Smith in this special issue). Each parent and child, drawing
upon the relevance of relational categories, emerging in practice, is working out
which kind of and how much assistance is needed and accepted on each occasion
they face an obstacle. The offering of assistance is analysed, by parents and other
adults, not only in terms of looking after each child, but also with reflection upon
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levels of intimacy, life stage or age category, affording the child the opportunity to
progress their project of becoming more independent. It is not a simple judgement.
Younger children have differing bodily dimensions and aptitudes, cumulative experiences of terrain, and pursue growing rights of unassisted mobility as part of
their ongoing strivings towards independence and not only in their own right but
also in terms of their position within the family and amongst their friends. In traversing bogs or streams, family members demonstrate, and learn about, what each
member can do with, and for, one another. It does not stop there; family members
also analyse what is done to them and to others and via that action. It is via the
occasioned relevance of differential and categorial relationships that assistance happens. This relationship is generated by and accountable through family (e.g. parentchild) and walking-generated categories (e.g. 1st and 2nd in a file). We consider,
then, how parents assist their children and children of others, as well as other adults
which is then tied up with children demonstrating, and others recognizing and monitoring, their independent mobility.
In Goodwin and Cekaite's (2018) powerful study of everyday family interaction,
walking was framed as an occasion for learning. Here, our focus is on walking in
the countryside itself as the mobile practice enjoyed together and, perhaps, being
learnt. The walk in the countryside is an embodied, intercorporeal practice, an everyday enjoyment and where environmental learning is accomplished in incidental
events (Dunkley/Smith 2019). Simultaneously, it is a site for families to produce,
maintain and transform who assists whom and with what, within the family (Goodwin/Cekaite 2018; Keisanen et al. 2017).
2. Background: Assisting others' movement
Seeking and offering assistance has been a longstanding topic for EMCA studies,
rooted in studies of suicide helplines (Sacks 1992), and more recently in renewed
interest in studies of recruiting assistance (Kendrick/Drew 2016). Movement assistance is particularly interesting because it is deeply tied to independence and agency
(Muñoz and Majlesi/Ekström/Hydén in this special issue). To offer and provide
movement assistance is to acknowledge the fundamental social rights of others to
move themselves (McHugh 2019).
Assisting the mobility of children, as noted above, is embedded in family relationships and the differential skills of family members, and is tied to particular familial forms of independence, agency and competency, which, in turn, are produced
through categories of parent/adult and child within the omnirelevant device, and
institution, of the family (Butler/Wilkinson 2013). Researchers have noted that parents and guardians are attentive to minimising child-safety risks in outdoor settings
(Cook et al. 2006; Joelsson 2019). Parents act to 'protect' children when mobile,
'shielding' them, for instance, from the traffic when cycling together (McIlvenny
2014). The task of obstacle traversing is also distributed between parents and/or
other adults. For example, common cultural understandings of where fathers do
caring for, and intimacy with, their children is associated with outdoor adventures
of the kind examined here (Meah/Jackson 2016). Moreover, central to understanding what happens in our data, is drawing upon the abiding work of 'doing being a
father' via the father-child standardised relational pair in not only offering but adjusting the help offered to their children (Sacks 1992).
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Where guiding has been studied within the setting of the family home, it has
considered how the embodied actions of parents are deployed to get children to do
domestic and dull tasks that they otherwise might resist, such as going to bed, brushing teeth, or finishing their dinner (Cekaite 2010; Sirota 2006). More broadly, studies of children's independent mobility have tended to cast adults as restrictive or
controlling of access to outdoor space (Benwell 2013), rather than considering how
they guide and/or assist children's movement in outdoor spaces. Only a handful of
studies have tackled how guiding is used when families are, or ought to be, having
fun in places with new hazards or obstacles, such as ravines, dunes, swamps or
narrow paths over a sheer drop (Keisanen et al. 2017).
2.1. Directing, guiding and assisting in the family
The inter-corporeal, tactile features of everyday domestic practices have been studied as the work of doing being family as well as doing being a household. These
studies reveal the centrality of familiar forms of touch, alongside talk (and its prosody), in caring for one another such as through hair-brushing, hugs, and kisses
(Cekaite 2010; Goodwin 2006; Goodwin/Cekaite 2018). They reveal how embraces
are used to soothe a crying child, as well as to establish the cause of the crying and
to return the child to other activities (Cekaite 2017). These practices are not limited
to the family. Such practices are used to soothe, and show affection and control, in
more formal childcare and educational settings (Cekaite/Bergnher 2018).
Central to the early understanding touch in family practices, is the work of Candy
Goodwin (2006) on the mobile aspects of directive-response sequences between
children and adults in domestic settings. In analysing giving, receiving, and avoiding directives, she described the movement of parents and children. Yet, for Goodwin's study, the movement was incidental, it was 'in order to' move to facing formations (for more on 'in order to' movement, see Majlesi/Elström/Hydén in this
special issue). Closer to our study, Cekaite (2010) focused on household mobilities
of the family, examining how directives are enforced and accomplished through
shepherding children.
Cekaite's (2010) study revealed three of the embodied actions that parents deploy
to gain a child's compliance in domestic settings: shepherding; twisting and nontactile steering. Shepherding is a parental response to a child resisting initial verbal
directives (e.g., to brush teeth). Shepherding is a device that parents use to re-orientate a child's activities, and enforce compliance with tasks that children are likely
to avoid. Shepherding and non-tactile steering are ways of moving together that are
shared with the conveying of families across difficult terrain. Although the walk in
the woods, that we shall examine later, is a playful and fun adventure, there is a
seriousness to its 'endogenous pedagogy' of walking (Goodwin/Cekaite 2018). As
we noted earlier, crossing obstacles such as streams, walls and ravines carries with
it a hint of injury or even death, particularly in remote rural areas.
Close to our interests in traversing obstacles, Keisanen et al. (2017) followed
foraging activities in Finnish forests, describing how parents' guide young children
through transitions between activities outdoors. The young children in their study
required assistance within difficult terrains, such as in forest undergrowth. In their
study, parents not only assist the very young children in picking berries, they engage with their children as active participants in foraging. The adults are, at times,
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providing the scaffolding for young children to show agency and assert independence, an aspect of assisting that we will develop further in this article.
Walks in the countryside are settings for drawing upon and displaying intimate
knowledge of family members and their capabilities, as well as gaining an evolving
sense of what they are expected, and allowed to do. Rural walks thereby gradually
transform, and are transformed by, families as children 'grow up' (Goodwin/Cekaite
2018). As Tolmie and Crabtree note in their study of a family trip to the countryside,
days out constitute a family practice that intensifies relationships between people,
and the growing child, they are occasions when what you are really like here-andnow is updated (2013:190). A day out might be an opportunity to demonstrate a
progression toward walking without help for younger children. On such days out,
hands held, torsos supported, elbows steered are "perceptually salient resources for
indexing, renewing, and developing the social and affective relations of the participants" (Cekaite 2010:20).
The details of how they walk together, who looks out for whom, reveal family
members' everyday standings and understandings via the use of family itself as a
categorising device with its pairings, hierarchies, economies and resources for
judgement (Hester/Hester 2012). Families are organised via the familiar and familial categories of parents, children, siblings, and other relations; at the same time
individuals within the family occupy the rights and expectations that are attached
to particular ages which are formulated in 'year-old' and/or 'stage of life' categories
(Cromdal et al. 2018). The family categorials such as 'mother', 'younger brother' are
there to be produced as recognisable, resistable, accountable in judging rights and
responsibilities of helping. Yet, unavoidably, these emerge in relation to the organisation of assistance through the assister-assisted pairing (Muñoz and Smith in this
special issue). On that basis, for example, adults act for children, on the category
incumbent basis as lacking competences that are attributed to adults. Though also,
as we noted earlier, parents assist their children in ways that recognise current competence or project toward future capacities (Butler/Fitzgerald 2010). Keel (2020)
examined families cooking together, displaying asymmetric relationships within
the family, while maintaining a positive form of assisting towards competence. The
family, as membership categorisation device is, significantly, if always available
for use, not relevant nor used at all times. Classically, Sacks's work on the search
for help is organised through standardised relational pairs of categories and those
paired categories are occasioned by that search (Watson 2015). What is particularly
pertinent here is that the offer of assistance in traversing an obstacle can then occasion the uses of the duplicative pairing of child-parent as assisted-assister even
though, as we will examine later, the child was not searching nor showing struggle
in traversing the obstacle. Nor, in its delivery, is the offer simply an offer.
2.2. Intercorporeal movement
Walking in the countryside is distinct from walking in the city in obvious ways:
walkers are likely to be walking on and off paths; the ground cannot be taken-forgranted in the ways that it is in the city and there is only a minimal, if any, preassembled infrastructure for pedestrian practices (Ingold 2007; Lorimer/Lund 2008;
Smith et al. 2020). Countryside walkers must monitor the ground to find paths, to
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avoid sinking in mud, dislodging rocks, falling into holes, etc. They must also negotiate obstacles that cross their paths, such as streams and rivers, fallen trees, or
human-designed obstacles such as stiles and locked gates. Yet, as Nan Shepherd
(1977) recalls, children enjoy walking the 'unpath' in the countryside, revelling in
sinking into the mud, while parents find themselves calling a child 'to heal'. The
adult category in relation to younger children, as shepherd, is ever more pronounced
while walking in the countryside, given the necessity to inspect, for unpathed children, what could be unsteady, slippery or hazardous ground. The synchronisation
of walking together with young children with shorter legs, less or more speed is, of
course, different to walking with adult peers (Jensen et al. 2015). Yet even for
adults, different capacities in, for example running together, involves, becoming
attuned to and typifying the other runner in relation to hazards of the path of, what
they can see in low light and so on (Allen-Collinson/Hockey 2017).
The walk in the countryside has other environmental features that are traversed
differently from walking forward on a path. As we described above, assisting others
draws upon the categorial organisation of the family, yet the displayed and recognised categories shift back and forth with walking and assisting generated categories of assister and assisted. Families are doing the walk as an outing, doing being
family and doing assistance (Watson 2015). As members of a walking group, each
recognises and produces their part in crossing an obstacle using the category-generated yet also category-altering capacities, experience and rights in finely tuned
ways. The inquiry into the hazards of the obstacle and what constitutes the capacities to cross it as the 'first', 'explorer', etc. is part of preparing for and offering varying kinds of embodied assistance to others who are then analysed as belonging to
categories children and adults, yet also take account of 'second', 'follower', etc.
(Lee/Watson 1993; Watson 2015).
Walking itself is an activity that has an array of intelligible and accountable actions that constitute it and that it constitutes. Lee and Watson's classic studies of
walking in the city demonstrated its category organisation in terms of persons showing themselves to be together, to be browsing or passing by, to arrange themselves
as first, second and thirds, to pair actions and so on (Lee/Watson 1993). Recent
work by Smith (2018) has drawn upon walking's recognisability, as distinct activities, to examine how attention, noticing and getting out of the way, are accomplished at urban intersections, especially the novel design called 'shared space'. By
sharp contrast with walking in the woods or on moorland, the hazards and obstructions at a traffic crossing are predominantly vehicles parked or in motion, if also
the odd pothole, puddle and sandwich board.
For a walking group, the traversing of obstacles may have more in common in
its footwork and intercorporeal organisation with practices such as climbing or
dancing. Broth/Keevallik's (2014) study of learning to dance, the pupils stand
around in the observer's position in a circle. Similarly in bouldering and rock climbing the group arranges themselve around the person climbing, who can then be assisted by either/or spotters and, if they are using ropes, a belayer (Jenkings 2017).
As we shall see, there are aspects of assisting in the family walk that are similar in
gathering around the obstacle: the rest of the family arrange themselves to monitor
the crossing. As a collective faced with an obstacle, the family arranges itself
around crossers as potential assisters or assistees.
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In what follows, we will examine two closely related kinds of obstacles for walkers: bogs and streams. Investigating the crossing-relevant properties of the ground
brings together visual inspections that are combined with exploratory footing-based
inquiries. Touching combined with movement, stretching, stepping and body
weighting reveal properties which are visible and/or reported for the other walkers
as part of assessing the ground's softness, wetness, stability and slipperiness (on
touching objects, see Cekaite/Mondada 2020; Mondada 2020). There is, then, a collective perception of the landscape being assembled by members as a family, and
for its members, one that is done through verbal categories as much as it is through
inspection via looking and touching (Smith in this special issue).
3. Data collection: The Brecon Beacons project and family walks
The data presented in this paper is drawn from two sources. The first is a study that
explored how individuals used a mobile app to navigate the remains of a Roman
Marching Camp within the boundaries of the Brecon Beacons National Park in
South Wales. The research involved eight groups, each including two to four participants. Participants were asked to use the app and were given basic instructions
on how to use the tablet and the app (for more details see Smith et al. 2020). Each
group was given two on-body cameras, which were usually attached to their chest
or on a shoulder strap. These perspectives provided a limited view of the action and
often required post-hoc reconstruction of what was happening (Muñoz in this special issue; Heath et al. 2000). However, in the data fragment we selected for this
paper, the mother has detached the camera and is using it handheld, providing
greater coverage of the action than from the body-mount. In this data fragment, we
have 'Family 1', consisting of mother and father and two sons (aged five and four).
The second data source for our paper is ad-hoc data collected by one of the authors
during a walk with family and friends. The camera is handheld by the researcher
and follows the action. The group consists of two families out for a walk together:
the first consists of a father and his two young children; the second of three young
children, two parents and two grandparents. In our analysis, we will focus on the
first father and his youngest child (approx. 5 years old) and then on the three of the
adults from the other family (in their 40s and 60s). We are wary of priming what
categories are relevant here by mention of specific ages (given such specific-ness
is part of the member’s analyses that we are interested in). We intend that the
graphic transcripts provide sufficient detail around the age-related appearances for
the reader and we will anyway describe the qualities of members that feature in
assisting one another.
4. Findings: Assistance enmeshed in inter-corporeality,
independence and affection
As suggested earlier, who offers a helping hand to whom in each event, matters for
family relationships even as helping is a practice that draws up known-in-common,
standardised relation pairings such as child-parent or daughter-father. Those events,
where assistance takes place, are accountable and potentially memorable events
where the standing of family members toward one another is at stake through what
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happens and how it happens (Cavell 2005). In traversing obstacles, standing, in the
sense of standing upright, is itself also at risk for the family as walkers may slip,
fall or get stuck in the mud. In what follows, we will examine who offers a hand to
whom, how hands are offered, accepted, avoided and ignored. Meantime, we will
also touch on the involvements of other family members and walkers, as co-organisers, family members and as incumbents of locationally generated categories
within traversing practices (Smith in this special issue).
The two groups that we will examine face the common problem of traversing an
obstacle, where actions are organised and divided as assister and assisted, via family
categorisations as fathers, mothers, children, as walkers as more or less skilled and
in their locations emergent in the traversing as first, next, front, rear, etc. We will
examine three crossings of obstacles: a bog and two streams. The events take us
from situations where assistance involves lifting young children, to adults holding
the hand of adults. In the latter case, the assistance is produced and responded to in
ways that are distinct and make apparent assisting as an occasion for maintaining
or changing relationships.
Before the family needs to work out who assists whom and how to assist one
another, they must firstly establish that the terrain encountered is one that requires
assistance to cross. Once recognised as an obstacle, it needs to be investigated for
its qualities and for how it can be traversed. The family as a unit, faced with difficulties, pursues as a category-based search and allocation practice, who amongst its
members can assist and who requires, or ought to be, assisted (as a professional
matter, by comparison, see Smith in this special issue; as a passengers' matter, see
Muñoz in this special issue). One member becomes the one that crosses to the other
side, to then assist other members across the obstacle. It is not incidental that it is
an adult male, each time, who becomes the family member offering physical assistance, and, how it comes to be so is part of our interest here. Becoming the assister,
while travelling, is an occasion wherein members of the family can, and do, draw
upon the gendered norms of 'doing being a father' to follow it, resist it, subvert it,
etc. (Barker 2008; Meah/Jackson 2016). In the events examined below, both fathers
are experienced hillwalkers, which complicates our understanding of their entitlement to assist by providing an alternate categorisation device. Moreover, it provides
an alternate device for how their positions as walking in first position and/or leading
the walk are produced and recognised. Moreover, by their position within the mobile formation of the walking group they become the member that first assesses the
obstacles and is likely then to become the assister. This then raises the question of
what happens when a child is at the front position of the mobile formation (which
we will examine in the second crossing).
In this first crossing, Family 1 is walking in open moorland. They are following
a path that runs along a dry ridge, cut through by bogs along its course. As we join
them, the father is walking at a distance ahead of the mother and their two children.
He investigates a potential obstacle, announces it to the group and then moves on
to determining its further qualities as ground for walking on.
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Transcript 1: First walking in file, and assessment of assistance

In panel 1 we see the reeds ahead of the father, as would his family members who
are following behind him. The father's announcement signifies that there is a feature
ahead of them, requiring collective attention. The consequantiality for the group is
further secured by adding a so preface. Moreover, the father comes to a halt, while
perceptibly stepping downwards (panel 2). The father's halt marks a transition to a
different activity (De Stefani 2013; Keisanen et al. 2017), while the father's so is
also tied to his step down, which becomes prodding at the ground. The prodding
makes available to the others, and to us, his investigation of the ground as obstacle.
The father assesses the softness and dampness of the boggy areas, thereby discovering whether it can be crossed without wet feet and/or becoming stuck. His tactile
investigation echoes Mondada's (2020) description of cheese-sellers palpating
cheese (where sellers and buyers assess cheese for its ripeness), here, though, with
foot rather than fingertips. Moreover, in beginning when he does, and at a distance
from the rest of the family, he is examining it for the family, rather than with them.
The father then retreats and resumes, planting his forward foot on to a tussock
for firmer footing (panel 3). Taking a stretched, rapid stride, almost a jump, he
makes it to the other side. Turning back to face the rest of the group (panel 5), he
provides the results of his inquiry into and successful crossing of the bog. This inquiry is produced as a judgement of the children's specific capacities to cross it
without getting stuck. The father announces Noah's going to be okay. This might
initially appear to be unexpected to the family because, contrary to the category
organisation of capacities to respond to an obstacle, he names the younger brother,
rather than the older brother, as okay to cross the bog. His announcement is brief,
and he is not called to account for this yet (although he will be later). One explanation for the absence any verbal account by the father of why the younger brother
will be okay, may be that the father is treating the wet noises of his crossing as
hearable. The category puzzle of not selecting the younger brother as a recipient for
assistance, could then be made sense of through Noah being the child with wellington boots on, while his older brother is wearing training shoes (Smith 2020).
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Having located himself on far side of the bog as the assister for the others, the
father summons the older child Sam. In the meantime, the other family members
have caught up with him and are standing at the edge of the boggy ground with Sam
positioned at the front.

Transcript 2: Summons and foot as stepping stone

The father finds footing on another tussock to establish himself in an assistive
stance that serves to initiate the bog-crossing (panel 3). His instructed-action
thereby both establishing a format for the upcoming assisted movement and assuming the embodied category of assister in the category pair of assister-assisted (on
producing non-verbal movement pairings see Broth/Keevallik 2014). He uses the
older child's name to select him as the recipient of the bog-crossing assistance. Notably, Sam has not reciprocated the father's action by readying himself to be assisted
through an assistee stance. Sam has remained stationary, upright and at a distance
from the assister (panel 4). Moreover, Sam prefigured his absence of an intercorporeal response with a what? (panel 2). Shifting from an embodied offer to a directive,
the father beckons him while saying come 'ere (panel 5). It may be that Sam is
simply not paying attention. Yet, his very inattentiveness could be understood in
terms of himself, as older sibling, either not expecting to be summoned first, or,
resisting his selection as the assist-able party when his younger brother ought to be.
In that respect his what may be of a more confrontational kind and the absence of
getting ready might also index his capacity to independently cross once his father
is out of the way.
The father, at the close of transcript 2, directs Sam in how to begin the crossing
by directing him to stand on his toe (panel 6, transcript 2), which he then repairs to
foot (panel 1, transcript 3). In the next fragment, immediately following from the
previous, the father assists Sam across the bog, and steps away, leaving the younger
child without assistance.
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Transcript 3: Lifting and jumping; accusation of abandonment

As we noted at the outset, as an inter-corporeal practice, traversing obstacles has
connections to dancing. In assisting the child, the father in his sideways stance displays a base for the other party, like a dancer's lift position for another dancer
(Broth/Keevallik 2014). Relatedly, the waiting child, goes through moves to be assisted, reaching up with both arms toward a projected lift. His father, as the assister
is not matched to that lift, likely because his furthest arm is holding a long walking
stick (see panel 4). What the father is producing instead is a stepping-stone, via his
foot, accompanied by supporting his son's upper body with his arm. We begin to
see how the absence of a dance's given and learnable set of moves, or indeed the
formal training of mountaineers (see Smith in this special issue) is a significant part
of what distinguishes this kind of ad-hoc family assistance. A further difference
from dance, if we look at panels 1 and 2, is the attentiveness of both parties to the
obstacle that the assisting is shaped around. Dance assumes that there are smooth
hard floors (which, on good days, are sprung). Yet, like Broth/Keevallik's (2014)
dance classes, the instructability of the action, not only organises the actions of the
pair, it also instructs those other parties waiting to cross for their first time. On that
basis, the younger brother, who has watched his older brother being assisted, claims
that he is able cross (panel 3) and with the added confidence that he is able do all
of this. His willingness, attentiveness and readiness, stand in contrast to that of his
older brother. Of interest to us here, in the younger child's move toward becoming
more independent, in that here is an occasion to do so. One that might be even more
significant because his older brother required assistance.
In response to his claim, the mother seemingly agrees and provides a spatial
direction for his independent movement go in front of daddy (panel 4). Though, we
can hear, in her direction, that the father would need to remain where he is. Moreover, it seems that the father hears the younger son's claim to be able to cross by
himself that way too, because he does not stay to assist. That the father hears it that
way makes all the more sense if we look back to transcript 1 (panel 6). He began
the assisting practice by announcing that the younger brother would be okay to cross
by himself. The mother is also holding the child's hand in a high supportive position,
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while he waits (panel 5). From the father's perspective, he could potentially see this
handhold as projecting the mother supporting the child while walking with him,
rather than handing over the child. The mother repairs the father's misunderstanding, by making a complaint to the father for not assisting the younger child (just
leave him there then – panel 6). This complaint comes in response to the father's
stepping away having assisted the older child. What this demonstrates is the way
that assisting and what it does to each party, is closely analysed by each family
member. The mother's work here is to use parent-child as the relevant standardised
relational pairing for who needs help, to re-analyse the obstacle and the child's capacities, whilst also showing another aspect of the possible damage done in abandonment, should the younger child not be assisted.
To assist this younger child, father and mother produce a different form of crossing the bog. The mother passes the hand of the child and the father then tows him
through the bog.

Transcript 4: Accounting for assistance; towing the child through

In the face of the accusation of potentially being a bad father, an account becomes
necessary for Noah being okay. The father's account now becomes explicit that wellies exclude him from the assistee category. As an ethnographic aside here, Noah's
wellies are conspicuous on this walk because they are too small and he regularly
complains about his feet hurting (panel 5). We hear Noah making struggling noises,
which the mother elaborates upon, formulating the ground problem posed to him:
he's gonna need help because it's squashy. She thereby formulates the second aspect of this ground as obstacle, which the father has failed to consider, and one that
is not solved by wellies: the unsteadiness of the ground for the younger child. The
mother's steadying assistance was then what was embodied in the high handhold (it
is lowered in panels 5 and 6 of transcript 3) which the mother produces while she
projects the transfer of the child to the father. On picking up the child's hands from
the mother, the father and son assemble a different form of assistance with the son
using two hands to grasp. He is towed briefly across the bog (panel 4), the intercor-
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poreal positioning itself perhaps being a way of showing his resistance to the assistance being (belatedly) offered, though it may also be generated from the position
of the father on the bank rather than in the middle of the bog.
In examining this first episode, we have pursued how assistance is organised as
a family matter of traversing an obstacle, the qualities of which are being discovered
in encountering it. In the face of one child potentially crossing unassisted, standardised relational pairs from the relation collection are used in re-establishing that
all children are assisted parties and the accountability of who should help whom.
Abandonment was available as a way for the mother to categorise and judge the
actions of the assister as a father which encompasses equally his position as a lead
walker. A judgement that he immediately sought to both acknowledge and repair to
maintain his successful doing being an (attentive) father. Rather than understanding
what was done to him as abandonment, Noah (the youngest) understood his dad's
assessment as an opportunity to claim that he can do all of this. Noah takes advantages of the cracks in the institution of the family, opened up by the traversing
the obstacle to express his independence and perhaps also his personality. For the
attentive parent, this is then one of the many moments in the walk to find out or to
reinforce what kind of personality their youngest has.
In the next section, we return to offers of assistance from parents to children,
though this time we will describe different forms of embodied assistance in the
traversing of obstacles, as well as further displays of competence, rights and independence from the assisted parties.
4.1. Children leading the walk and traversing obstacles
For Noah's family, walking at the front of the group coincided with leading the
group, and consequently investigating what the obstacle was and how to cross it.
The spatial formation of families, while walking in the countryside, varies, and it
does so in the next set of events for the two families in the group. Of the two families, out for a walk in the woods together, we will concentrate in this section on
Family 1 – the father and particularly the youngest of his two children. They are of
interest because the youngest child is positioned ahead and so, to exert her independence, putting to use the locatively-generate category as first in the walking pair
(Smith, this volume). Leading the way in one sense yet also deferring to her father,
sometimes, on the recognizing, categorizing and traversing of obstacles.
4.1.1. First at the obstacle; asserting and demonstrating capability;
the helping hand

We join the group in their woodland walk in an open area without a path. In travelling across the path-less forest terrain, adult-with-small-child pairs have formed in
this group. There is a stage of life relevance, rather than 'youngest', to expecting
competence in traversing these forest floors, bogs and streams. Closest to the camera (see Transcript 5), in Family 2, the grandfather is walking with his grand-daughter, monitoring her uneven progress across the tussocks. Our target pair are further
away and the father is walking behind his daughter in a similar fashion.
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Daughter 1 has stopped at a point on the bank where her older brother and the
two other older boys from Family 2, have crossed. The transcript begins when the
father walks up to the bank to join his daughter in standing at the side of the stream
and inspecting it. She identifies a rock for stepping on. Her father rejects it with an
account and then directs her to another part of the stream.

Transcript 5: Identifying a crossing and waiting for permission

Earlier, a potential crossing point had been established by the three older boys,
crossing at the part of the stream where daughter 1 is standing. Daughter 1 has not
followed, even though the older boys accomplished their crossing successfully.
Why not? In one sense, because the older boys have greater crossing capacities but
also because they have an age-established entitlement to cross without waiting for
a go-ahead from a parent. Her waiting acknowledges her orientation toward requiring a go-ahead from her father. It also shows that she can both recognise a significant obstacle for her, and from her inquiry into the obstacle, to find a feature of it,
that might allow her to ford it.
As the father approaches, his daughter shouts her finding: THERE'S A ROCK
(panel 2). It is more than just a finding, but can be heard as a suggestion for a potential crossing point. Her father rejects the suggestion, providing an account of the
unsuitability of the rock as a stepping stone. His turn is left incomplete, cut short
by his daughter's off-beat departure (Broth/Mondada 2013). It is likely that he is
about to venture a reason (e.g. under the water and slippery). By her off-beat departure daughter 1 successfully resumes her leader position, checking the bank for next
potential crossing points (panel 3). Her departure shows, then, her desire to lead the
investigation of where to cross the stream, even if the crossing itself requires a form
of permission from her father.
Although the daughter is using her location in the pair to lead, her father from
rear position, directs his daughter towards distant rocks: the rocks are here, that he
has identified as suitable. Meantime, her attention is toward an earlier candidate
crossing point (panel 3), manifest in her adjustment of pace and gaze. In slowing
and pausing briefly, her father catches up, altering their mobile formation into a
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close couple (panel 4). While the father's first directing failed (panel 3), the second
upgrades the directing, by shepherding (Cekaite 2010) her away from that crossing
(panel 4).
As they walk along the stream, they shift from looking at the distant rocks to
looking at the immediate ground. Walking as a close couple, they shift between a
file to side-by-side arrangement (transcript 6, panels 1 to 2) which supports a shared
perspective and shared scrutiny of the ground ahead.

Transcript 6: Guiding child's walking & changing mobile formation

The father's warning of the hazard, that'll be very… boggy, is produced as a lovely
suspension of the obstacle category. His turn is suspended at the very point where
his daughter is putting her foot in it (panels 2 to 3). What was an account for recognising that bit and potentially avoiding a hazard then becomes a visible and audible
demonstration of the problem: that the ground is boggy. The warning of the risky
territory ahead is itself produced so that it leaves room for his daughter to show her
walking capacities. She could avoid it and, moreover, could complete the account.
However, her onward rush, reproduces the ignoring of her earlier departure in transcript 5, in that it ignores the projected hazard from the father's warning. As witnessable episodes, they are available to provide evidence for continuing to keep his
daughter close and control her movement through more challenging terrain. It is
evidence for him for this walk, though also a future resource in calibrating and adjusting how much freedom he gives her to tackle obstacles
Yet we need to be careful in simply attributing the daughter's foot in the mud, as
a failure of attention. As Shepherd (1997) reminds us, children deliberately put their
foot in the mud for the sheer pleasure of squelching. It is in the character of walking
in the countryside, as enjoyment for the family, that it provides sites for pleasure
for children which are at odds with their parent's project of keeping their feet dry,
clothes relatively clean and teaching them proper walking. It is also not incidental
that the daughter is equipped with sturdy wellies that allow for putting your foot
into puddles, streams and bogs. Moreover, when warned to watch that bit, the
daughter adjusts her step, dealing with it by stepping down into it. The father had
not formulated, at the point of her stepping, whether it is boggy qualities rather than
the dip that was the hazard. However, while the adjustment of step shows response
to the warning, it fails to show recognition of the hazard.
As they continue toward the crossing point, the daughter increases her speed
again, anticipating and swinging herself around to beside her father at the rocks.
The father then shows her where to cross by stepping on the stones himself as an
instructed-action. While he makes an offer of assistance which appears not to be
taken, he reconfigures his touch to support the crossing nevertheless.
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Transcript 7: Showing the stepping stones; offering and providing assistance

The father in crossing (panel 3) is watched by his daughter (and daughter 2 and her
grandfather). We can note that his cross here instructs her seeing of where to cross
rather than how to cross the stream. Daughter 1 follows him without pause for further inspection and displays no show of uncertainty. She begins to cross, in fact,
ahead of her father offering his hand. He reaches out just as the daughter's foot
stretches to find the stepping-stone. She has not waited for, nor sought, further assistance by, for example, verbal request. The daughter does not take his offered
hand when she steps out onto the rock. We can appreciate through her following of
his move and her refusing the offer of a helping hand, how she succeeds in displaying her capacity as requiring no further assistance, other than being shown where
to cross.
Meantime, rather than accept her refusal of assistance, the father's hand is not
withdrawn. He adjusts it to make a brief beckoning gesture and then, once his
daughter is close enough, he transfigures his extended arm gesture into gently pulling her across via her upper arm. The readiness of the father appears similar to the
way bouldering partners support one another via 'spotting' (Jenkings 2017). Yet the
pairing between professional climbers versus the ever-present father-daughter is
quite distinct. His holding of her arm is in the context of her having show no acceptance of an offered helping hand.
The father provides a completion account: there you are, which produces, post
hoc, in the wake of the delays and corrections beforehand, their final crossing as a
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successful demonstration. He has found the place for a father's repeated, unremarkable work of providing ongoing tutelage in crossing streams using rocks. Yet,
whether this tutelage is heard as that, is harder to fathom, given the absence of a
verbal or other response from the daughter. It is part of doing being the family that
parents are training their young children in, and as, repetitious repetitions in how to
do this or that, and showing that there is a thing to be learnt or that has been learnt.
In the paired category child-to-parent, the child need not respond, acknowledge or
appreciate these moments of parental assistance. We can add though that neither do
they object to such demonstrations as patronising or un-necessary. Their competence is not at stake in those ways.
In this second traversing of an obstacle by a family we have examined how a
father and child are sensitive to, and continue to reproduce, the rights of the child
to act in dealing with obstacles herself (Butler/Wilkinson 2013). By comparison
with our earlier crossing, the child is investigating and selecting crossing points,
even if each is rejected. In the face of their child's witnessable assertions their independence we have traced the father's redirecting, guiding and helping. We have
considered the helping as an everyday occasion for the father to examine his daughter's positioning between competence and incompetence. The crossings are accomplished in ways that allow the child to do crossing themselves, rather than being
lifted or towed.
4.1.2. Capable yet assistable; taking care; holding hands

From the previous two events, we examined how children were assisted in different
ways to traverse bogs and streams. What though of the helping hand offered when
all the family members are categorisable as adults? It offers us further insights into
helping one another, as part of doing being family, while also providing a comparison with the specific pairing of parents with small children we have examined earlier. What, more though, does offering and accepting assistance do amongst adult
family members and how is it done?
Before we respond to that question, we will briefly describe the assistance given
to daughter 2 to cross another stream encountered in the wood. We re-join the walk
from our previous fragment, although this time, in the frame, we have the grandfather and grandmother, mum and daughter 2 (transcript 8, panels 1 to 2, below), and
later the father and daughter 1 (panels 3 to 4). They have encountered another
stream in the woods, but this time there are no stepping-stones. The banks of the
stream are steeply sloping, which requires extra care for finding secure footing on
them, and the adults have arranged themselves along its banks. Their arrangement
produces a line of potential assisters that support daughter 2 (who, is of course, also
categorisable as the granddaughter) and a 'who's next' sequence for crossing. The
stream itself is narrow enough for an adult to stride across, but too wide for a small
child. The grandfather has adopted a bridging and lifting stance, ready to give assistance. Given the grandfather's stance across the stream, he is establishing readiness to give a lifting assist. Note his lowered hands and bent back, projecting a grip
around the torso of the child.
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Transcript 8: Categorising as assistance-relevant; passing & assisting grand-daughter

As daughter 2 begins to walk towards her grandfather, the grandmother makes an
order of family categorisations relevant to the assister: your wife and then your
daughter. It seems humorous: going categorial as a basis both to mark his obligation
and the dual aspects of the mother and grandmother's arrangement on the bank
(panels 1 to 4) which can be seen as either: the assisting line for the grand-daughter
or as a queue to cross. Moreover, it plays self-mockingly on their incapacity to cross
the stream, in the face of father 1, father 2 and the grandfather that have crossed it
without assistance. It is interesting in its collection of female categories that while
they are gendered, it selects family rather than female (Stokoe 2011). Its non-seriousness is displayed in their next actions, once their assisting of daughter 2 is complete, as they both step forward rather than toward the grandfather. The grandmother scans the opposing bank, projecting their independent crossing of the stream
as the next action rather than being assisted. This event is perhaps the closest to the
practice of recruitment identified by Kendrick/Drew (2016) yet sits within a more
open texture of relevancies, key being that recruitment is one alternate way of seeing their activity.
Once his assisting of the granddaughter is complete, the grandfather returns his
gaze and offers a hand toward the remaining walkers on the bank. What is visually
available to him here is a lack of readiness from the grandmother and daughter to
be assisted (Broth/Keevallik 2014). Whilst retaining his position, he clarifies that
he will also be helping them by summoning them: C'mon then over you come, while
keeping his arms and hands open in readiness. His daughter and wife show their
ongoing stance, on the need for assistance to cross, by laughing. The grandfather
assists his daughter to cross, and she provides a further stance marker on his assistance before losing her footing when she lands on the far bank.
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Transcript 9: Stance on offer; sweetness of the offer

The grandfather's c'mon then marks his taking seriously the ironic claim on his categorial responsibilities from his wife. We can note the difference from our first
event in the bog. In that crossing, the father summons his son with come 'ere (transcript 2, panel 5), without projecting or verbally formulating what will happen next
in relation to traversing the bog. It is only when he then places his foot and instructs
his son to stand on it, that it becomes apparent what form the embodied assistance
is to take. By contrast, in the present example, the grandfather has to use a summons
twice because the competent adults are not expecting assistance from him. Their
slow response is a marker of the surprise of the offer, one which also leaves time
for him to reveal whether such an offer will be maintained. Indeed, the daughter's
stance on the seriousness of his offer of assistance is made clear by her extended
laughter to mark his offer as un-necessary (panel 2). Her laughter is followed by
quieter laughter from both the grandmother and father 1 (panel 2). All the adults
thereby treat the assisting as about something other than being necessary or expected by, or for, its recipients.
When she is being helped, the daughter reconfigures the assisting as a sweet
gesture in her assessing aw (panel 3). She also smiles throughout the crossing and
so does his wife. Nevertheless, the grandfather's tactile connection remains strongly
supportive: with not only the upward handhold but also his other hand supporting
the assisted person's shoulder from behind, and he does not provide an audible response to his daughter's aw.
Despite the po-faced assisting by the grandfather, we do see how his daughter
reconfigures a potential question around her competence in walking (in this case,
crossing the stream), as fatherly care. The helping hand here, for adults who are
related or close friends, is that one that could be given, rather than, that needs to be
given or ought to be given in the pairing of parent and small child. Indeed, if it were
not for the daughter activating the father-daughter relationship here, the repeated
offer of assisting across the stream might have been interpreted as treating the assisted as lacking capacity, rather than a caring gesture.
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While the daughter continues to walk away from the obstacle, the grandfather
assists his wife across via the same inter-corporeal move of the strongly-supporting,
upward handhold (transcript 10, panels 2-3). She provides an acknowledgement,
appreciating the help with crossing the stream (panel 3). Having completed her
crossing, she shrugs and joins her daughter's laughter at having been assisted.

Transcript 10: Assisting wife; stance on assistance

On completion of the assistance, what is to be made of it, is taken up again by the
grandfather's daughter when she begins laughing again. She has adjusted her orientation so that she is now watching and is a witness to the assistance of her mother.
The grandmother shrugs in response to becoming the object of her daughter's laughter (panel 4). Her shrug perhaps displays a downplaying of her significance in this
sweet event. Afterwards, the grandmother laughs briefly to mark her affiliation with
her daughter and continue the sense of the assistance as sweet and funny.
If we now rewind across the assisting events across all our examples in this paper, an element that we have hinted at, is that there are other family members and
members of the walking group who are peripherally involved as an audience for the
assistance. In this final crossing, who is witnessing the assistance grows to encompass not just the grandmother and mother watching the granddaughter lifted across,
but also father 1 and daughter 1, the latter emphasising the seriousness of the obstacle (very, very deep) (transcript 8). Daughter 1 continues to monitor the crossing,
and the granddaughter, once assisted, positions herself to watch the mother and
grandmother being assisted. The assisting then is an occasion for family members
and others to watch and see what each member of the family are doing to one another and potentially to them (see Sacks 1992, vol 2:101-102). The grandmother
plays upon the assistance being given by the grandfather to ironically suggest that
they should also be assisted. Once underway, what the assisting is doing is then
being monitored by the small children who remain to be assisted where that assistance is done to them rather than requested or recruited. The granddaughter is being
presented with how she should understand the grandfather helping adults across the
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stream. The grandfather does it competently, seriously and indeed showing his experience as a lifelong and trained hillwalker. The recipients of his assistance bring
out another understanding of what it is doing for them: the grandfather is caring for
them. The giving of assistance is always more than just an inter-corporeal and embodied transportation across rough ground, it is also the occasion for the intimacy
of holding and touching one another as members of the family and others to look
on.
5. Conclusions: Safe help
Sacks (1992) considered one of the practices commonly found in multiparty talk:
making 'safe compliments'. When we have more than two people engaged in talking
together, Sacks was interested in how those others analyse the actions of one member to another member. The safe compliment is hard to make, or may become quite
bland, because it should not do anything else to other parties present in making it.
On the family walk, with more than a pair of walkers, where members of the family
are assisting one another, it is analysed by those other family members for what it
does to, or for them. As we described in the first crossing of the bog, the mother
accuses the father of abandoning the youngest child. In the final example, quite the
opposite, the grandfather left no one behind even though they would likely have
found ways of crossing without his assistance. He offered 'safe help' by doing it to
everyone waiting, yet even safe help was available, of course, to be made more of
by the rest of the family.
As we argued at the outset, obstacles of the countryside such as bogs and streams
are not so dissimilar from traffic lights or other urban crossings. There is a feature
ahead, which in relation to a family walk, will require traversing and the assistance
of young children, yet also a mutual coordination to traverse it as a mobile formation and yet one that is also organised around the omnipresent device of the family and its members (Smith 2018). Walkers as parents are expected to respond, organise and assist their children in relation to the obstacle. Such analysis itself is
built out of parents' and other adults' intimate knowledge of each child's capacities
to jump, climb and balance at just this time in their lives.
In the first event, crossing the bog, although assistance is given by both parents,
the children themselves co-build the assistance-pairing to successfully cross. They
are not simply lifted as non-responsive objects over the obstacle, they are partners
in an acrobatics of crossing. In the second event, crossing the stream, we showed
how a child's desire to become more independent is made recognisable in the face
of directives, guidance and assistance from their parent. In the third event, crossing
a more substantial stream, we showed how adults are assisted; how they mark the
assistance as un-necessary and transform it into a humorous and affectionate moment. Across all of these, then, what each member of the family can do and is like
right now, are open to the monitoring of all other family members. For the younger
children with tightly restricted independence, their project is to show that they are
more capable, surer on their feet, can perceive the environment and with perserverance and the right footwear, will be given more rights to roam.
We have also noted how children acquire their extended rights to mobile competency within the family, and, in doing so, mobilise the categorial resources of the
family, whilst simultaneously asserting rights as independent walkers. Echoing how
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EMCA studies have shown how children are treated as 'incompetent' and by other
adults (Butler/Fitzgerald 2010), or in need of 'shepherding' to achieve adult-led
tasks at home (Cekaite 2010), here we have also shown how adults carefully monitor their children's mobile actions, capacities, (and footwear), to assist them across
obstacles, but also to assist and hinder their growing independence, to deal with
them as an evolving and 'evolved natural object' as Sacks (1992:330) put it. As they
graduate from age to age, they will become less needing of assistance and continue
to acquire further rights to move without monitoring or assistance.
Our paper has, then, sought to deepen the understanding of assisting one another
as practical matters in the constitution and transformation of families. It has offered
insights into both what happens during walks in the countryside that makes them of
value and interest to families. It also demonstrates how the family, as a differentiating and categorially organised collective, responds to routine risks. We have extended the EMCA studies of tactile practices in the caring work of family members
in showing how assistance is given and received with a sensitivity to independence,
capability and yet also to the material details of obstacles around, through, or over
which conveying is accomplished.
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Sitting down on a chair: Directives and embodied organization
of joint activities involving persons with dementia1
Ali Reza Majlesi / Anna Ekström / Lars-Christer Hydén
Abstract
This study deals with directive sequences in mobility practices when people with
dementia are assisted to sit at the dinner table. By using multimodal analysis of
interaction, we highlight how caregivers, often in encounter with more debilitated
residents, may deconstruct the entire activity of sitting down on a chair into smaller
practical projects and move from mitigated directives with indirect forms to more
imperative formats which are shorter, clearer and more lucid in their turn design. In
our data set, directives in both downgraded or upgraded forms are accompanied by
embodied linguistic and haptic resources and are hardly ever used to claim authority
over the residents, but as communicative resources to help people with dementia to
perform an instructed action.
Keywords: assisted mobility – caregiving – conversation analysis – directives – embodiment – joint
activities – multimodality – people with dementia.

German abstract
Die vorliegende Studie befasst sich mit direktiven Sequenzen innerhalb mobiler
Aktivitäten, in denen Menschen mit Demenz dabei unterstützt werden, am Esstisch
Platz zu nehmen. Durch den Einsatz multimodaler Interaktionsanalysen zeigen wir,
wie Pflegende, oft mit stärker geschwächten Bewohner*innen, die gesamte Aktivität des Hinsetzens auf einen Stuhl in kleinere Projekte zerlegen und von abgeschwächten, indirekten Anweisungen zu mehr imperativen Formaten übergehen,
die kürzer, klarer und deutlicher in ihrem Turn-Design sind. In unserem Datensatz
werden sowohl abgeschwächtere als auch direkterere Anweisungen von verkörperten sprachlichen und haptischen Ressourcen begleitet. Fast nie werden sie dazu verwendet, Autorität gegenüber den Bewohner*innen zu beanspruchen, sondern als
kommunikative Ressourcen, um Menschen mit Demenz dabei zu helfen, eine angewiesene Handlung durchzuführen.
Keywords: assistierte Mobilität – Pflege – Konversationsanalyse – Direktive – Embodiment/Verkörperung – gemeinsame Aktivitäten – Multimodalität – Menschen mit Demenz.
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1. Introduction
This study is about a routine activity of assisted mobility in care homes for people
living with dementia: a resident being guided by staff to sit down on a chair at the
dinner table. By the video analysis of activities in a residential care in a large city
in Sweden, we explore ways of guiding people with dementia in form of embodied
directives which provide both instruction and support for people with dementia to
be able to sit at a designated place at the table. Embodied directives refer to the use
of both verbal and other embodied communicative resources in directive-response
sequences in trajectories of actions to encourage or urge someone to perform (or to
prevent them from performing) a proposed or requested action (see Goodwin/
Cekaite 2018; Mondada 2017). As directive-response sequences are ubiquitous part
of everyday activities in caregiving situations (Antaki/Kent 2012; Cekaite 2010;
Goodwin/Cekaite 2018; Grainger 1995; Hydén 2014 among others), detailed understandings of such actions can indeed provide knowledge to improve caregiving
activities involving people with dementia.
Embodied actions like walking around, getting up and sitting down are usually
performed in everyday life as typical "in-order-to" actions (Schutz 1962 vol. I:22).
That is, they are done as a preparation move to do something else; for instance, one
sits down in order to have a cup of coffee, dinner, a conversation, etc. Thus, attention is not usually on the act of sitting down in itself, but rather on the wider context
(the meal, the company, the ensuing dinner or conversation). Therefore, the body
and its movements performing the action of sitting down or standing up are not
much under focus unless the procedure of performing those actions are somehow
hindered. It is at those occasions that the movements such as 'standing up' or 'sitting
down' turns into a noticeable and reportable event. In our fieldwork in a dementia
unit of an elderly care home, we have observed how sitting down becomes an observable and reportable event when people in the late-stage dementia, due to the
progression of the disease and their frailty, display difficulties e.g., to move across
places, to navigate the physical environment or to carry out the activity of sitting,
and thus, require support and help to sit down on a chair. The support is often in
form of a series of verbal directives accompanied by physical assistance for mobility. With this article, we focus on such occasions when people with dementia are
provided directives both verbally and in embodied form in order to sit down at the
table. We address the questions of how people at late-stage dementia with the help
of assistance perform the activity of sitting down. To answer this question, we will
focus on:
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(1) the temporal and sequential organization of the whole activity, that is moving
the body from a standing position to a sitting position;
(2) the details of directive-response sequences and their unfolding; and
(3) the resources used by participants during the activity including talk, artifacts
and bodies.
2. Directives and dementia
In general, directives are defined as using words to get somebody to do or not to do
something, through a range of different verbal means, including producing explicit
imperative forms, questions, statements, even hints or indirect requests (ErvinTripp 1976). These verbal formats of directives may serve to tailor an ongoing activity to a particular context usually relying on the recipient's knowledge of the relevant context to understand what is asked of them explicitly or hinted at in the given
directives (Sorjonen et al. 2017). The person issuing a directive balances between
the authority to use the directives and the expectation as regards the possibilities for
the compliance with those directives (cf. Antaki/Kent 2012; Craven/Potter 2010).
Responses to directives may also vary from compliance, to non-compliance or outright rejection. In some cases, the response may include verbal acknowledgement
about, or preparatory steps toward, the requested actions but without actually performing them (e.g., in what is called incipient compliance in Kent 2012). Furthermore, the verbal formats in directives are often accompanied not only by extra linguistic resources, e.g., with varied pitch or loudness, but also by haptic resources,
e.g., with the use of bodily assistance, to help the recipient to understand the directive and perform the requested action (see Cekaite 2010; Goodwin/Cekaite 2018
on parent-children's interactions; see also Mondada 2017 particularly for studying
imperative forms in various settings).
Despite the pervasiveness of using directives in everyday life (see Goodwin/
Cekaite 2018; Sorjonen et al. 2017) including also caregiving situations for older
persons (Grainger 1995), there is a small number of studies of directives in older
persons' care (for critical reviews, see Grainger 1995; Marsden/Holden 2014). In
these settings, it seems that directives primarily are connected to what Grainger
calls care-related discourse (1995); that is discourse that has to do with basic care
activities like eating, washing, etc. Likewise, in research on dementia, although the
use of directives in dementia care is reported to be ubiquitous (e.g., Heinemann
2011), studies on directives in care practices for persons living with dementia are
infrequent (but see e.g., Majlesi/Ekström 2016; Mikesell 2016).
In her study, Mikesell (2016) shows that directives are used frequently in interaction with people with dementia, particularly in encounters with compulsive behaviors. In what are considered troublesome engagements or unsanctioned disengagements, directives are used as repairing devices resulting in either "temporally
interrupting the compulsive engagements" or "alternative engagements", and their
formats are issued as more responsive to the sensitivity of the progression of the
activity rather than to the compliance or non-compliance with the directives
(Mikesell 2016). Majlesi and Ekström (2016) have also shown that the directives
are used as resources which actually enable the person with dementia to recognize
the request and support him to accomplish the requested action. In a joint activity
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of baking cinnamon buns, their data analyses show that directives are issued in a
chain of sequences as the person issuing directives orients toward the accomplishment of actions and the progressivity as regards the entirety of the activity. The
directives in their data are provided in tune with what a person with dementia is
engaged with and what is remained to complete the action. In other words, the directives aimed for smaller and simpler tasks into which the activity was parsed (cf.
Hydén 2014). Therefore, the directives are shown to be sensitive not only to the
nature of the activity but also to the ongoing contribution of the person with dementia and his capability to accomplish every local project. The directives are thus adjusted in their forms to the demonstration of the ability of the person with dementia
in understanding and performing the requested actions.
Parsing activities into smaller tasks or projects designed according to the
knowledge or perceived ability of the recipient has been shown to be a useful resource in various types of institutional and mundane activities. Goodwin (2018) has
shown how the decomposition of utterances provides resources to build co-operative actions. Breaking complex information into smaller constituents that Clark
(1996) calls "installments" have also been observed as a practice to build intersubjectivity and to avoid potential problems of understanding in talk, e.g., in L1-L2
talk (Svennevig 2018). Parsing has also been argued to be a resource in instructional
activities when a complex activity is divided into smaller tasks to be managed and
followed by a novice (e.g., in sport coaching, Råman/Haddington 2018; in mobile
instructions, Rauniomaa et al. 2018).
Concentrating on using directives in interaction with people with dementia, the
current study contributes to the findings of the abovementioned studies and shows
how directives and their deconstructions are considered to be communicative resources used in interactions. Directives are produced to coordinate joint activities,
particularly in those activities that participants are in evident asymmetric positions
that one instructs the other how to proceed with the activity, as in the case of staff
supporting and guiding persons with dementia through the activity of sitting down
(cf. Goodwin/Cekaite 2018 about parent-child relations). Moreover, in joint activities involving persons with dementia, we demonstrate how directives often go beyond verbal formats and involve other embodied resources in issuing and following
the directives. This happens particularly in our data as the recipients of the directives may face challenges in both hearing and understanding verbal directives, or
have cognitive or communicative problems in recognizing and accomplishing the
requested action, something that might complicate the relation between verbal and
non-verbal components in both the directives and the responses to the directives.
3. Data and method
The video data used in this study was collected by the authors who recorded the
activities in a dementia unit at a residential care home in a large city in Sweden.
The dementia unit accommodated seven people all primarily diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease. Five of these persons were in the later stages of dementia, two
with Swedish as a second language and three with Swedish as their mother tongue.
To avoid more complications in the data analysis regarding the language, in this
study, we focus on the Swedish speaking residents. They are three female participants at 70, 89 and 95 years of age. Their various activities were video recorded,
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including table-talks, eating events, walking tours, and other entertaining activities
(e.g., watching TV, playing bingo, doing a choral activity, and participating in a
physical fitness activity).
Out of approximately 10 hours of the video recordings, we found 48 incidents
of people with dementia receiving directives while moving from one place to another within the facility. These cases also include the activity of totally 13 sequences of sitting activities involving the three residents in focus. The analysis
builds on an ethnomethodological and multimodal conversation analytic approach
(EMCA, see Mondada 2019) based on which, we provide the detailed analysis of
the sequential and temporal organization of interaction (Mondada 2017, 2019), as
to how directives are organized in a series of social actions. From an EMCA approach, social actions are considered by default to be embodied, multimodal and
multisensorial (Goodwin 2018; Mondada 2019). We chose our examples out of the
sequences containing directives, in which three people in the later stages of dementia in our dataset were directed to sit at a dinner table. Our initial observation focused both on the ways that directives were presented and also the ways that responses to the directives were provided. By response we mean the verbal acceptances such as acknowledgements (e.g., 'yes') which signal that the directive is
going to be followed, and also/or only the bodily responses such as doing the movement toward the targeted space and place indexed in the directive.
Appropriate ethics approvals for the study were obtained from the Regional
Board of Ethics (dnr. 2017/469-31).
4. Results
In what follows, we present three sequences regarding assisted mobility and the
provision of embodied directives when residents are sitting down at a table. All
residents are primarily diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease, they are at the different
stages of dementia (with different side-effects on their physical and cognitive abilities). We begin with two cases of compliant residents, followed by a case of a noncompliant resident.
4.1. Example 1
The first example involves Brigitte, 89, who is diagnosed with severe Alzheimer's
and vascular dementia. She is still capable of walking around but only with a
walker. Apart from her memory problems, she shows no sign of difficulties in interaction, comprehending any requested actions when verbally responding to them.
The example below starts when, after a short nap, she comes to the dining room to
have breakfast. As she enters the room, she is immediately offered a chair to sit on
(l.01-02) by Sylvia, a caregiving staff member, who had also helped Brigitte out of
her room. Our excerpt starts right at the moment when Brigitte is offered to sit.
After receiving the offer, she first initiates to greet everyone in the room (omitted
from the transcript), and then, she gets back to the activity of sitting down on the
chair (l.05):
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Example 01: Brigitte is seated
Person with dementia: Brigitte (B)
Staff members: Sylvia (S); Tina (T)
Visitor: Ali Reza (A)

After pulling out a chair for Brigitte, Sylvia also offers the chair with a polite phrase
of varsågod min vän ('here you go my friend', l.01). Upon the offer, Brigitte shows
that she understands that a chair was pulled out for her and the offer is understood
as a request to sit down. To confirm that she was offered the chair, she seeks confirmation by asking får ja sitta där ('may I sit there', l.03). Then, she continues by
pointing to the chair and says: ja sitter där ('I sit there', l.05). By asserting that she
sits on the designated chair (l.05) and also pointing to the chair (l.06; fig. 01), she
unequivocally displays her understanding of the offer. In response, Sylvia also confirms that the chair is pulled out for Brigitte to sit down as she says, ja tack ('yes,
please', l.07). Brigitte, however, displays difficulty in performing the action – and
also perhaps insinuates a request for help – by saying, oj får ja komma hit me lite
('oh can I come here with little', l.08). The incomplete utterance is followed by a
pause of 1.5 seconds during which she stands still with her walker looking at her
path toward the chair. After Brigitte shows hesitation to perform the action, Sylvia
turns the activity into a joint project of instructing and assisting Brigitte to sit: vi
gör så här ('we do it this way', l.11) and by using the pronoun "we", she clearly
projects the upcoming activity as a joint one. With the use of both haptic and visual
instructions (l.12; fig. 02), Sylvia transforms the activity of sitting into a joint activity, and she also provides tangible information about the trajectory of action and
physically supports Brigitte to begin to perform the action. However, part of the
activity is still designed for Brigitte to perform by herself. This is evident in the
shift of "we do it this way" and "you hold yourself there" in line 11.
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In the continuation of the interaction, Brigitte is supported through a haptic framework which overlays the verbal instruction to do things step by step: så går du hitåt
('then you go this way', l.16), släpp den ('let go of that') and sen kan du hålla i stolen
('then you can hold on to the chair') (l.18). Although Sylvia has framed the activity
of sitting as a joint project (see l.11), she deconstructs and parses the activity into
smaller practical projects for Brigitte to follow (cf. Rauniomaa et al. 2018). However, to go to the next task depends on the accomplishment of the preceding one.
As shown in line 18, Sylvia begins with the next directive as a joint action, sen tar
vi ('then we take', l.18) but she realizes that the previous requested action has not
yet been accomplished. She, therefore, provides a concrete imperative for Brigitte
to follow, släpp then ('let go of that', l.18). To facilitate understanding and following
the directives, Sylvia also uses her own body to direct the walker toward the chair
(l.15), and she points at the chair handles when she asks Brigitte to let go of the
walker (l.19; fig. 03). These embodied and verbal instructions help Brigitte understand how the joint activity is unfolding. The instructions also facilitate understanding of the trajectory of the actions as to how to sit on the chair step by step. The
subsequent turns show that such instructions help Brigitte at the end to do the sitting
by herself. The instructional directives shown in lines 15 and 19 seem to be given
to the service of such a purpose that Brigitte be able to sit on the chair on her own.
The instructions are in the form of listed sequential order: you do this, then you do
that (l. 16 and 18) reflecting also how Sylvia is breaking down the whole activity
into smaller, doable projects. When asked if she can sit down (kan ja de tror du,
'can I do this you think', l.20), Brigitte is also encouraged by Sylvia by a reassurance
that she can (l.21). Sylvia, however, positions herself right behind Brigitte in case
Brigitte needs physical support to sit down. Brigitte finally parks the walker next to
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the chair and uses the chair as a support to move between the walker and the table
to sit on the chair (l.24; fig. 04). These actions add to the list of the local projects
that Sylvia directs Brigitte to accomplish in order to sit.

At the end, even if Brigitte is not very sure that she can sit without receiving help,
with a little bit of instruction and encouragement (e.g., l.27), she actually does so.
She leaves the walker and puts one hand on the table and the other on the chair
(l.30; fig. 05), at the same time that she also receives another directive with insistency that she should sit (l.29). On the whole, apart from the imperative form in
line 29 which is also marked by "please" at the end, Sylvia's directives often include
more offers and instructions than orders, e.g., varsågod ('here you go', l.02), så går
du hitåt ('then you go this way', l.16), sen tar vi släpp den ('then we take let go of
that', l.18). The instructional forms of directives which indicate the frame for every
local project seem to be sensitive to the ability of the person with dementia to perform the requested action. In cases that the transition from one step to another requires more instruction, Sylvia provides them sequentially in response to inactions
or hesitations, and by doing so she even makes a new local project that is more
feasible for Brigitte.
Those rather smaller projects as part of the larger sequence, facilitate for Brigitte
to perform and accomplish the activity step by step. For instance, in line 16, Sylvia
shows the way to Brigitte as she says, så går du hitåt ('then you go this way'), but
the instruction seems not to be an adequate one to be followed by Brigitte. As Brigitte is not following the instruction shown in one second of pause without any substantial movement toward the chair (l.17), Sylvia provides a new instruction: sen
tar vi ('then we take') which is a syntactically incomplete utterance that is immediately revised with a restart which provides even more decomposed steps in the instruction. It seems that by "then we take", she was referring to the fact that Brigitte
should hold on to the chair. Sylvia, nonetheless, revises her instruction to introduce
another thing that should be done before that, and that is to let go of the walker:
släpp den ('let go of that') (in which she refers to the handle of the walker) and asks
Brigitte to put her hand on the chair: sen kan du hålla i stolen ('then you can hold
on to the chair', l.18). So, on demand, the deconstructed activity can be deconstructed again and parsed into even smaller pieces of actions, as the staff member
monitors how the person with dementia is performing and where in the instructed
action, she has difficulties, or needs further assistance. This constant monitoring of
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the instructed actions and the online (re)calibration of the directives (cf. Mondada
2017) lead to the adjustment of the instruction to be more recipient designed (Sacks
1995: 384), which often tally with the capability of the person with dementia and
the level of difficulty at which the person with dementia can perform the requested
task. In this way Brigitte received enough support to sit down on the chair (l.34; fig.
06).
4.2. Example 2
The second example is about Emma, 95, with Alzheimer's disease, who is also too
frail to move on her own, and in addition to that, she cannot communicate verbally.
The excerpt begins at the moment when Tina, a caregiver, helps Emma out of her
room with the help of a walker and guides her to the dinner table. Since Emma
cannot keep her balance without assistance, Tina keeps her hand on Emma's back
during the time Emma is walking with her walker toward the table. Unlike Example
1, the staff member does not provide any verbal directive until they walk straight
toward the chair that Emma is going to sit on. Even if Tina does not provide Emma
with any announcement as where she should sit, Tina helps Emma to move toward
a particular place in the room and a particular chair at the table. Tina's embodied
directives include holding Emma's back, orienting Emma's body toward the chair
and gently pushing her to walk toward it (cf. shepherding in Cekaite 2010). As they
get to the place where Emma and her walker stand close to the chair, Tina needs to
readjust the position of Emma to be able to pull the chair out away from the table.
The routine of having Emma seated in various occasions is observed as this: Emma
is assisted to get close to a chair, a caregiver helps her to get past the chair so that
the chair can be repositioned right behind Emma, then Emma is provided with physical help and softly pulled down to sit on the chair. At the end, the caregiver pushes
the chair, on which Emma sits, back to the table (the chairs in the care home are all
equipped with wheels in the front legs). This routine is exactly what Tina tries to
achieve in Excerpt 2 (next page).
As shown in Excerpt 2 (l.02), Tina helps Emma to walk toward a chair at the
dinner table. Like Example 1, here, too, the sitting activity is decomposed into
smaller projects, something that the staff member seems to indicate here by the
variation of different resources. In Example 1, it was mainly the verbal directives
that were used by the staff member to show how every little practical project in a
step-by-step fashion in the whole activity of sitting may look like. Here, the first
project is walking toward the chair and the end of this project is signaled by two
verbal resources as well as an embodied one. Tina first uses the term så ('so'), which
is a discourse marker signaling the transition between two events in a sequence of
different activities (e.g., Müller 2005). She also uses an appraisal assessing that
Emma has done well so far: så emma (.) jättebra ('so emma (.) very good', l.01).
The assessment also signals that the first project has come to an end as Tina also
simultaneously holds Emma's body in place to remain still for the next move.
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Example 02: Emma is seated
Person with dementia: Emma (E)
Staff members: Tina (T), Nora (N)
Visitor: Ali Reza (A)

After a short interruption in the activity when another member of the staff was talking with another resident, Tina resumes the activity of having Emma seated by preventing her from moving forward as she says: vänta (0.5) håll du ('wait (0.5) you
hold on', l.05) and holds Emma by putting her left hand on her chest and right hand
on her back (fig. 07). Then she tries to pull out the chair away from the table (l.06),
but Emma is actually standing behind the chair. So, the preparation for putting the
chair behind Emma is now suspended until Emma moves forward again. Tina then
asks Emma to gå lite till fram ('go a bit forward', l.07) and she gently pushes Emma
forward (l.08), but the walker is still in the way (l.10). Tina makes a verbal request
again to have Emma walk forward (l.11) as she holds her hand on Emma's back,
softly pushing her. The timely embedded directive within the ongoing haptic framework (cf. Goodwin and Cekaite 2018; Mondada 2017), at the end, is responded to
by Emma who further walks forward and provides the opportunity for Tina to take
the chair away from the table (l.13; fig. 08). Tina then marks her success first with
an interjection of 'oh yes' and then with the use of another assessment that shows
again that the current local project has now been completed (l.14).
With the chair positioned right behind Emma (l.15), the action of sitting may
now get to a close:
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After putting the chair in the right position which is behind Emma, so that she can
sit down, Tina again expresses a new assessment (l.16) displaying the closure of
the previous local project that is rearranging the spatial environment for the person
with dementia to be able to sit. In the same turn (l.16), she announces a new directive, expressing the readiness of the situation for Emma to sit. Tina now puts her
left hand on Emma's chest and her right hand on the chair and readjusts it to make
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sure that it is in the right place (l.17, fig. 09). Tina's readjustment of the chair
cooccurs with the directive nu kan du emma sitta ('now you can sit down emma',
l.16). The directive is receipted by Emma by lowering her back to sit (l.18). Tina
then moves her right hand to the lower back of Emma and guides her so that she
can sit down right on the chair (l.20, fig. 10), and she keeps her hand on Emma's
back until Emma sits down (l.20, fig. 11). Tina then marks the success of the event
by a loud response cry and a positive assessment JA:: fi::int ('YEAH:: nice'), and
thanking Emma repeatedly (l.21). At the same time, she readjusts Emma's hands
and places them on the arm of the chair (l.22), and turns the chair toward the table
(l.24; fig. 12). The last phase of the activity is to push the chair back to the table
and Tina does that successfully while she has also been drawing Emma's attention
to the presence of a visitor in the setting (l. 24-35). The sequence finishes when
Emma faces the visitor and happily greets him (fig. 13).
In this example, we can observe that without verbally articulating anything in
response to Tina's directives, Emma seems to comply with the directives as she is
bodily guided to the target place. In interaction with her, the staff member, while
deconstructing the whole activity into smaller practical projects (see also interactional parsing in Rauniomaa et al. 2018), seems also to have complete entitlement
to use intense haptic contact with Emma to guide her to sit on the chair. These
bodily engagements of the caregiver and the person with dementia turn the event
into a joint activity with an intense intercorporeal collaboration. Moreover, in her
directives, the staff member also seems to have a complete entitlement to use directives in the form of imperatives: wait, hold on, go a bit forward, etc. As a matter of
fact, directives used in interaction with Emma are heavily skewed toward orders,
however the tone of the caregiver is far from oppressive or unfriendly (this is comparable with the results of the study by Antaki/Kent 2012). In fact, by using interjection, response cry, assessment and positive stance toward the actions that residents would make and careful embodied engagement with the resident, the staff
member mitigates the way that they give directives to the residents. This is observable throughout our data (see Example 3 below).
4.3. Example 3
Example 3 is from lunch time when Mariana, 70, a person with Alzheimer's disease,
is asked to sit down at the table where her food plate was placed. Mariana is a
completely mobile resident, who also wanders around and often needs to be redirected to find her way. To avoid distracting the other residents during the serving
of the meal, the staff member, Pauline, asks Mariana to sit on her chair as she shows
Mariana where her chair (and her food on the table) is placed as she also pulls the
chair out for her.
The excerpt (next page) begins when a staff member in the care home, Pauline,
is serving the residents lunch. She goes around with the food on a cart and lays the
plates on the tables in front of each individual. Mariana is wandering around the
room and it is at that time that Pauline calls out Mariana's name as she gently grasps
her hand (fig. 14) and asks her to sit at the table where she has her food (l.01).
However, Mariana sits on another empty chair which is opposite to the chair she
was asked to sit on (l.04; fig. 15). The chair that Mariana sits on is also placed close
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to another resident, Emma, who needs to be fed because of her frailty and inability
to properly grasp the cutlery.
Example 03: Mariana is seated
Person with dementia: Mariana (M)
Staff member: Pauline (P)

After about 2 minutes during which Pauline was serving food to other residents,
she comes back to help Emma (l.06), but the seat is occupied by Mariana. She hence
asks Mariana to sit on the designated chair (l.09) to have her food, which was placed
on the table for her. Pauline uses the imperative form, kom å sätta dej här på din
plats ('come 'n sit here on your place') and gives an account for such a request: så
ja kan hjälpa lite emma ('so I can help emma a bit', l.09). As she asks Mariana to
come and sit on the chair, she pulls out the chair again and puts her right hand on
Mariana's back and her left hand on the chair's arm (l.10, fig. 16). By doing this, the
staff member rearranges the spatial configuration of the environment and also uses
a haptic format to facilitate the accomplishment of the activity for the person with
dementia.
Mariana's response is, however, delayed with half a second (l.11). To make sure
that Mariana has received the directive, Pauline bends over Mariana's chair and
looks at her in the pursuit of the response (l.12). Mariana's response to the request
is minimal with an acknowledgement token ja: ('yeah:' l.13), but she does not comply with the response by actually changing her seat. Her minimal positive response
without actual bodily compliance can be seen throughout the sequence after each
request to change her seat.
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After the first (l.01) and the second directive (l.09), Pauline clarifies the directive
even further by showing exactly the seat that Mariana is supposed to take: She says
to Mariana: du kan sitta här ('you can sit here', l.14) as she points to the chair (l.15).
This is also responded to with a receipt token ha ('yeah', l.16) but this time, Mariana
points to her food (l.17). Her pointing gesture is followed by Pauline's pointing to
the plate of food and actually grasping the plate as she immediately confirms that
the food on the table is Mariana's (l. 18 and 19). Again, the response from Mariana
is just a ha ('yeah', l.20). With this incipient compliance following no actions (observe another pause in l.21; cf. Lindholm 2016), now, Pauline changes her position,
moves to the chair to which Mariana is supposed to move, and tells Mariana to
come there (l.22), as she also leans and puts her hands on the chair (l.23). The
change of the directive's format, showing the designated chair by moving toward it
and putting a hand on it in order to make the directive clear for Mariana, however,
does not change the response format (for significance of where pointing is made in
space, please see Nevile 2007). The response is the same: a ('yeah,', l.24). Pauline
makes her request more visible by touching the surface of the seat (l.27; fig. 17)
and again changing the format of the directive into a question as she asks Mariana
whether she would come and sit there (l.26). The response is just a receipt token of
a ('yeah', l.28) without any sign of moving her body. Further clarification in Pauline's following turn, de ä din plats ('this is your place', l.29) will not change anything; the answer is still only a minimal response, a ('yeah', l.31).
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After many attempts, Pauline changes her strategy. As she uses an upgraded and
unmitigated imperative form, kom ('come', l.33), she also gestures to come with her
hand (l.34). After a delay in response, she then grabs Mariana's hand and turns the
activity of Mariana's changing the seat into a joint project of moving together. She
says, kan vi (0.7) komma tillsammans så här ('can we (0.7) come together like this',
l.37). After saying "can we", she gently pulls Mariana's hand up toward herself
(l.38; fig. 18). The offer for assisting Mariana, together with holding her hand and
pushing gently up, makes the action of getting up and moving toward the assigned
chair a local project as part of the activity of moving and sitting on the chair. After
this embodied assistance, Mariana begins to move (l.40). The move is then positively assessed by Pauline as she changes her directive from an unmitigated to a
mitigated, 'please'-initiated request: bra varsågod å sätt dig här ('good please sit
down here', l.41). She then pulls out the chair for Mariana, signaling the next move
that is how Mariana should orient to the chair and moves toward it. Pauline then
lets Mariana's hand go as Mariana uses the table as a support to move toward the
chair. As the transition is in progress, Pauline puts her hand on Mariana's back (fig.
19) and remains at her position behind Mariana until Mariana positions herself in a
right place to sit down, and eventually completes the action of sitting down (l.44;
fig. 20). As this step of the action is finished, Pauline then pushes the chair forward
to the table so that Marians is positioned close to her plate of food (l.47).
As the previous examples, the whole sequence is organized in a series of shorter
projects carried out through directive-response sequences. Up until the time that
Pauline bodily engages with Mariana to instruct and help her to move to the designated chair, the sequences are constituted by three types of directives, but one type
of response: an acknowledgement token of "yeah". The various types of directives
include imperative forms "come here", "come and sit here", "come" (l. 01, 09, 22,
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33), the indicative forms such as "you can sit here" (l. 01, 14), a question, "would
you come and sit here" (l.26), and also two hints, "here is your food" (l.18), "this is
you place" (l.29). However, these directives are always accompanied by embodied
actions, including gestures, body orientations and movements, haptic contacts, etc.
As the whole activity of having Mariana seated develops, Pauline makes her
request more intelligible and visible by her bodily movements. She makes her request more tangible by pulling out the chair, putting her hand on Mariana's back,
pointing to the chair, moving toward the chair, leaning on it, touching the surface
of the seat, etc. At the end, she also gets bodily engaged with Mariana. As Mariana's
positive responses can be considered as an agreement to move, when she does not
actually move her body, then Pauline offers a hand to help Mariana to move in
series of haptic practices: she holds Mariana's hand and helps her up, then pulling
out the chair for her, she gently pushes Mariana to move, and holds and pushes her
body to sit, and eventually pushes the chair toward the table (see l. 36 onwards).
Similar to previous examples (Ex.#01, Ex. #02), the embodied assistance provided
by the staff member in every step of the way in the activity of sitting turns the event
into a joint activity, something that is also reflected in Pauline's literally asking
Mariana to move together with her (l.37).
5. Discussion
For many persons living with dementia, particularly in the later stages of the disease, what is often a simple everyday action like sitting down becomes very complicated to perform. This is often due to the cognitive and physical challenges that
make people with dementia face various difficulties, including e.g.,
(a) understanding the sequence of actions leading to know if one should sit down at
all (to sit vs. to continue to walk or to keep standing – e.g., Ex.#01 and Ex.#03); or
(b) navigating the physical setting leading to find somewhere to sit down (which
chair to choose) or to find the right chair (identifying the assigned chair – e.g.,
Ex.#01). Moreover,
(c) the physical debilities make it even harder to keep the balance, or move and
coordinate the body trunk with legs and arms (e.g., Ex.#01 and Ex.#02).
The challenges may even be further if the person finds it difficult to verbally communicate with others (e.g., Ex.#02). Therefore, providing assisted mobility for people in the later stages of dementia seem to be inevitable.
In theoretical terms, and also as evidenced by our empirical data, providing assisted mobility implies that the individual act of sitting down becomes transformed
into a collaborative joint activity involving (at least) two participants: the one who
guides the other and offers instructions about how the activity is done ('staff' in our
data) and the one who is guided but shows active participation in the activity (here
'the person with dementia'). The staff takes the lead of the activity and helps scaffolding the activity through guiding and supporting the person with dementia in all
necessary steps from standing to sitting down.
The scaffolding of sitting down for people with dementia becomes possible
through:
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(i) A "deconstructing" or "parsing" of the act of sitting down into a number of smaller practical projects, such as moving toward a chair, holding the chair, adjusting
the chair, orienting the body in a position suitable for lowering it on the chair and
so on (cf. Majlesi/Ekström 2016 on similar deconstructions in another context; see
also Rauniomaa et al. 2018). Each project is performed timely, in a safe way, and
then is linked to the next step of the activity as a new project (cf. Bangerter/Clark
2003; Clark 1996).
(ii) Organizing every part as a collaborative local project; that is, the staff members
help each part of the activity to be recognizable and achievable for the person with
dementia to build the next action. Moreover,
(iii) Providing assistance for mobility that is communicatively coordinated through
various available resources including the use of talk, gestures, haptic contacts,
change in the physical environment, etc.
As the joint activity is co-constructed by achieving smaller local projects, the participants need to be assisted in every step of the way to accomplish each small project and get ready to proceed to the next one. Therefore, every project as a complete
sequence of actions requires particular practices for initiating, providing directives,
responding to directives (performing the instructed action), closing the project and
moving to the next one.
Providing directives, in our data, as also shown elsewhere (see also Goodwin/
Cekaite 2018; cf. Mondada 2017) has less to do with the issue of authority and
entitlement, but has a much more fundamental function as the constitutive part in
coordinating collaborative activities (cf. also Bangerter/Clark 2003; Mikesell 2016)
and thus are fitted into a progress of basic actions of, for instance, a staff member
guiding and navigating the body of a person with dementia from standing to sitting
on a chair. This, in turn, results in a structure of the activity comprising of a number
of small projects, all small incremental steps in the direction of the aim. Thus, all
participants treat the projects as part of a joint activity.
Following this reasoning, the alterations in the formulation of directives in interaction with people with dementia, when upgraded or downgraded, should not be
analyzed only based on the issues of contingency and entitlement (see Craven/Potter 2010; Curl/Drew 2008). Nor should the use of upgraded directives such as outright imperatives be considered as only enforcing authority and thus construed perhaps as impolite (see the discussion about imperatives and politeness in Sorjonen
et al. 2017, introduction). They should rather be considered as part of the course of
actions and in response to the ongoing activity (cf. Kent/Kendrick 2016). Thus,
using imperatives in our data set may be justified by how interaction unfolds and
how they are used in the temporal organization of the activity. Due to the form of
imperatives that are often short, to the point, easy to comprehend (see also Mondada
2017), their use may be considered particularly relevant in interaction with people
with cognitive and communicative difficulties. So, another implication of our study
is that the formulations of directives could be expected to be understood (and should
be analyzed) under the condition of participants' ability or inability to grant the requests rather than just to show compliance or non-compliance with the directives.
Furthermore, directives consist not only of verbal but also embodied resources
(see also Goodwin/Cekaite 2018). Softening or raising the voice (or uttering words
with stress or changing the pitch in the utterance, see e.g., Goodwin/Cekaite 2018),
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embellishing the directives with endearment terms (see Jansson/Plejert 2014) or/
and building a haptic framework when using directives, can downgrade or upgrade
the linguistic form of the directives. For instance, touching in form of holding
hands, gently pulling or pushing the resident's arm or back, or giving physical support when lending a hand to someone, can impact how a directive is understood –
and responded to – by the recipient. In our examples, overlaying the verbal directive
with embodied act, the caregivers may lower the contingency as they physically
guide the persons with dementia to move toward the assigned place to sit down.
From a recipient's point of view, as discussed above, when it comes to people
with severe dementia, the performance of the requested actions is often accomplished though the physical support. In our data set, the more advanced people with
dementia are in their course of the disease, and the longer the activity proceeds, the
higher is the chance that forms of intense haptic contacts are provided by the caregivers to enable people with dementia to accomplish the activity of sitting. This is
indeed expectable as people with dementia become more debilitated as the disease
progresses (see Example 2).
6. Conclusion
This study underscores the fact that providing mobility assistance is fundamentally
co-operative and is only succeeded when both the receivers of the care and the care
staff collaborate with each other. Such a collaboration is accomplished in haptic
frameworks. The haptic frameworks make it possible to combine directives with
physical support through which the body is used as an instrument to perform the
action by the person with dementia and also as a resource for caregivers to show
how directives should be understood and performed. The caregiver's body is thus
used for both tactile and visual access to the trajectory of action. Caregivers, as well
as people with dementia, also demonstrate sensitivity toward action-designs and
responses in directive sequences that constitute haptic formats. Embodied directives
are recipient-designed for people with dementia and are often used in a rich supportive interchange (Goffman 1971), where both parties show their understanding
of each other's embodied actions. To follow a directive as a joint embodied activity,
both parties also coordinate their bodily movements in a temporally and sequentially organized way, i. e. action completions, with timely or delayed responses, are
reflexively achieved through participants' constant monitoring, and showing understanding of each other's embodied actions. Moreover, as our study shows, despite
their medical symptoms even in an advanced level of their pathological conditions,
people with dementia are capable of getting engaged in various forms of tactile
actions, they rely on available resources including the caregiver's embodied assistance to complete their course of actions and accomplish the activity of sitting.
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8. Appendix: Transcript conventions
.hh

In-breath.

° °

Quieter than surrounding speech.

Capital letters

Louder than surrounding speech.

<>

Slower than surrounding speech.

><

Faster than surrounding speech.

()

Unheard or unclear utterance.

[]

Overlapping speech.

(.)

Pause in seconds.

(( ))

Transcriber's comments or descriptions.

@ @

Smiley voice or face.

=

No discernible silence between utterances.

:

Prolonged speech.

↑/↓

Sharp rising/falling intonation.

,

Slight rise of intonation in the last syllable

?

Rise of intonation at the end of a turn.
Grey marked
lines

Non-verbal action.

Lines in italics English translation of the original turn.
* *, ∞ ∞ or ^

Delimit descriptions of an action.

^
#

Specifies the exact moment of an action (particularly with illustrations).

+

Shows divisions in pauses.

*--->

Action described continues across subsequent lines.

---->*

Action described continues until the same symbol is reached.

>>--

Action described begins before the beginning of the excerpt.
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-->>

Action described continues even after the excerpt ends.

…..

Action's preparation.

,,,,,

Action's retraction.
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Carrying the rollator together: A passenger with reduced mobility
being assisted in public transport1
Daniel Muñoz
Abstract
This article focuses on instances of human-assisted mobility among strangers in
Santiago's public transport. As a space of persistent physical proximity that is organised around rules of civil distance between its members, buses pose particular
challenges for practices of assistance targeting people with reduced mobility. By
describing the boarding process of an older woman with Parkinson's disease who
uses a rollator, this article analyses how assistance is designed so that supportive
acts can be produced, while preserving norms of civil distance between strangers.
Operating as a tactile interface between passengers, the rollator allows managing
physical proximity in assistance-giving sequences, while also presenting challenges
of intelligibility and accountability. The article presents three examples of assistance: holding the rollator in place, assisting with carrying the rollator, and producing a suitable space for the rollator and its user in the bus.
Keywords: public transport – prostheses – stranger– objects in interaction – touch in interaction –
assistance.

German abstract
Dieser Artikel konzentriert sich auf Fälle von menschengestützter Mobilität in den
öffentlichen Verkehrsmitteln von Santiago de Chile. Als ein Raum ständiger Nähe,
der nach Regeln der zivilen Distanz organisiert ist, stellen Busse besondere Herausforderungen für Praktiken der Hilfeleistung dar, die auf Menschen mit eingeschränkter Mobilität abzielen. Anhand der Beschreibung des Einsteigevorgangs einer älteren Frau mit der Parkinson-Krankheit, die einen Rollator benutzt, wird in
diesem Artikel analysiert, wie Assistenz so gestaltet ist, dass unterstützende Handlungen produziert werden können, während gleichzeitig Normen der bürgerlichen
Distanz gewahrt werden. Der Rollator fungiert als taktile Schnittstelle für die Fahrgäste und ermöglicht es, physische Nähe in Hilfssequenzen zu managen, während
seine Benutzung Herausforderungen in Bezug auf Ergonomie und öffentliche Haftung stellt. Der Artikel stellt drei Beispiele für Hilfsleistungen vor: das Festhalten
des Rollators, die Unterstützung beim Tragen des Rollators und die Bereitstellung
eines geeigneten Platzes für den Rollator und seinen Benutzer im Bus.
Keywords: öffentlicher Verkehr – Prosthesen – Fremder – Unterstützung – Objekte in Interaktion –
Berührung in Interaktion.
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1. Introduction
Public transport users engage in a variety of practical tasks during their everyday
travels; from queueing at the bus stop, to orderly boarding the vehicle, to finding a
suitable space inside for themselves and their belongings. Disabled people, or older
people with reduced mobility because of different impairments, have to do particular forms of interactional work in finding their way through these paths (Bissell
2009; Muñoz 2020). Among disabled or older people in mobility settings, practices
of giving and receiving assistance are a relevant part of what enables their journeys
(Middleton/Byles 2019; Yamamoto/Zhang 2017). Be it because of cultural norms
of deference or as a response to infrastructural limitations and oversights, these users are routinely assisted with seating, climbing stairs, carrying objects, and navigating platforms, bus stops, and the interior of vehicles.
This article focuses on human-assisted mobility and how it is done in public
transport. While human-assisted mobility sequences are often dependent on touching the other participants – in order to escort or steer them – my emphasis will be
on how alternatives to touch are produced among fellow passengers who engage in
practices of assistance. As a space that by definition is populated by strangers, the
rules of a public setting like the bus require that we maintain physical distance from
other members.2 These rules of conviviality can friction against the similarly strong
expectation of being helpful to others who may be seen as in need of physical assistance. Public transport is a space full of instances of assistance, while also being
led by norms of keeping distance and enforcing 'civil inattention' (Goffman 1963).
How is human-assisted mobility done, then, in the case of passengers who are routinely seen as in need of help, like disabled people or people with reduced mobility?
This article aims to contribute to answering that question following an ethnomethodological and multimodal conversation analysis perspective (EMCA) (Garfinkel
1967; Mondada 2016; Sacks 1995).
EMCA research on human-assisted mobility has produced contributions with an
emphasis on affective and intimate interaction – for example, between members of
a family (Goodwin/Cekaite 2018). Even though Mondada (2019) indicates that
practices of touch have been somehow neglected in EMCA studies, there are valuable contributions on the use of touch in family and school interactions, particularly
in the case of children being instructed and directed in completing a task (Cekaite
2

This can, of course, prove difficult in crowded buses. As will be shown, rules of civil distance
are context dependent and will vary depending on the material surroundings. However, even in
situations of crowdedness, members will typically deploy tactics to maintain some semblance of
distance between them (Jirón/Imilan/Iturra 2016).
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2010, 2015; Goodwin 2017). However, less has been said regarding practices of
human-assisted mobility among unacquainted people.
Goodwin's (2017) research on intimate physical contact describes instances of
people bodily entwining in the task of 'being with', which may take place over a
period of time. Touching, in these cases, might be the end itself of the activity. This
article's analysis of touch-mediated assistance among strangers, on the other hand,
shows that these practices are oriented toward keeping the contact brief. In these
cases, touch is designed to end quickly. Controlled and carefully designed forms of
touch between strangers in a public setting – oftentimes enacted through the tactile
interface of objects – enable the giving of assistance, while not compromising rules
of conviviality. I argue that these practices are produced while conducting 'avoidance rituals' (Goffman 1982) between unacquainted members, and still maintaining
the physical proximity that human-assisted mobility often requires.
This article shows that rules of civility in public transport preclude assistance
through touch, and if this does happen, circumstances need to be framed as warranting such tactile transgression. This creates a particular 'tension' between giving
assistance and keeping our distance. As public transport users we are oriented to
keeping a social distance and not fixating our attention on others. Simultaneously,
as fellow passengers, we are expected to orient at least part of our actions and attention toward the interests of other members (like being aware that the person
standing next to us will be getting off the bus soon). Civil inattention, in this sense,
manifests not as being indifferent to the other person's situation. Rather, it operates
as "a display of disinterestedness without disregard; one could say: a competence
to refuse relations without creating non-persons" (Hirschauer 2005:41). As active
participants of the public character of the bus, the tram, or the train, we leave our
fellow passengers alone, while remaining attentive to their needs.
Aiming to explore this public 'tension' in the case of human-assisted mobility, in
this article I analyse different instances of a senior public transport user (Ana) who
uses a rollator, being offered help throughout the process of boarding and finding a
seating spot in buses of the public transport of Santiago, Chile. These sequences
were video-recorded and analysed from a multimodal conversation analysis perspective (Goodwin 2018), with particular attention to the role of objects in the interaction (Streeck 1996; Tuncer/Licoppe/Haddington 2019).
The cases I will present show how Ana's rollator is primarily seen as a personal
belonging that is there to accompany and support someone with reduced mobility.
However, being a prosthetic device that is detachable from its user, and that is difficult to move while navigating the crowded interior of a bus, the rollator can be
simultaneously seen as an object that Ana needs help with carrying and putting
away. The fact that objects operate "as resources for the organization of social interaction" (Mondada 2019:50; Streeck 1996) is especially apparent in the case of
disabled people, who can often be seen in public settings with diverse assistive devices that support or enable their movement. Wheelchairs, canes, crutches, mobility
scooters, walking frames, and rollators are not only deftly incorporated into the embodied skills of their users (McIlvenny 2019; Papadimitriou 2008; Winance 2006),
but they also serve interactional purposes in making their users recognisable as
members with particular ways of moving. This has been mainly explored in the case
of visually-impaired people, who are recognised as such because they use canes
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(Due/Bierring Lange 2018a, 2018b, 2019; Schillmeier 2008; Wong 2018), but an
object like a rollator brings about different challenges.
In the data, human-assisted mobility practices take place as offers to hold the
rollator, to put it away, to help Ana carry it, and to free up a space for it. These
instances will show that Ana's rollator becomes, simultaneously, the focus of the
interaction (Tuncer/Licoppe/Haddington 2019) and the medium through which she
is assisted without the need of direct physical contact. Sensing each other's bodies
through the object (Goodwin/Cekaite 2018; Meyer/Streeck/Jordan 2017), Ana receives assistance from her fellow passengers without transgressing civil norms of
physical distance. Importantly, through skilful use of embodied and verbal resources, Ana takes active part in these assistance-giving sequences, thus retaining
her agency and control throughout. By illustrating the local resources underpinning
everyday forms of assistance in the public transport, as well as reflecting on the role
that objects play in embodied interaction, my aim is to expand current understandings on the interactional production of accessible spaces.
In the following section, I will discuss the particular character of public transport
as a space in which physical proximity between people is routinely negotiated, as
well as the practical challenges of maintaining 'strangeness' between members. In
the methodology and data section, I discuss the nature of the video data collected
in the bus journeys that Ana and I shared. In the analysis section I will describe
three different instances in which public transport users offer or give assistance to
Ana. The first one concentrates on a passenger holding the rollator for Ana; the
second shows how Ana and a fellow passenger carry the rollator together; and the
third case shows different offers of assistance being formulated, depending on
whether the rollator is appropriately visible and intelligible to other members of the
bus. The article concludes by reflecting on the active role Ana plays as the assisted
person, leading the assistance-giving sequence and influencing how the rollator is
seen by others – causing it to become an accountable part of the situation.
2.

The social paradox of being in the bus:
Social distance in persistent physical proximity

In 1836, The Times published a set of instructions of appropriate conduct for users
of the omnibus. These rules included: not resting the feet on the seating spaces, not
opening the window without prior consultation with others, not raising the voice
when speaking of religion or politics, keeping the legs parallel while sitting, rather
than open in 45 degrees, and so forth (Giucci/Errázuriz 2018). From the mid 19th
century to the early 20th century, similar lists of norms were published in different
Latin American cities, as trams and buses became more common.
Since very early on in its modern history, public transportation has been treated
as a site that calls for control of our own selves, and refraining from doing things
that might upset others around. Confined spaces that are to be shared with strangers,
like streetcars and elevators, have been described as sites where it is paramount to
avoid touching other people (Hall 1990). As Giucci and Errázuriz (2018:170) assert,
"[i]t is during these journeys, in confined spaces of fastidious inner translation, that
it is more strongly demanded from the user that they learn to control their body,
gaze, and words".
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Among social scientists interested in urban life, public transport has been given
attention as a space of crowdedness where social boundaries are constantly being
renegotiated (Brömmelstroet et al. 2017; Wilson 2011), and remaining a stranger is
important (Bissell 2010). We have seen scholars analysing this space by drawing
on Simmel's (2013 [1903]) blasé attitude, and on Goffman's (1963) description of
rituals to preserve an 'involvement shield' that protects us from the scrutiny of others, including practices of reading and listening to music that maintain civil inattention (Bissell 2010), and people developing tactics for cocooning (Jirón/Imilan/Iturra
2016) – that is, ways of creating a physically intimate space of our own. Edward T.
Hall (1966, 1990), in his studies on human proxemics, too, highlighted public
transport as a relevant setting (Hall 1966:118):
Crowded subways and buses may bring strangers into what would ordinarily be
classed as intimate spatial relations, but subway riders have defensive devices which
take the real intimacy out of intimate space in public conveyances. The basic tactic
is to be as immobile as possible and, when part of the trunk or extremities touches
another person, withdraw if possible. If this is not possible, the muscles in the affected areas are kept tense. For members of the non-contact group, it is taboo to relax
and enjoy bodily contact with strangers!

Even though it is true that touching strangers in the bus is somehow inevitable –
from brief contacts with the hand of someone who is grabbing the same bar, or
touching elbows with the one seating next to us – it is undeniable that embodied
practices of passengers are oriented toward minimising these moments of tactility.
The bodies remain engaged, tense even, in an attempt not to spill over another passenger's spot, or fully rest their weight on someone with whom they are sharing a
square metre.
The challenge of managing civil distance and inattention with others who are
physically close to us, as Koefoed and Simonsen (2011) assert, is a crucial aspect
of the social conformation of the stranger. To the authors, being a stranger is not an
intrinsic value of certain individuals but rather the outcome of "specific, embodied
encounters. The stranger is a relational figure, constituted in a spatial ambivalence
between proximity and distance" (ibid: 344). The careful management of proximity
and distance between public transport users, we will see, is a crucial element of
human-assisted mobility practices in this interactional setting. Keeping strangeness
and social distance between passengers is, in fact, a carefully executed interactional
practice.
Working from an ethnomethodological perspective, Hirschauer (2005) provides
a reading of 'doing being a stranger' that reveals the social work underpinning the
maintenance of civil distance between unacquainted people. Even though he concentrates on elevators, some aspects of the issue are quite similar to being in a bus,
tram, of underground carriage. In both cases, users of either the lift or the bus share
a confined space with strangers for a determined period of time, during which different practices that preserve civil distance are expected to be deployed. The author
describes a delicate balance between not orienting oneself toward others while simultaneously not rudely ignoring them. Such balance allows to retain individuality
while still being socially oriented toward others (who might need to pass through,
get off the lift, etc.). He also notes that being with others in a lift has the effect of
refocusing our relations. We go from being completely unrelated outsiders to being,
in his words, "inmates with equal rights" (Hirschauer 2005:49). As we will see, bus
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passengers are also bound to recognise one another as 'fellow passengers', and visibly demonstrate it through their carefully modulated attention to other members of
the bus. Hirschauer (2005) stresses that unrelatedness among people is not a given,
and needs, in fact, to be interactionally maintained. It is not a passive experience,
but an actively pursued achievement. The following cases show how assistance
among strangers in public transport is routinely designed to preserve civil distance,
a design of which the assisted person also takes part.
3. Methodology and data
The encounters that will be presented were video-recorded during four different goalong journeys I conducted with one of my participants, Ana, who is a woman of
over 60 years old with Parkinson's disease. Parkinson's disease is a degenerative
nervous system disorder that affects movement. While tremors are a common
symptom, in Ana's case the disorder manifests mainly as muscle stiffness, slowed
movement, a stooped posture, and loss of balance. She has to use a rollator when
she goes out.
While using the rollator, she experiences all manner of difficulties in public
transport. Issues of not fitting, being too slow, or being too heavy are ever-present
and she sometimes receives other people's assistance to fill in those gaps
(Schwanen/Banister/Bowling 2012). Regardless, the rollator (Figure 1) is a complex and multifunctional device. Ana uses it as her preferred seating spot when in
the bus. As we will see, contrary to other passengers expectations, she avoids using
priority seating in the bus.

Figure 1: Ana's rollator is a four-wheeled heavy duty rollator made of lightweight aluminium.
It includes lockable brakes, a padded seating area, and a basket underneath.

The clips were recorded with a GoPro Hero 5 Session camera, which was attached
to the right 'arm' of the rollator, where it would not be bothersome to Ana. Given
this arrangement, part of the embodied action is, unavoidably, out of shot. I would
like to address the limitations and affordances of such approach. For example, there
is limited access to the participants' gazes and body orientation throughout some
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sequences. However, these elements are used in the analysis as they become available.
While EMCA typically relies on fixed camera positioning when gathering video
data (Heath/Hindmarsh/Luff 2010), an increasing number of studies have used mobile cameras to follow activities in motion (Mondada 2014). The ethnographic nature of my participation in Ana's journeys lent itself as an opportunity to experiment
with a camera positioning that, first, would not encumber our experience of travelling together, and second, that would present the action from a perspective that is
closer to Ana and her device. Even though this camera positioning has limitations,
a less conventional perspective is gained by recording from the rollator's point of
view. Rich detail on how members approach and touch the device is available due
to the camera angle originating from the very object that becomes the focus of these
interactions.
The 'incompleteness' of video recordings goes beyond camera positioning. For
example, no matter how the video is recorded, haptic elements of the interaction –
potentially very relevant to analyse human-assisted mobility – will hardly be available. Thus, my analysis concentrates on a combination of ethnographic knowledge
– due to having been there – and what the images do make available. While not the
main goal of this article, I do hope that my analysis contributes to show the validity
of conducting multimodal video analysis using materials that portray rich social
interaction, even if they offer an 'incomplete' perspective of the events.
I joined Ana in all of the journeys that will be presented. Due to the particular
recording conditions, I am not usually visible in the shot. My presence as a participant and as Ana's co-mover (McIlvenny 2019) enabled me to gain embodied insight
on the events, as well as haptic knowledge of how it was to move with Ana in the
bus, helping her carry the rollator, and so forth. This type of ethnographic involvement is not uncommon during video recordings for later analysis, and offer the analyst a richer perspective on the phenomenological aspects of the sequences documented. During boarding sequences (which include Ana getting in the bus, paying,
and finding a space to install her rollator) I would typically be walking behind Ana
and not necessarily seen as a companion. This might explain the amount of offers
of assistance that Ana received even when I joined her journeys. Although she does
not depend on these forms of assistance, she is used to being offered help and, as
we will see, has become proficient at handling these offers.
I conducted four go-along journeys with Ana, including taking the bus or the
underground train to the hospital, the supermarket, a street market, and a healthcare
centre specialised in movement disorders. Each roundtrip was at least 60 minutes
long and some lasted up to 180 minutes, including walking, waiting at the bus stop,
and the ride itself. The collected video data was compiled and, following a preliminary analysis, it became clear that offers of assistance were a relevant element in
her journeys. The data was then substantively reviewed, searching for instances of
human-assisted mobility. The cases were analysed with attention to the role of objects (especially Ana's rollator) in the interaction, and the design of gestures to grab
the object and/or offer assistance. The analysis revealed how passengers would produce supportive acts towards Ana, while avoiding to take over the sequence or
physically touch her.
The cases that will be presented reflect Ana's typical bus journey, depicting three
ways in which passengers assist Ana's boarding and sitting process: by holding the
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rollator, helping her carry it, and freeing up space for it. The small number of cases
selected does not mean that these occurrences are scarce in Ana's everyday use of
the public transport. They were chosen as instances in which the interaction between passengers and rollator is clearer, especially regarding aspects of touch, or
distinct multimodal orientation towards the object.
All instances were transcribed following the principles of the 'graphic transcript'
(Laurier 2014, 2019a), aiming to highlight multimodal interaction in assisted mobility sequences, particularly the simultaneous use of gestures and talk. This format
of presentation of video recordings grants access to the continuous and parallel
embodied action that is locally observable in the material interactional setting of
the bus. Jeffersonian transcripts are included to supplement the graphic transcripts.
The language spoken in all cases is Chilean Spanish, and it has been translated to
English.
4. Analysis
Ana is a frequent user of Santiago de Chile's public transport system, known as
Transantiago. Although the city is served by both a bus system and a Metro network, all of the cases included in this article are from recordings on different buses.
Transantiago operates with an electronic payment system that is based on smartcards. When boarding the bus, passengers tap their 'Bip cards' against a sensor. If
there is enough credit in the card, a green light turns on and a single beeping sound
can be heard. This signals a successful payment, after which boarding passengers
can continue down the bus aisle and find a space to sit or stand.

Figure 2: Ana's seating programme.
Source: Handbook of norms for interior design of buses Santiago’s public transport system.

The cases I will present are all of boarding sequences, in which Ana has just entered
the bus and is looking for a suitable seating spot. As opposed to what has been
inscribed in the design of Transantiago buses, priority seats are not what Ana is
ordinarily after. Her preferred seating programme consists of moving to the centre
of the vehicle, past the first row of seats (rearward-oriented), and installing her rollator as a seating space of her own next to the exit doors of the bus (Figure 2). The
rollator's brakes are activated and the device becomes locked in place. This way,
Ana does not need to climb into the seating spaces. She instead turns her assistive
device into her own seat.
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The following cases show how producing a certain understanding of what Ana
and the rollator can do, and need, is not easily achieved in these circumstances.
However, such an accomplishment is crucial to orient offers of assistance and coordination across passengers. In the following excerpts I aim at describing how
these offers are made, accepted or rejected, and the role that the prosthetic device
plays in these interactions. Section 4.1 focuses on Ana boarding the bus and paying,
while a passenger holds the rollator for her. Section 4.2 shows Ana and another
passenger carrying the rollator together. Section 4.3 analyses a sequence during
which difficulties in making the rollator intelligible to other members cause Ana to
have to reject several offers of assistance.
4.1. Ana boarding the bus
Figure 3 (next page) shows Ana, who is being followed by me, boarding the bus.
She has just entered and greeted the driver, who replies with a Buenos días ('Good
morning', panel 1). Seated behind the driver, a passenger wearing a white t-shirt
watches Ana and the rollator; his gaze switching back and forth between her and
the device (panel 1). Ana then moves closer to the card sensor in order to pay the
fare. She stops by the man in the white t-shirt and lets go of the rollator (out of shot)
while she looks for her card in her bag3 (panel 2). Without saying anything, the man
extends his right arm and grabs the rollator, keeping it in place (panel 3). After
several seconds, Ana is still trying to find her card. The bus is still stopped. The
man's grip loosens up (panel 4). From grabbing it, the man's hand now just rests
two fingers on the rollator (panel 5). Ana finally finds her card and now taps it
against the sensor. The machine beeps, and the man lets go of the rollator entirely
(panel 6).
This sequence shows an interaction between Ana and another passenger, with no
verbal exchange between them. Instead, the other passenger provides assistance
through touching the rollator. The bus can start going at any moment, compromising Ana's balance or causing the rollator to roll away from her. In this sense the
man is preventing potential trouble, rather than helping with an existing problem.
The sequence gives some indication of a crucial interactional element that members of the bus face when encountering a passenger like Ana. When and how does
someone's body (or body composite) become morally available to be touched by
strangers in a public setting? First, there are signs that the man studies Ana and the
rollator as embedded in a prosthetic relation. His gaze switches back and forth between her and the device, which indicates that he is not seeing Ana as a conventional
'body-unit' passenger. The rollator is an indicator of Ana's frailty, and thus assisting
her can be done through the device (for instance, by holding it for her while she
does something else).
As soon as Ana stops by the man and lets go of the rollator, the man extends his
right arm without saying anything and grabs the object, keeping it in place. Here
we see the man treating the rollator as 'available-to-grab' both in physical and moral
3

Transantiago passengers who board the bus ordinarily do so with their Bip cards ready in hand.
This can be interpreted as gesture oriented toward minimising the time of the fare-payment process, which consists in tapping the card against one of the two sensors available next to the driver.
Because Ana uses both her hands to steer the rollator, she does things differently. She first stops
by the sensor, lets go of the device, and then searches for the card in her bag.
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terms. Rather than verbally requesting permission or announcing his intentions before grabbing someone else's personal object, he designs his touch in a way that is
visually available as holding the rollator with an orientation towards Ana's own
payment sequence. The object's status (Tuncer/Licoppe/Haddington 2019), in this
sense, has changed from being an assistive device that is being steered by Ana, to a
thing that is not currently being controlled and can produce further trouble by rolling away. This categorial shift is one of the elements that warrants the man's intervention to be seen as appropriate.

Figure 3: Seeing the rollator as 'available-to-grab'.

The accountability of the man's gesture is built in regards of Ana's current disposition toward the object, and the dynamic context the participants are in. Thus, while
Ana is paying and it becomes evident that the bus is not moving, the man relaxes
his grip and merely indicates his availability to hold the device in case the vehicle
starts moving.
This is a form of assistance that has not been requested, nor verbally offered, and
that is underpinned by the shared understanding that it is civil to pay attention to
and help Ana. This is consistent with the fact that she does not react in any way
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when a stranger decides to grab her rollator. In this sense, the man's actions are seen
as providing help, rather than transgressing Ana's ownership or control over the
device. His gesture is given a legitimate place throughout Ana's boarding sequence.
We can also note that the man's intervention occurs once Ana is physically
within reach. As opposed to what it would have been, for instance, for the man to
stand up from his seat and go help Ana with the rollator, he produces a less disruptive form of assistance that is done from his seat. This approach indicates that the
'problem' the passenger is seeing becomes visible to him once Ana lets go of the
object. The man's reaction to Ana's proximity hints at how increasingly difficult it
is to do nothing in Ana's presence. Once she is that close and there is a clear 'gap'
(Laurier et al. 2020) where he could intervene in an assistive manner, 'doing nothing' looks more similar to 'ignoring Ana'. Categorised as an appropriate target of
assistance, there is a social expectation of intervening in a helpful way, especially
when we are the closest person to the 'target'. Ana's physical 'frailty', which is in
part made visible by the presence of the assistive device (Due/Bierring/Lange
2019), is one of the visually available elements that warrant that the grabbing gesture will be seen as assistance. Conversely, it also causes 'not intervening' to be
potentially seen as morally accountable. This is indicative of the moral tension that
exists, in public settings, between maintaining 'civil inattention', and providing assistance to those who are seen as in need of it. Section 4.3 analyses this dynamic in
more detail.
A second element of note is that this touch-mediated assistance displays an acute
awareness of Ana's course of action. As discussed by Kendrick and Drew (2016),
assistance can be recruited without being verbally requested, because the assistance-giver relies on the projectability of the assistance-receiver course of action.
We see the man aligning his actions to Ana's, mainly through visual (Ana letting go
of the device) and aural cues (the beeping sound signalling a successful payment).
As soon as the beep from Ana's card is heard, the man lets go of the rollator, giving
the control over the device back to her. This alignment enables the man to assist
Ana with her boarding process by 'propping it up' with supportive action (Goffman
1972). This, as we can see, does not cause the participants to become socially closer
or to stop being 'strangers' to one another. Once the aural cue occurs, the man stops
his intervention and Ana continues down the bus aisle. This case shows how the
man is able to align his actions to Ana's because her course of action is intelligible
to him. The following examples show how offers of assistance are produced and
handled when Ana's course of action is not successfully anticipated by fellow passengers.
This encounter between Ana and another passenger shows how assistance can
be designed in such a way that it does not disrupt the programme of the assisted
person. Indeed, the assistance is effective because it aligns itself to Ana's course of
action. Among strangers in the bus, help can be provided while minimally compromising civil distance between members. The tension between 'civil inattention' and
becoming involved (Hirschauer 2005) is resolved by the man's deployment of carefully controlled gestures. First, he assists Ana by grabbing her rollator without
standing up from his seat, which frames his approach as less costly and involved
(the following cases show that Ana reacts differently towards passengers who stand
up to assist her). There is, in fact, no verbal exchange between them, which reinforces the sense that the man's action is a passing and minimal intervention. The
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rollator's status temporarily changes from being an assistive device to being an object that might roll away, which turns it into a 'grabbable' by a stranger. Secondly,
the grabbing gesture is designed not to interrupt or reshape Ana's current action,
and is released as soon as an aural cue (the beep) is heard. The following section
presents a more involved case of assistance, in the form of the joint activity of carrying the rollator together.
4.2. Carrying the rollator together
After paying the bus fare, Ana moves along. Because the bus's aisle is too narrow
for her and the device, she lifts the rollator's seat and grabs a strap underneath. She
pulls it up, lifting the rollator, which folds it flat (Figure 4).

Figure 4: A folded rollator for carrying purposes.

She then moves sideways, carrying the object. Figure 5 shows a woman sitting rearward, who sees Ana and reacts by standing up. Ana responds by saying that is not
necessary, thanking the passenger (panel 1). The woman stands up anyway, turns
around and extends her hand towards the rollator. Ana thanks again, and as the
woman grabs the device, Ana clarifies: Yo lo pongo acá ('I put it here', l.4). They
walk carrying the rollator together, and as they get near to Ana's target spot, Ana
gives indications by saying: A- aquí- #ah:í# ('There, there', l.6). °Aquí ↓quehhda°
('Here it is [stays]', l.7), says Ana, and the passenger lets go of the object. Ana then
thanks her and prepares to install the rollator (panel 4). She lowers the rollator's seat
again, and saying Y ahí °quehhda° ('And there it is', l.10) seems to finalise the sequence of producing a seating space for her (panel 5). She then turns around and
grabs the handrail, preparing to sit down. The other passenger, who had been observing the sequence, moves her hand and grabs the rollator while Ana sits down
(panel 6).
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Figure 5: A passenger stands up to help Ana carry the rollator.

(2) Carrying the rollator together
01 ANA: ↑No (.) no es necesario (.) °grahhcias°
↑No, that's not necessary, °thank you°
02
(1.5)
03 ANA: °Muchas gracias°
°Thank you very much°
04 ANA: Yo lo pongo acá
I put it here
05
(2.2)
06 ANA: A- aquí- #ah:í#
There, the:re
07 ANA: °Aquí ↓quehhda°
°Here ↓it is°
08 ANA: <Muchas gracias
<Thank you very much
09
(9.2)
10 ANA: Y ahí °quehhda°
And there °it is°
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Similar to section 4.1, this case shows a stranger grabbing the rollator. Again, we
see what is accomplished by producing a particular 'design of touch' (Cekaite 2010).
In panel 2, the woman has stood up and reaches out to grab the rollator with her
right hand. This gesture is done at a speed that leaves time for Ana to react to it.
Since Ana had already rejected an offer implied in the woman's standing up, it is
possible that this second attempt at assisting her will also be refused. The sloweddown gesture leaves a gap for Ana to reply to the gesture, which is seen as an offer
of assistance and triggers an affirmative response: "Thank you very much". Following Streeck's (2009) observations, a grasping sequence can be broken down into
three phases:
(1) a 'preparatory stage' which projects the movement of the hand and shows it as
oriented to the extrinsic properties of an object (location, orientation, potential
movement etc.);
(2) a contact period of grip adjustment to the intrinsic properties of the object
(shape, size, weight, etc.); and
(3) release.
In this case, the 'preparatory stage' of the grabbing gesture is used by both members
as an opportunity to align their actions.
This occurrence resonates with Tuncer and Haddington's (2019:66) description
of object transfers, within which certain moves are sequentially implicative – they
make relevant subsequent embodied actions involving the object. In this case, the
passenger's reaching out to grab the rollator, and receiving no negative response
from Ana, warrants that she will indeed grab the rollator next. In fact, the woman
completes her grabbing of the rollator after Ana has said °Muchas gracias° ('Thank
you', l.3). The uses of 'thank you' to organise these interactions is discussed in more
detail further below.
This particular design of the grabbing gesture is functional to conforming a joint
activity, in which Ana and the woman go from doing different things, to doing the
same thing together. The woman extends just one hand to grab the rollator, which
is presumably seen differently to what it would have been to extend both hands to
grab the object (potentially interpretable as the woman wanting to take the rollator
away from Ana). Touch is delicately designed, permitting the assisting woman to
align her physical strength to Ana's, providing support and not, for instance, causing
Ana to lose her balance. Simultaneously, Ana allows the passenger to help her –
she aligns to her proposed course of action which is intelligible as assistance-giving.
She integrates the passenger into the course of action of carrying the rollator, sharing relevant information regarding the (now joint) activity, by saying "I put it here".
Ana's utterance ("I put it here") unequivocally marks the sequence as becoming
object-centred. Here, talk is (Tuncer/Licoppe/Haddington 2019:388)
topically and sequentially contingent on participants' joint orientation to the object.
In this progressive and reconfiguring articulation of talk and embodied, object-oriented conduct, talk is sequentially produced and topically designed so as to be 'about
the object'; it may be made into a 'viewable', a 'manipulatable', or a 'mentionable' in
the here and now.

As the assisting woman grabs the rollator, talk becomes about the object, and is not
anymore centred on accepting or rejecting offers. Verbal resources, from this point
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onward, are topically designed to steer the carrying formation, conformed by the
two participants moving with the object in the middle.
As Laurier (2019b) describes in car driving settings, the act of thanking (verbally
or with gestures) recognises an offer as an offer, while also accepting it. In a first
instance (panel 1), Ana pairs a 'thank you' with a rejection to an offer (or what is
presumed to be the offer, i.e. being given a seat), which configures the rejection as
polite and civil. Then, we see a form of thanking that operates as accepting the 'right'
type of offer (panel 2), paired with relevant information to carry over the action
together ("I put it here"). The pairing of "thank you" (accepting the offer) and "I put
it here" (relevant information), along with a specific design of touch by the passenger, is what initiates the joint-sequence of carrying the rollator together. In panel 4,
thanking is again a relevant part of the joint-action, namely the closure of the assistance-giving sequence. This is paired with an utterance that signals such closure
("Here it is [stays]"). This dynamic use of the 'thank you' specifies and gives shape
to the assistance-giving sequence. As Ana's and the passenger's bodies come together in a joint-activity, saying 'thank you' marks the beginning and end of the
formation. It thus works as a form of acknowledgement and appreciation, as well
as a resource for coordination.
Ana provides a verbal directive as a form of steering: "I put it here". This is not
explicitly phrased as a directive, but it is taken as one since Ana is recognised as
the lead of the joint activity. The phrasing "I put it here" exhibits a recursive programme on Ana's part, and thus the other passenger aligns to what Ana presents to
be her habitual way of doing things. Being able to understand the orientation of the
acts of others is what warrants the emergence of the joint activity (Blumer 1966).
Crucially, Ana's directives reaffirm her agency over the joint-activity. It is Ana
who puts the rollator there ("I put it here"), and who is doing it now too, though
with assistance. Ana is the assisted one, but she retains control and authority over
the action. The helper recognises this and aligns herself to what Ana indicates. Here
we may trace differences from Cekaite's (2010) concept of 'scaffolding', which in
the case of parental shepherding moves is used as a form of controlling the child's
movements during directive sequences. Conversely, in the cases of two adults who
are strangers to one another, 'scaffolding' is jointly achieved. While the assisting
passenger adds to the formation's physical stability, Ana, the assisted, provides a
steering reference frame through words.
As argued by Tuncer, Licoppe and Haddington (2019), membership categories
can be generated through object-centred sequences. Categories like assistance-giver
and assistance-receiver can emerge in the act of carrying something together. However, the object belongs to one of the members and thus the categories are further
specified, entitling the owner of the object to give directions. Thus, categories are
enacted throughout the sequence as it is the assistance-receiver (Ana) who owns
and knows what to do with the object, and steers the course of action by verbal and
non-verbal means. The other participant contributes to the physical stability of the
formation, providing support and following instructions. This is a particular form
of intersubjectivity in which one of the participants leads, even though they may
simultaneously be helped.
The helper decouples from the formation at a point that is also indicated by Ana,
by saying "here it is [stays]". These deictic expressions ("I put it here", "there,
there", and "here it is") are used for steering the formation while foregrounding a
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certain hierarchy: Ana is the one who knows what to do with the rollator, and the
assistance-giving passenger follows her indications. Albeit impossible to appreciate
in the images, we may venture that Ana's verbal steering is paired with tactile steering (Cekaite 2010), pushing the rollator in a certain direction. In this sense, the
object is carried via a joint effort that is coordinated, partially, through the object
itself.
The joint-activity of carrying something together can be compared to Allen-Collinson's (2006, see also Hockey/Allen-Collinson 2013) take on 'running-together'
as a joint accomplishment. She highlights that such activities rely on the members'
methods to maintain and restore synchrony. In Ana's case, this is achieved by a)
Ana's verbal steering of the sequence, and b) the material stability of the rollator
itself. This resonates with Cekaite's (2010:20) assertion that "[t]actile engagement
was not only a method for taking in, but also for giving information, notably about
the recipient's alignment with the co-participant's suggested course of action". In
this case, the very materiality of the rollator contributes to the alignment of the
bodies and the projection of a shared trajectory.
The carrying formation, then, maintains its integrity thanks to the materiality of
the thing that is being carried, and by the clear agreement on what the task at hand
is, which is accomplished by Ana's indexical and continual indications throughout.
These indications help steer the formation and also cue for its dissolving. This form
of embodied attunement and collaboration is commonly seen in public spaces like
Transantiago, as unacquainted people routinely engage in the task of carrying something together. Passengers helping one another with carrying heavy bags or buggies
while going downstairs into a Metro station are not an uncommon sight, but Ana's
case shows how this practice is slightly modified when the object being carried is
not familiar to everyone involved.
Finally, the emergence of the carrying formation also composes a new 'contextual configuration' (Goodwin 2018). Ana is now visibly being assisted and calls for
no further intervention from others. This warrants that the other passenger (panel
3) stays in her position while the sequence plays out. However, she remains attentive to the formation's movement. After the carrying formation is disassembled, she
intervenes with a minimal form of assistance similar to the one analysed in section
4.1. She grabs and holds the rollator in place while Ana turns and sits on it. The
minimal character of this assistance-giving gesture requires no verbal offer and is
possibly warranted by the fact that another stranger had just grabbed Ana's rollator.
The following section explores in more detail how visible changes in contextual
configuration shape accountability in regards of assisting, or not, a person who is
seen as in need of help.
4.3. Giving up a spot to Ana and her rollator
In this sequence, we see various offers of assistance and different ways in which
Ana deals with them. We start with Ana having already paid the bus fare, and making her way to her preferred spot. As in the previous case, Ana has lifted the rollator
and carries it slowly walking sideways.
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Figure 6: Ana manages several offers of assistance.

(3) Giving up a spot to Ana and her rollator
01 ANA: >No se preocupe<
>Don't worry<
02
(2.0)
03 ANA: ()
04 DAN: Podemos subirlo acá
We can leave it here
05 ANA: No (.) es más difícil bajarlo después
No (.) it's too difficult to get back afterwards
06 DAN: [Yo creo q-]
[I think]
07 WOM: [Yo me voy-] (.) No si yo me voy a bajar ahora=
[I'm getting-] (.) No I'm about to get off=
08 WOM: =Puede sentarse [acá
=You can sit [here
09 ANA:
[↑No >no se preocupe<
[↑No don't worry
10 ANA: Es muy difícil bajarlo
It's too difficult to get back
(4.2)
11 ANA: Gracias
Thank you
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Figure 6 shows how, in order to keep her balance while carrying the rollator, Ana
grabs the armrest of an occupied seat. Its occupant notices Ana and starts standing
up, to which Ana replies >No se preocupe< ('Don't worry', l.1). The man stands up
anyway (panel 1). I then suggest to Ana that we leave the rollator in an unoccupied
spot behind the seating space (only my hand is visible). Ana rejects my offer explaining that it would be cumbersome to retrieve the device later. Meanwhile, a
woman has seen Ana and prepares to offer her seat (panel 2). In panel 3 the woman
interjects with an offer, overlapping with my line. The woman treats this as a rejection of her offer, and immediately provides further reason for her offer to be accepted (panel 3). The fourth panel shows Ana continuing to move down the aisle,
saying ↑No >no se preocupe< ('No, don't worry', l.9) to the woman and repeating
that the rollator would make that operation difficult. Both the woman and another
male passenger gaze down at the rollator, which is now visible to them (panel 4).
The man steps to the side, half-freeing up a space that is offered to Ana. The offer
is completed with a hand gesture (panel 5). With a Gracias ('Thank you', l.11) Ana
accepts the offer and moves closer to the available spot. The man walks away (panel
6).
This is a complex sequence during which several offers of assistance are produced, which Ana skilfully manages by rejecting some of them and finally accepting one that accommodates her programme. It seems that despite an abundance of
people willing to help Ana, she still needs to engage in the work of managing the
offers, giving explanations as to why some are rejected, while continuing to advance toward her objective. The use of "Don't worry" here is instrumental in producing a rejection that remains polite, marking a desire not to be a burden rather
than merely pointing out the offers as inadequate.
So why are most of the offers inadequate? A characteristic all of the rejected
offers seem to share is that they propose that Ana separates from the rollator. I first
suggest to put the rollator away (panel 2), and two other passengers invite Ana to
take a seat (panels 1 and 3). However, taking a seat would force Ana to keep the
device somewhere else or by her side, folded, turned into cumbersome luggage rather than a seating space.
Her preferred strategy – installing the rollator and sitting on it – is one that makes
the most of the device's affordances, while keeping it close to her and under her
control. The passengers, however, remain unaware of this (and even, perhaps, of
what the rollator can do). While for Ana and for me the rollator was the focus of
the sequence from the start, other members, like the man who leaves his seat and
the woman who offers hers, are oriented toward Ana rather than the object. It is
after the object becomes visible that the other passengers align to Ana's needs, treating the rollator as central. Revealing the rollator to the other passengers enables that
the sequence becomes object-centred, contributing to a shared perspective of the
object's status, purpose, and features, thus making the object accountable for the
situation. Even though Ana and I are the only ones who indeed talk about the rollator, once the object becomes visible to all, this frames the device as 'attendable'
(Tuncer/Licoppe/Haddington 2019) and triggers reactions that are topically designed toward it.
Here we may analyse how Ana and the rollator are seen by other passengers.
First, as in previous cases, she is treated as an appropriate 'target' for help, though
the form the help should take is less clear. Thus, Ana is the one who manages these
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offers, rejecting or accepting them while maintaining a certain autonomy over what
is to happen. Second, the rollator remains an obscure element to others, first because
it is less visible, and second because its capabilities might be unknown. In its folded
state, the rollator is a weird object that in this case does not facilitate understanding
with others. This was also revealed to me in semi-structured interviews with Ana;
other passengers do not usually understand the rollator's place in Ana's programme.
The sequence shows that Ana is, to the other passengers, a difficult entity to
figure out. Her course of action becomes hard to anticipate, precluding the formulation of adequate offers of assistance (Kendrick/Drew 2016). The Ana-rollator
composite struggles to 'do being ordinary', in the sense of presenting themselves in
a way that "permits all kinds of routine ways of dealing with it" (Sacks 1995:221).
Passengers with prosthetic devices remain a more or less uncommon entity within
Transantiago, and while some of its users are ordinarily seen as appropriate recipients of assistance, there is less clarity as to how exactly the assistance should be
delivered. In the absence of common ground rules and expectations as to what a
device can do, where it should go, or how it is used, navigating these situations can
become even more difficult for the user.
Ana manages the situation by providing verbal accounts that are topically designed towards the rollator ("It's too difficult to get back"), while moving forward
and making the object visible to other participants. With these resources, Ana
makes her trajectory intelligible (Broth/Cromdal/Levin 2018), prompting an appropriate offer of assistance. In this case, human-assisted mobility takes the form of
simply removing oneself from Ana's desired spot in the vehicle.
Finally, the densely inhabited space of the bus reveals a spatial and topical dimension in the ordering of who is more expected to assist Ana. There is an accountability 'queue' that seems to be given by proximity to Ana, in the first place, but also
by being in an appropriate position to offer assistance. The passenger who is sitting
and is closer to her is the first person who reacts with an offer. Then the second
closest passenger makes their own offer in turn. Passengers who are closer to Ana
– and, crucially, who are in a position to offer what is seen Ana needs – behave as
though they are accountable to offer help. The man whose offer is accepted in the
last two panels remains uninvolved, although attentive to the events, until he sees
himself in a position to offer what Ana needs. The progression of this accountability
'queue' is enabled through the particular civil disposition that has been discussed in
the previous sections, and that characterises interactions among unacquainted members of the public. That is, a balanced combination of civil distance and attention.
The organisation of assistance is partially given by the material arrangements of
buses and trains. Following Goodwin's (2018:172) analysis of hopscotch grids as
both durable materiality and semiotic structure, the inner material disposition of a
bus also provides a framework for the building of assistance while it physically
accommodates and carries human bodies. Inside the bus, there is an attention to the
spot each participant is currently occupying. For instance, depending on where they
are inside the bus, they may be liable/expected to give their seat, clear the way, etc.
This spatial organisation plays a relevant role in framing human-assisted mobility
inside the bus as accountable action, marking a certain order or hierarchy as to who
is accountable to react first, and in what ways, to someone like Ana boarding the
bus.
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5. Conclusion
In this article, we have seen the production of three different instances of humanassisted mobility that were designed with a focus on a particular object: a rollator.
These were: holding the rollator in place, assisting with carrying it, and giving an
appropriate space to a person and their rollator in the bus. In a public setting, among
strangers – who are to remain strangers – human-assisted mobility will often take
place through offers, rather than directive sequences or direct physical contact. The
person who is the target of the offer of assistance needs to manage such offers, by
accepting or rejecting them, and sometimes by giving account as to why an offer is
not adequate.
In the case of touch-mediated assistance, different methods are deployed so that
civil distance is preserved. The cases presented show that touching a stranger (or
their belongings) is treated as an accountable action that is carefully designed so as
not to be transgressive or disruptive. 'Doing touching', in this sense, is produced as
an interactional display of both concern and respect of the assisted person's autonomy. The first case showed a man who designed his grabbing gesture within a
framework that allowed his intervention to be seen as legitimate and unobtrusive of
Ana's course of action. The second case showed the detailed work of configuring a
carrying formation. Ana was seen as having difficulties carrying the rollator, and
so human-assisted mobility manifested as a carrying formation which was verbally
steered by Ana and made stable by the materiality of the rollator itself.
In a public setting, where several civic rules to avoid physical contact are in
place, a crucial question is when and how someone's body (or object) becomes
available-to-touch by strangers. For this to happen, a person has to be commonly
seen as an appropriate target of embodied assistance. This accomplishes two things.
First, it makes it so that the person engaging in touch is less likely to be framed as
invasive or overstepping civil boundaries. Second, it produces an accountability
'queue' in which the more 'available' we are as assistance-givers – by means of being
closer, or in better position to help (e.g. because we can give our seat) – we are all
the more publicly compelled to assist.4 In other words, the more evident and unambiguous it is that someone needs physical assistance, the more it warrants physical
contact, and the more it turns 'not intervening' into an accountable action. However,
as we have seen, being intelligible as a target of assistance is not a given. For Ana,
it is often the case that there will be some confusion.
An element that makes it difficult for others to help Ana, and for Ana to receive
help, is that what she is up to with the rollator might remain obscure, or difficult to
understand, to some participants. Schegloff (2007) has asserted that, in the categorisation of actors by seeing category-bound activities, identifying the activity itself

4

Interestingly, I was travelling with Ana and therefore was potentially part of the 'queue'. There
were, however, various elements that prevented me from being seen as 'next in line'. First, during
these boarding sequences I was always walking behind Ana, which made our relationship less
obvious to the rest. Oftentimes, similar to the rollator itself, the fact that we were travelling
together was not evident until later. Second, the material structure of the bus (narrow and
crowded) rendered me less available to assist Ana with her progression. Finally, while I was
standing behind Ana, others were occupying priority seating and were in a better position to offer
something that she might have needed.
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might require effort to discern. What is Ana doing? And therefore, is she a person
in need of assistance with… what exactly?
This hints at the social dimension of prosthetic devices, which are usually understood as personal things, but in these instances become relevant as social things.
For an assistive device user, such as Ana, it is indeed relevant that strangers around
her understand what the rollator is for, and what it can do, as this will shape the
design of offers of assistance. How the object is categorised by members of the
public changes dynamically throughout the sequence (Streeck 1996; see also Mondada 2019). The cases analysed show how Ana gets involved into that categorisation process. Either by making the object visible, explaining its characteristics ("It's
too difficult to get back"), or her habits regarding the object ("I put it here"), Ana
influences how the object is seen by other members of the bus, which is a relevant
part of managing offers of assistance, especially because the rollator is often misunderstood by other passengers. Ana actively contributes to making the rollator accountable part of the situation.
Overall, as a person with reduced mobility who routinely uses the public transport, Ana demonstrated to be a proficient assistance-receiver. She used verbal, embodied, and material resources to steer the action – thus allowing others to physically align to her, to touch her rollator, and by prompting, accepting, or rejecting
offers. This proficiency contributed to her being treated as an independent fellow
passenger, whose autonomy over the assistance-giving sequences was successfully
preserved.
This article's aim has been to showcase the complex social work of enabling
human-assisted mobility among fellow public transport users, while preserving the
civil distance that exists between strangers. The 'tension' described by Hirschauer
(2005:51), between "turning to or away from others", can be found in Goffman's
(1972) distinction between supportive interchanges and avoidance rituals. Supportive interchanges and avoidance rituals have been presented as different things – the
former when individuals display courtesy and concern towards others, and the latter
when avoiding to trespass civil boundaries. Ana's case shows both 'forces' simultaneously at work, enabling one other. A collection of supportive interchanges of involvement and assistance, underpinned by the avoidance rituals of maintaining distance from someone who is acknowledged as an autonomous fellow passenger, and
is to remain a stranger in the bus.
Principles of design that aspire to ensure the independency of users are highly
prevalent among transport engineers and accessibility designers (Schwanen/Banister/Bowling 2012). While this perspective frequently equates 'being assisted' as a
failure of accessible design, this article pointed in a different direction. People's
autonomy and anonymity are not necessarily endangered because they are being
assisted by strangers in public. Human-assisted mobility can be done in such a way
that the assisted person remains in control of their actions, as long as their needs,
actions, and abilities are intelligible and made accountable. If more people with
reduced mobility and other impairments are welcome to populate and share these
public spaces, the more accessible these spaces will become for them.
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Directive actions in three assistance-orientated activities
between Finnish police officers and drunken persons1
Samu Pehkonen
Abstract
In this article, I investigate police officers' use of directives as they wake up drunken
persons and assist them in moving from a static lying (horizontal) position to a
mobile upright (vertical) position and further in stepping into the police van. One
of the issues that officers confront is discerning whether the drunken person is willing and/or able to comply with their directives and acts of assistance. I show that
officers' choices of directives are informed by these discernments, as well as a desire to minimise threats to drunken person's face and to avoid confrontations. The
analysis is based on video data from a reality tv show centred around police encounters with intoxicated citizens. Conversation analysis is employed to analyse
said data, which are in Finnish.
Keywords: directives – embodied assistance – imperatives – policing – conversation analysis.

German abstract
In diesem Artikel untersuche ich, wie Polizeibeamte Direktive benutzen, wenn sie
betrunkene Personen aufwecken und ihnen beim Übergang von einer statisch-liegenden (horizontalen) in eine mobil-aufrechte (vertikale) Haltung sowie beim Einstieg in ein Polizeifahrzeug helfen. Eine der Fragen, mit denen Polizeibeamte sich
konfrontiert sehen, ist zu beurteilen, ob die betrunkene Person bereit und/oder fähig
ist, den Direktiven und assistierenden Handlungen zu folgen. Ich zeige, dass die
Auswahl der Direktive, die die Polizeibeamten verwenden, sowohl von diesen Beurteilungen abhängt als auch von dem Bestreben, körperliche Schädigungen der
betrunkenen Personen zu minimieren und Konfrontationen zu vermeiden. Die Analyse basiert auf Videodaten eines Reality-TV Programms über polizeiliche Begegnungen mit betrunkenen BürgerInnen, ausgewertet unter Benutzung von Konversationsanalyse. Die Daten sind in Finnisch.
Keywords: Direktive – verkörperte Assistenz – Imperative – Polizeipraxis – Konversationsanalyse.
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1. Introduction
A typical task for police officers is to assist citizens who are temporarily unable to
take care of themselves due to intoxication. After discovering drunken persons
sleeping in public, officers provide assistance by waking them, lifting them up, and
assessing their condition. If needed, officers drive them to a watch house at the
police station. The ways of 'getting assistance done' are both verbal and embodied:
assisting a drunken person in moving from a static lying (horizontal) position to a
mobile upright (vertical) position involves verbal expressions for desired movement (e.g. in Finnish nouse, 'get up'; mene, 'go') as well as movement and touch
(lifting, supporting) employed in the service of that directive action. In these cases,
officers are primarily offering intoxicated persons a service by protecting them
from a crime, rather than seeking to control or sanction them (cf. had they been
caught driving while intoxicated; Gonzales 1993). Yet, once assessed and categorised by the officers as a person in crisis and in need of police assistance (on assessments in policing, see Bittner 1967a, b; Sacks 1972; Van Maanen 1978), it is a
service the drunken person cannot easily rebut and reject.
The full conditions of copresence (Goffman 1966:17) between the providers and
recipients of assistance in encounters between police officers and citizens may not,
however, be readily available. This is typically the case when the citizen has passed
out and is only gradually 'phasing in' as a legitimate participant in an encounter that
is grounded on police authority. The encounter may further evolve in unpredictable
ways if the person being assisted is unable to perform the directed action, refuses
assistance, or resists the form of assistance provided. In these cases, officers may
need to move further along the use-of-force continuum in asserting the citizen's
ability and willingness to comply: when officers' mere presence or verbal commands are insufficient, physical restraint may be resorted to (Sykes/Clark 1975;
Terrill 2003; Alpert/Dunham 2004). Offering and delivering assistance requires,
therefore, progressive and sequentially ordered interactional work from both parties.
In this article, I look at sequences where Finnish police officers provide physical
assistance for drunken people who are either asleep or appear not to be entirely
conscious. Officers ask and assist the drunken persons in waking and standing up.
These tasks afford a conversation analytic investigation of directive sequences in
terms of officers' orientation to drunken persons' compliance. I ask 1) whether the
grammatical construction of officers' directive turns makes visible their understanding of recipients' (un)willingness and/or (in)ability to become mobile. I also ask 2)
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whether the design of directive turns in these sequences reveals something about
the preference for joint action over confrontation by downplaying the asymmetrical
relation between the participants. The article thus exemplifies the ecological approach to grammar and embodied action by showing how participants' grammatical
choices interface with their embodied conduct within a physical space (Cekaite
2010; Keevallik 2018; Lindström et al. 2020; Mondada 2011, 2018).
After presenting the data and method, the article proceeds first by discussing
conversation analytical research on directives, before then narrowing the scope
down to the various grammatical formats available for directive actions. The remaining sections are dedicated to showing the results of the analysis with the help
of data fragments. In the discussion, general observations are presented and discussed.
1.1. Data and method
The data for this study come from Poliisit – a documentary television show following the daily work tasks of Finnish police officers across the country. The data cover
ten seasons (2009–2019) and 180 hours of broadcast videos. These natural but edited videos have their pros and cons (for discussion see Pehkonen 2020; Kidwell
2006:750-751, 2009:24-25; Shon 2002:163-164). Documentary television offers an
effective way of collecting a large number of directive turns that are not limited to
the practices of certain officers or police departments. However, "frankenbiting",
that is, a deliberate disruption of sequential flow and order can take place to emphasise certain aspects of encounter for the audience. One must pay attention to any
cuts and camerawork because what looks like a continuous encounter can in fact be
composed of multiple recordings. Because of the anonymisation of the data (citizens' faces are blurred) and the typical night-time lightning conditions, participants'
facial expressions and body postures are only partly accessible for analysis. Further,
the production of the documentary depends on the cooperation between the production company and police administration: therefore, the cases are selective, and the
encounters are shown in a positive light. For example, the scenes with drunken citizens are contextualised either as light humorous entertainment (e.g. using lighthearted background music) or occasionally highlighting social problems attached
to alcohol or drugs (e.g. through post-production narratives).

Figure 1: Three activities and their projected outcomes in human-assisted mobility in policing.
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In the selection process, I have paid attention to a recurrent structure in tasks related
to intoxicated persons. While there can be other actions, such as asking for identification or performing a body search, the three activities of waking up drunken persons, assessing their mobility and helping them into the police van for transportation cover the main practices of human-assisted mobility (Figure 1). By recognising
the structure, it has also been possible to learn about where, when and why cuts in
the filming and production work take place: cuts in the video file, for example from
a static to a mobile camera, typically occur in order to remove a shaky image resulting from the movement of a camera operator, whereas the audio from one source
plays uninterruptedly. Because the uncertainty regarding 'what really happened'
nevertheless remains, the analysis oscillates between analyses of (parts of) single
episodes, frequencies of certain directive turn formulations in various activities (see
appendices, Tables 1-4), and a general understanding about the progressivity of the
task gained through a careful inspection of the data as well as participant observation in police training. For the article, I have chosen to discuss only those cases
where the opening sequence (including officers approaching drunken persons) is
available.
The article is based on a collection of a total of 1,748 verbal directives in Finnish.
The collection consists of 1) 'drunk encounter' cases where police officers bodily
assist citizens by waking them up, helping them to stand up, and shepherding them
into the police van. The collection also includes 2) 'crime cases' for comparison:
these are cases where the primary reason for the citizen being approached is a suspicion of driving under the influence of alcohol or other substances or of some other
crime (e.g. physical assault) but where similar tasks – such as escorting and getting
the suspect into the police van – are performed.
My analytic approach draws on conversation analysis (e.g. Sacks 1992; Schegloff 2007; Hutchby/Wooffitt 2008) and multimodal analysis of interaction. The data
are in Finnish with English translations (with glosses for the relevant lines) and
transcribed following Jefferson's (2004) and Mondada's (2019) transcription conventions (see appendices, Tables 5 and 6). Frame grabs from the videos used in the
analysis are not made available here. Because of the variety of grammatical formulations to construct directive actions, I have used the following strategy to make the
transcripts accessible: lines containing directive actions irrespective of grammatical
format are arrowed and verbs are bolded; additionally, the turn constructional units
(TCUs) containing a verb in the imperative mood (cliticised or non-cliticised) are
shaded with grey.
1.2. Prior CA research on directives
There is an abundance of linguistic research on directives – attempts to get "someone to do something" (Goodwin 2006:517), particularly in the tradition of speech
act theory (see Fitch 2008). It is conversation analysis (CA), however, that has emphasised the sequential organisation of various directive actions such as requests,
offers, demands or invitations in a wide array of everyday and institutional contexts
(e.g. Goodwin 2006; Heinemann 2006; Kidwell 2006, 2009, 2013; Curl/Drew
2008; Craven/Potter 2010; Antaki/Kent 2012; Kent 2012; Kendrick/Drew 2016;
Kent/Kendrick 2016; Sorjonen/Raevaara/Couper-Kuhlen 2017). Policing repre-
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sents an authority-based institutional setting where the police have powers that ordinary citizens do not have and where authoritative commanding and ordering is
likely to appear. However, directing as an occasioned activity is not about authority
defined as the legitimate power of a person to practise over another person but rather about enactments of deontic authority, entitlement, and contingency (Craven/
Potter 2010). Deontic authority is about someone's right to determine others' future
actions (Stevanovic/Peräkylä 2012). Entitlement refers to the speakers' grounds for
assessing the likelihood of their requests being granted and the display of their
rights to control the actions of the recipient (Kent 2012:712; Curl/Drew 2008). Contingency, for its part, refers to the degree to which the speakers acknowledge any
barriers to compliance (Kent 2012:712). When a police officer commands a citizen
to engage in conversation with them, the situation may, in principle, allow for displays of high entitlement and low contingency more often than in interactions which
do not involve any such asymmetry between participants. The interesting analytical
question is nevertheless this: how does speakers' understanding of contingency and
entitlement affect the design of their directive turns (Curl/Drew 2008:135)?
While interactions involving the police are always asymmetrical in terms of
power, legal authority and dominance, it is important to approach directive actions
as enabling something: if the participants share a common interest in getting the
directed action done, they are likely to align with the joint action. CA research on
directive actions shows how participants actively manage their roles and responsibilities (Rauniomaa 2017; Stevanovic 2017), orientation to accountability (Kent/
Kendrick 2016), temporal adjustment of instructions (Okada 2018; Simone/Galatolo 2020) and subsequent actions in the progressivity of the ongoing task (Lindström et al. 2017; Råman/Haddington 2018) by designing their turns accordingly.
Using verbs in imperative mood is one, but by no means the only, way to formulate
directive actions.
In my data, the use of verbs in imperative mood versus other grammatical formulations that imply directive actions is strongly embedded in the sequences of
embodied actions. The design of directive trajectories (Goodwin 2006; Tulbert/
Goodwin 2011) includes coordination of talk and embodied elements. In a series of
studies on adult-child interaction, Cekaite (2010, 2015) has identified several embodied actions and "haptic formations" used by the adults to "configure specific
affordances for embodied participation by actualizing the availability of tactile, aural, and visual modalities" (Cekaite/Holm Kvist 2017:109). Pushing the child gently
forward, blocking unwanted mobile trajectories and choosing between various spatial-orientational arrangements are examples of such formations and embodied directives.
The difference between adult-child and police-drunken person interaction lies in
the moral sphere and in the ways in which assisted bodies are manoeuvred. Drunken
persons are commonly blamed for their condition of not being able to take care of
themselves (although the blame is often culturally re-placed on alcohol, see MacAndrew/Garfinkel 1962:259; MacAndrew/Edgerton 1969:94), while directive sequences with children are often seen as part of a socialisation process between family and acquaintances (Cekaite 2010:3). In addition, bodily assistance, for example
lifting an adult versus a child, can take, both kinaesthetically and interactionally,
very different forms (see Cekaite et al. in this special issue). In policing, the result-
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ing embodied form of assistance can be caring but also coercive where verbal directives and embodied actions make compliance a conditionally relevant next. The
following section elaborates on the variation in directive turns from the point of
view of Finnish grammar.
1.3. Overview of directive turns in the data
Various grammatical constructions and directive formulations were found in the
data (see appendices, Table 1). The key divide is between 1) morphological imperatives (bald imperatives), 2) cliticised imperatives and 3) other grammatical constructions that are locally understood as directives: turns which include, for example, phrasal constructions without a finite verb, hortatives, declaratives or interrogatives that nevertheless make observable compliance relevant immediately in next
position (cf. Kent/Kendrick 2016:275).
Morphological imperatives present a form of directive referred to in literature as
bald imperatives (Goodwin 1990:78; Antaki/Kent 2012:879-882). "Strictly speaking", as Sorjonen/Raevaara/Couper-Kuhlen (2017:5) point out, "the imperative is a
verb form marked morphologically for the imperative mood". With a verb in imperative mood (e.g. mene, 'go'), a participation framework is invoked that does not
encode any choice or interpretive problems for the recipient: the recipient should
act in a straightforward manner following the speaker's directive ('do X').
In Finnish, the imperative mood can be modulated, and it is typically mitigated
by attaching the clitic -pA, -s or -hAn (or the combination of the first two -pAs) to
the imperative verb (VISK 2008:§1672). Depending on the context, the use of a
certain clitic can indicate something about the deontics or epistemics in interaction:
with the clitic -hAn (menehän, '{why don't you} go') the recipients can be reminded
of something they should already know that they are to do (VISK 2008:§1673). The
clitic -s can conceal authority in routine requests, while in asymmetrical interaction
-pA is often used by superiors when the directed action is seen as not particularly
face-threatening to the recipient (VISK 2008:§1672). Previous CA studies in Finnish have shown that the context and practices of language use modify the meaning
of clitics (e.g. Rouhikoski 2020) and that there can also be other lexical items in the
turn that implement modulation (see Sorjonen 2017).
Grammatical constructions which are contextually understood as directives include
1) phrasal constructions that lack the finite verb altogether, such as the directional
adverbs tänne ('to.here') and ylös ('up') (VISK 2008:§1676) or noun phrases with
locative case marking (e.g. maahan, 'to.the.ground'),
2) second-person declaratives such as tartut tähän ('you grab this') (see Etelämäki/Couper-Kuhlen 2017),
3) interrogatives nousetko ylös ('do you get up') (see Rouhikoski 2015), and
4) hortatives mennään ('let's go') (see Stevanovic 2017).
While this group of directive constructions is grammatically heterogenous compared to bald and cliticised imperatives, it is reasonable to analyse these formula-
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tions in relation to the research questions posed in Introduction. Directional adverbs, for example, are closest to bald imperatives in that they expect unilateral and
straightforward compliance from the recipient (cf. research question 1); other
forms, especially hortatives, which are constructed with the passive form of the
verb (which has first person plural reference in the colloquial speech) but without
the subject pronoun (see Sorjonen/Raevaara/Couper-Kuhlen 2017:7), construct the
directed action as a joint one, requiring participation from both the speaker and the
recipient (cf. research question 2). Although these grammatical constructions are
not imperatives, their position in the sequence and in the wider interactional context
can encode little choice to the recipient.
While some type of general 'verbal use-of-force continuum' based on grammatical formulations might sound tempting, both contextual and sequential elements
need to be accounted for when analysing the functions of directive turns. CA scholars (e.g. Mondada 2011; Sorjonen/Raevaara/Couper-Kuhlen 2017) have noted that
the use of imperatives is situationally unfolding, and that participants take the ongoing situation into account. Stevanovic (2017), for example, has investigated the
verbal design of Finnish second-person singular imperative and first-person plural
hortative turns in violin lessons with a teacher and a child as the participants. Her
analysis shows that non-cliticised turns are frequently used when participants are
actively engaged in an ongoing collaborative action (also Lauranto 2013:165),
whereas the clitic -pA occurs after the recipient's failures and -pAs is frequently
used at activity transitions and when the temporal linkage between the directive and
the realisation of the nominated action is loosened. Choosing the cliticised and noncliticised formats is therefore a way for the speakers to "invoke and manage the
more specific basis upon which the recipient's compliance can be expected" (Stevanovic 2017:357). Stevanovic then argues that the linguistic design between imperatives and hortatives is informed by the speaker's understanding of the extent to
which the participants' current actions are to be seen as joint ones: imperatives are
used when it is the recipient only, and hortatives are employed when both participants are to get involved in the action.
Suffice to say that instructional settings are different from more authority-based
institutional settings where communication strategies can, at least partly, be handed
down to the officers in training and by legislation. Indeed, there is an institutional
preference for talk over embodied use-of-force: police should maintain public order
and security "primarily through advice, requests and orders" (Police Act 872/2011:
§6). This professional policy to proceed from advice to orders still leaves open a
wide variety of grammatical constructions to choose from according to the task at
hand (see Kannisto 2019). Policing provides a context where imperative forms are
likely to occur when officers give orders with command voice (Skolnick/Fyfe
1993:38-39) – a professional term that denotes bald imperatives produced in an
authoritarian tone that often drops off at the end of turn and that conveys certainty
and demands an immediate compliant response.2 This type of use of imperative
mood is often considered as rude and impolite in 'ordinary' or non-institutional interaction, particularly if the recipient is not benefitting from the directed action; in
2

Studies using Skolnick and Fyfe's outline of ascending police actions that is based on Englishspeaking contexts locate command voice somewhere between "conversational tone" and "shouting" (e.g. Garner/Maxwell 1999). However, this classification is based on professional experience and common sense understanding rather than phonetic research (cf. Kennard 2006).
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policing, it is more commonly and unproblematically used (in the data, more than
six out of ten directive turns include imperative form, see appendices, Table 1).
Command voice and the use of imperative mood in ordering a suspect (SU) are
illustrated in Fragment 1. The suspect has escaped the police (P1 and P2) and driven
his car off the road. The fragment exemplifies a situation where urgency in ordering
is prioritised, and resistance from the suspect is expected. It serves here as a contrasting case against which other data fragments are analysed.
(1) DUI stopped (S1E10_1027-1042)
01
02→ P2:

03→

p1

04→
05 SU:
06
07→ P1:
08→ P2:
09→ P1:

(9.0)
>>SU's car stops, officers run to the car
%KÄDET
+NÄKYVILLÄ,
hand.PL visible.PL.ADE
Hands where I can see them,
%opens passenger's door, points at SU with flashlight-->>
+opens driver's door, stands close to SU-->>
KÄDET NÄKYVILLÄ.=
Hands where I can see them.
=NOUSE
ULOS AU[TOSTA. ]
get.up.IMP.2SG out car.ELA
Get out of the car.
[( - - )]
(0.4)
Ulos sii[tä.
out it.ELA
Out of there.
[<NOUSE
ULOS AUTO[STA>.]
get.up.IMP.2SG out car.ELA
Get out of the car.
[Ulos.]
Out.

Officers open the doors of the suspect's car rather than waiting or requesting that he
do so (l.2). The first two directive turns (l.2 and 3) deter any of the suspect's actions
that might indicate threat to the officers. Officers talk with minimal pause (but also
minimal overlap) between their turns. The sequence is dense with six directive
turns. The turns are formulated with preference for action (getting the suspect out
of the car) rather than some verbal response as the relevant next. The directives in
lines 4 and 8 build on bald imperatives: morphological grammatical construction
where the verb in the second-person imperative initiates the turn. The rest of the
turns are phrasal constructions without a finite verb (l.2, 3, 7 and 9). These constructions use directional adverbs (e.g. ulos, 'out') to indicate only the result of directed action, i.e. the action itself is not verbalised. Most importantly, officers' directive formulations show no doubt about the ability of the suspect to understand
and comply with the orders. Having tried to run away with his car, the suspect is
categorised per se by the officers as potentially unwilling to comply with the orders.
If the suspect resisted getting out of the car, physical force would likely be used. As
we will see later, the urgency and non-negotiable nature of ordering are evident
here also in the sense that there is no lexical (i.e. change of verb nominating the
directed action) nor grammatical modification (i.e. upgrading or downgrading with
phrasal constructions or clitic particles) in P2's directive turns. The only upgrading
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element is prosodic: the turn in line 4 is repeated in line 8 with stress and lower
tempo. Officers' verbal directives are already the strongest possible striving for immediate compliance.
In contrast with urgent police encounters such as that depicted above, drunk encounters are expected to last longer and include extended sequences of assessment
and negotiation. The collection of 1,748 verbal directives (appendices, Table 1)
demonstrates that imperative mood is used proportionally in both drunk (66%) and
crime cases (69%). However, bald imperatives (45%) are more frequent than cliticised imperatives (18%) in crime cases, while drunk cases include the same number
of bald imperatives (29%) and cliticised imperatives (29%). We may thus ask: does
the grammatical construction of officers' directives (use of cliticised imperatives
rather than bald imperatives3) reflect their orientation to drunk persons' (in)ability
to comply with the directed action? If becoming mobile is a matter of drunk persons'
ability (rather than their willingness) and therefore the directed action is one where
physical assistance may also be needed, we might further ask: is there a difference
in terms of the use of second-person singular versus hortative forms (orientation to
the task as individual vs. joint project)? Further, to go beyond the mere number of
occurrences, we need to look at the position of directive formulation within the
sequences of verbal and embodied action (Kent/Kendrick 2016).
2. Analysis
This section presents sequential analyses of three types of projects where police
officers provide bodily assistance to drunken persons (DPs). Figure 2 illustrates the
general progressivity in terms of the accomplishment of compliance and possible
directive-response trajectories which officers work through in the fragments: the
task starts from the left-hand bottom and the desired outcome is in the right-hand
upper corner. As the officers are working through the encounter, there are two other
possible trajectories: one where the DP is orientated to as unable and another where
the DP is orientated to as unwilling to comply. Each of the three subsections analyses the strategical use of directives and bodily assistance. First, I look at the phasing-in sequences as an example of making drunken persons available for interaction. Second, I look at assessing drunken persons' willingness and ability to become
mobile from the point of view of assisting as a joint project. The last subsection
illustrates how the task of getting the citizen into the police van can constitute a
transition space for resistance and how officers manage this space and any changes
in DPs' compliance by modifying the action verb that nominates the directed action
(i.e. parsing directives).

3

Another indication of this is that directives in interrogative form (such as nousetko ylös, lit. 'will
you get up') or modal verb constructions (nyt sun pitää nousta, 'now you have to get up') are
overrepresented in drunk cases.
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Able but unwilling

Able and
willing

Unresponsive
(unable and
unwilling)

Willing
but unable

Figure 2: Directive-response trajectories in terms of DP's willingness vs. ability to comply.

2.1. Mitigated imperatives in 'phasing-in' sequences:
ascertaining availability for interaction
When officers encounter a citizen who they observe to be sleeping or otherwise
nonresponsive, they first check and wake up the citizen. I call these sequences of
talk and embodied action 'phasing-in' sequences: the aim is simply to make drunken
persons available for interaction. These sequences, indicative of non-urgency, are
typically initiated with a summons (Fragment 3, l.1) or a self-identification and an
expression of authority (e.g. 'this is the police'), but occasionally also with directive
formulations (Fragment 2, l.1). Directives in sequence-initial position are typically
ones other than bald imperatives.4 The reason for this can be the avoidance of 'directive inflation': a directive turn makes a response (action) conditionally relevant
but such a response is often delayed. The stronger the directive, the more noticeable
the lack of appropriate conduct. To balance this dilemma, officers who have not yet
established an understanding of the DP's ability to become mobile use cliticised
imperatives or other grammatical constructions in their directives. Further, they
treat anything from an embodied reaction to non-lexical grunts as a locally sufficient indication that the encounter has a possibility of progressing. The next two
fragments show how officers treat the absence of response and balance between
maintaining the effectivity and progressivity of the task, on the one hand, and seeking cooperation and intersubjectivity, on the other hand.
In Fragment 2, officers P1 and P2 are checking a drunken person (DP) who is
sleeping5 on bare ground outside a train station late in the evening. While walking
towards the DP, P2 is putting on his protective gloves, which is indicative of potential bodily contact between him and the DP.

4
5

The directive formulation found in the phasing-in sequences are listed in the appendices, Table 2.
This is P2's own first-hand interpretation. As they arrive at the scene, while still inside the car,
P2 produces a comment in Swedish: Han sover ('he's sleeping').
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(2) DP lying outside a train station (S3E46_126_1155-1205)
01→ P2: tsk (0.5) .hhh Nouseppa
ylös.%
get.up.IMP.2SG.CLI up
Get up.
>>walks twd DP, wearing protective gloves%
dp >>lying on the ground-->
02
%(0.4)
p2 %stops and bends over DP-->
03
>Huomenta<,%
Morning,
-->%
04
%(1.5)%
p2 %R hand tapping on DP's shoulder 3 times%
05 P2: Täs %on poliisi.%
This is the police here.
%shaking twice%
06
%(2.6)%
%R hand moving in front of DP's face%
07 P2: tsk+ (.) %Poliisi on
täs+sä.%=%Huomenta.%*
Police is here. Morning.
%Rhand withdraws------% %Rhand on DP's arm%
dp -->+moves elbow slightly up+
*((cut,
zoomed on P1's face, P2 now standing next to DP))
08→ P2: .hh >Noustaisko<
ylös.*
get.up.PAS.COND.Q up
Would we get up.
*((cut, zoomed out))

The opening turn, nouseppa ylös ('get up', l.1) is produced while P2 is still approaching the DP. The clicking sound and deep inbreath mark a transition into embodied stationary formation close enough to the DP, who is in a horizontal position.
The turn is formatted using the second-person imperative nouse ('get up') and the
clitic -pA. What does P2 accomplish by using nouseppa, rather than nouse (cf. Fragment 1), to initiate the sequence?
Firstly, it is important to note that the directive turn comes before P2 is close
enough to the DP to initiate touch. If the DP was able to respond immediately, further directive actions could be postponed. In this case, the DP would most likely
also understand his role in, and the reason for, the police intervention. Secondly,
considering the fact that speakers may use the clitic -pA to mitigate their assumed
entitlement to control the recipient's rights (VISK 2008:§1672) and that the use of
the clitic may include an assessment of some previous failure in the recipient's action (Stevanovic 2017), the use of the clitic -pA in nouseppa displays P2's orientation to the fact that the DP's compliance with the directive is likely to be delayed,
if not completely absent. Throughout the data, formulations which are not bald imperatives are preferred in the initiation of directive sequences.
After a short pause, P2 bends over the DP and produces a wake-up summons
huomenta ('morning') (ll.2-3). The turn has a double role. First, it can be heard as a
greeting – a typical initiation in an encounter. However, as it denotes temporally
inaccurate information (it is late evening), it connects the DP's ongoing action
(sleeping) with the directed transition away from that action (waking up). Yet, it
does this discreetly: the turn does not emphasise the unwanted activity in explicitly
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negative ways as, for example, don't sleep would do. In fact, the fragment contains
no explicit moral judgement or assessment of the DP's conduct. We can thus claim
that the first two verbal turns – and the abstinence from direct bodily contact –
formulate the encounter as not yet an urgent policeable action. This way of initiating
a wake-up sequence shows rather low entitlement and high contingency: should the
DP hear someone approaching and initiating an encounter with him, it would be
possible for him to make himself available for the encounter.
The 1.5-second pause in line 4 provides evidence for the DP's unavailability for
interaction and makes it a potential problem that demands both bodily intervention
and an initiation of a new action that upgrades the prior directive. Consequently, P2
utilises bodily resources to fulfil the task: he taps three times on the DP's shoulder.
P2 then provides his identification and authorisation as a police officer (l.5), accompanied by a set of shaking movements. Self-identification turns accompany the
initiation of touch throughout the data: identification as a member of law enforcement warrants touching and manoeuvring others' bodies in public.
In line 6, P2 further transgresses the DP's bodily sphere by moving his hand from
the DP's shoulder and closer to his face. While we do not have access to the details
of this move (it could be a pinch or a shake), it succeeds: the DP, who has remained
stationary, reacts now by lifting his right elbow slightly (l.7). P2 repeats his selfidentification while simultaneously withdrawing from touching the DP (l.7). The
turn initiated with a self-identification is then expanded by also repeating huomenta
('morning'). Compared to the first huomenta item (l.3), which was produced rapidly
and with a stress, the repeated item has no stress. As such, it is hearable as a 'normal'
greeting which – given that the DP has physically reacted to P2's efforts to wake
him up – would make a verbal response, a greeting, a relevant next.
Because of a cut in the video we do not know if line 8 is sequentially the next
turn (it is probably not, as P1 appears in the frame after the cut, while he previously
did not). What we can say, however, is that the formulation noustaisko (passive
interrogative construction in conditional mood, 'would we get up') invites a change
in contingency and in the participation framework: there are now less barriers to
compliance and P1 can orientate to the DP as at least able to respond, if not even to
comply with the directive. What was initially a directive targeted at the DP is now
grammatically formulated as a joint project. The grammatical modification paves
the way for further physical assistance, were it to be needed.
Fragment 3 has a similar extended directive sequence with a citizen who has
been found sleeping in public. This time, however, the DP's sleeping site and position – laying on a bench on his back, hands crossed over his chest – indicate intentional sleeping rather than unintentional 'passing-out'.
(3) DP sleeping on a bench (S3E16_73_1820-1840)
01

P2: Moro:?+
Hiya.
+hand on DP's wrist, shakes-->
02
(0.8)
03→
Nyt pitäs
herätä.=+
now must.COND.3SG wake.up.INF
{One} should wake up now.
-->+
04
Täs o polliisi.
The police is here.
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05
06

DP: °öh::°
P2: +@↑Kännykät
ja kaikki on pitkin pihoja.@
Cell phones and everything are all around.
+lifts up DP's mobile phone
07
(0.4)
08 P2: +%Hei,
Hey,
+hand on DP's shoulder/neck, shakes-->
p1
%arrives, stands behind P2-->>
09
(1.0)
10
Täs on poliisi.=+
The police is here.
-->+
11→
Nyt sun
pitää
skarpata ja nousta
ylös siit.=
now you.GEN must.3SG try.INF
and get.up.INF up
it.ELA
Now you must make an effort and get up from there.
12
Sun p- +↑kännykkäkin oli tos pitkin+ (0.3)
Your p- cell phone too was lying there at
+extends arm holding the cell phone+
13
pituuttaan tossa (0.9) maassa.=
full length there in the ground.
14→
=+Nouse
istumaan.+
get.up.IMP.2SG sit.INF.ILL
Get up to sit.
+----hand gesture-------+
15 DP: No %↑mikäs sie- No moi. He:(i), %
Well what the- Well hiya. Hey,
%lifts up arms away from chest%

The fragment includes summoning items and embodied actions similar to those
seen in Fragment 2, although in a slightly different order. P2 initiates the encounter
with a greeting-summons moro ('hiya', l.1), followed by an embodied action, an
effort to catch the DP's attention by touching and shaking his wrist (ll.1-3). P2's first
directive turn (l.3) is produced while he still has his hand on the DP's arm. The
directive turn, nyt pitäs herätä '{one} should wake up now' (syntactically a zeroperson necessive construction in the conditional mood) has several mitigating properties. First, the zero-person directive does not nominate the recipient, although for
the participants it is obvious who the recipient is in this case. Second, the declarative
construction displays lower entitlement and higher contingency than an imperative
construction would do. Thirdly, the conditional mood also downgrades the directive
quality of the turn, representing the action as a suggestion rather than a command.
Nevertheless, the officer's embodied action of shaking the DP by their wrist underlines the directive function of the turn. As Couper-Kuhlen and Etelämäki (2015;
also, Rouhikoski 2020) argue, zero-person constructions in Finnish display weaker
deontic rights than explicit personal forms and therefore construe social relationships as more symmetric than asymmetric. P2's directive thus simultaneously works
as a compliable directive and as a check on the DP's recipiency and willingness to
cooperate. The use of zero-person construction in the production of the first directive turn in the sequence can thus indicate a similar effort to avoid confrontation
as did the avoidance of giving authoritative directives (or ordering) before the DP
had shown at least some level of responsiveness in Fragment 2.
In Fragment 3, line 5, the DP produces a grunt-like non-lexical item öh:: in a
sequentially relevant position. However, because the DP's grunt does not advance
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sequence progressivity, P2 proceeds to produce a general wondering kännykät ja
kaikki on pitkin pihoja ('cell phones and everything are all around') while simultaneously picking up the DP's cell phone from the ground (l.6). With this turn, P2
accounts for his directive action (waking-up) and maintains its relevance without
explicitly pursuing the directive line of action. At the same time, P2's action proceeds the overall project of taking care of the person and his belongings; it also
provides the DP with an opportunity to enter the situation. The design of the turn
"Cell phones and everything are all around" aligns with P2's previous zero-person
directive in line 3 as the turn does not explicitly indicate the DP's relationship with
the phone; yet, the phone lying on the ground is unproblematically heard as belonging to the DP (cf. l.12 where the phone is referred to as your phone).
The DP does not, however, show further signs of appropriate engagement.
Therefore, P2 initiates a second extended sequence of waking-up. The sequence
includes the same four actions – summoning (l.8), identification (l.10), directing
(l.11 and 14) and accounting for giving directives (ll.12-13) – as did the first one
(ll.1-6). However, the second waking-up sequence is different from the first both in
terms of the order and the design of the actions. Whereas the first self-identifying
turn (l.4) followed the directive turn (l.3), we now have a structure where the authority of the speaker through identification as the police in line 10 is made explicit
before the directive is issued in line 11. P2 employs different means to upgrade the
actions in the sequence: first, P2 uses a stressed hei-summons and bodily touch
towards the neck or head area (more private area) instead of the DP's hands. Second,
in identifying himself as the police, the dialectical and colloquial täs o polliisi ('the
police is here', l.4) is replaced with a form closer to standard Finnish, täs on poliisi
(l.10), in an authoritarian tone. Third, the account for the presence of the police
includes both showing the phone and referring to it as your phone (ll.12-13). By
placing the cell phone in front of the DP's face, P2 invites the DP to look at it and
to join in the ongoing activity. Therefore, the phone is used as evidence for DP's
previous irresponsible conduct and an account for police intervention. Fourth and
finally, the two directive turns are both upgraded from the first waking-up sequence:
line 11, nyt sun pitää skarpata ja nousta ylös siit ('now you must make an effort
and get up from there'), again includes a necessive construction but now with an
overt subject: sun pitää ('you must'). P2 uses the hendiadic (double verb) imperative
utterance (Drew et al. 2021) skarpata ja nousta to express two necessities: the DP
needs to skarpata ('to get a grip of oneself', an informal verb derived from Swedish
skärpa, 'to sharpen up') and to nousta ylös ('get up'). As Drew et al. (2021) state,
hendiadic expressions occur typically in a subsequent position in sequences dealing
with a complainable matter. While getting up is the desired action, the first verb,
"to get a grip of oneself", includes a moral claim about the insufficiency of the DP's
efforts to participate so far.
The final directive here is a bald imperative: a second-person imperative turn
nouse istumaan ('get up to sit') accompanied by a hand gesture rather than a touch
(l.14). At this point, the DP engages and produces a verbal response. Given that the
project of waking the DP up has taken some effort, it is noteworthy that the first,
and only, use of the bald imperative results in the DP responding and later (not
shown in the transcript) complying with the directive. Using the imperative form
here can indicate the police officer's orientation to the DP having phased in and now
being able to comply. Further, the change from nousta ylös ('getting up') to nousta
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istumaan ('getting up to sit') indicates a parsing step-wise strategy (Råman/Haddington 2018; Rauniomaa et al. 2018): moving from lying position to a sitting position provides a doable and sufficient 'step' in the process of becoming mobile.
Drunken persons can often hold up their upper body whereas they may have problems standing on their feet. Parsing the directed activity into actions that the DP is
likely able to do (thus showing their willingness) and actions where bodily assistance is needed can thus lead into a framework where participants' responsibilities
can be jointly negotiated. There is a cut in the video immediately after the fragment
ends but the next frame shows the DP sitting on the bench (cf. getting up in Finnish
neither denotes the initial posture nor the final posture).
In sum, Fragments 2 and 3 have shown that in the phasing-in sequences, the
design of the police officers' directive turns is embedded in the projectability and
progressivity of the DP's evolving participation in the encounter. Given that cliticised imperative forms are more frequent than bald imperatives in the phasing-in
sequences (see appendices, Table 2) and that the use of bald imperatives is sequentially positioned so that the drunken person is orientated to as capable of producing
a sufficient response, we may suggest a pattern where police officers utilise a nonconfrontational method to enact their deontic rights and display their entitlement
towards persons whose compliance or response-ability has not yet been fully established. In non-urgent assistance-orientated policing, postponing the directive forms
that seek immediate compliance until the person has produced a sufficient response
(Fragment 2) or using zero-person declaratives (Fragment 3) when initiating the
encounter provide the officers with a safe entry into the task: one where they can
formulate the project as a joint one as soon as the recipient shows sufficient engagement in the directed action.
In the next section, we take a closer look at cases where non-compliance occurs
after officers' initial orientation to the DP as able to comply has been established.
In these cases, the DP's unwillingness is dealt with through the modification of both
verbal and embodied directives.
2.2. Mitigated imperatives and hortatives in 'getting-up' sequences:
assigning responsibilities
Wake-up sequences can turn out to be complicated and prolonged. DPs may respond and display understanding of what is expected from them but still be unable
or unwilling to get up. In these sequences, negotiation concerns the project of getting DPs up on their feet with or without officers' embodied assistance. In contrast
with 'phasing-in' sequences, the directive formulations tend more clearly to be cliticised imperative forms (especially the clitics -pA and -hAn). In addition, interrogative formulations are frequently used as a way of assessing – or asking the DP to
assess – the DP's ability to get up unassisted or assisted (see appendices, Table 3).
Looking at officers' turns within get-up sequences, we find that directives are
repeated but not ad infinitum. Often no more than three repetitive verbal directive
turns are produced before some other means are resorted to. Consider Fragments 4
and 5. Fragment 4 continues from Fragment 2 after a cut. Just before the cut in the
recording, P2 had produced a directive turn noustaisko ylös ('would we get up'),
indicating an orientation to joint action. Now, the camera shows P2 standing
slightly bent on the DP's left side while P1 has moved to the DP's right side.
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(4) continues from Fragment 2 (S3E46_126_1205-1225)
09

+(1.1)
p2 +grabs DP's hand, presses fingers-->l.16
10 DP: Ai.
Ouch.
11
(0.7)
12→ P2: Ja nouseppa
ylös [nyt.
and get.up.IMP.2SG.CLI up
now
And get up now.
13 DP:
[Ei *e:::i.
No no.
*((camera cut; zoomed at
DP's fingers))
14→ P2: >↑Nouse↑Nouseppa
↑ylös< ole
[kiltti.]
get.up.IMP get.up.IMP.CLI up
be.IMP.2SG kind
Get up- Get up would you please.
15 DP:
[%E:i. ]
No.
%brings left
hand to P2's hand
16
(2.4)%+
dp
-->%
p2
-->+releases DP's hands
17 DP [ä:h ]
18→ P2 [No:in]. (0.5) Nyt ylös.*
PTCL
now up
Okay. Now up.
19
*((camera cut; zoomed out))
20→ P2: Ota
toisesta puolelta.
take.IMP.2SG other.ELA side-ABL
Grab from the other side.
21
+(3.9)§+(%1.2%)(2.0)+§
p2 +grabs DP's arms and lifts him up+
p1
§grabs DP's arm and lifts him up§
dp
%grunts while lifted up%

(5) DP lying on the street (S4E40_203_1531-1550)
01

P2: Huomenta.=
Morning.
p2 >>holding DP's upper arm-->
p1 >>holding DP's wrist with LH and shoulder with RH-->
02 P1: =Huomenta. Sä oot tekemisis poliisin% kanssa.
Morning. You are dealing with the police.
-->%
03→
%Nouses
ylös.%=
get.up.IMP.2SG.CLI up
Get up.
%slapping with R hand DP's shoulder%
04→ P1: =Nouses
ylös.
get.up.IMP.2SG.CLI up
Get up.
05 DP: @(Voi vittu, - (.) §Mee vittu- mee)@
(Oh fuck - - Go fuck- go)
§LH up extended-->
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06

@(me+e vaan istuu §sinne %jonnekii.)@
(just go and sit somewhere over there.)
-->§
p2
-->+sliding hand twd DP's wrist
p1
%RH on DP's shoulder
07→ P1: +%Just. Nouses
istumaan.
get.up.IMP.2SG.CLI sit.INF.ILL
I see. Get up to sit.
+prepares to pull DP up
p2
%prepares to pull DP up
08 P1: +%↑u::p [>popopop<.
+pulling DP up-->
p2
%pulling DP up-->
09 DP:
[I::i *ä:i äi*((video cut; DP standing supported by P1&2))

In both cases, officers produce three directive turns aiming to get the DPs up on
their feet (Fragment 4, l.12, 14 and 18; Fragment 5, l.3, 4 and 7). A common feature
is that the directive turns are upgraded stepwise and that the recipient's failure to
comply after the third directive leads to an initiation of a new trajectory or strategy,
such as asking if the DP is not listening or understanding what is said (using cognitive verbs), intensifying officers' embodied actions (e.g. shaking, using flashing
light) or changing the verb nominating the action. Here, officers lift or pull the
drunken person up (Fragment 4, l.21 and Fragment 5, l.8). In Fragment 4, the first
directive of the sequence, ja nouseppa ylös nyt ('and get up now', l.12), is positioned
after P2 has upgraded his embodied directive (shaking) to a more intensified physical constraint of pressing the DP's fingers to cause a pain reaction (l.9).6 The DP
responds with a response cry (l.10) after which P2 produces the first directive turn
which is tied together with the embodied directive through the turn-initial ja ('and').
There is typically also either lexical or prosodic variation in the repetitions. In Fragment 4, nouseppa in line 12 is repeated in line 14 (after cut-off and self-repaired
nouse-),7 while the third and final directive before resorting to embodied (controlling) action is a phrasal construction nyt ylös ('now up', l.18). The turn in line 18
shares grammatical similarity with the short no-verb command phrases in Fragment
1 (e.g. ulos, 'out'). Not producing the (imperative) verb indicates the officer's orientation to the DP as someone who should have already complied with the directed
action but who has failed to do so. In fact, in Fragment 4 the DP has not only failed
to get up but also verbally resisted doing so (l.13 and 15). In addition, the fact that
the directive turn is positioned immediately after the DP has produced a pain cry
and tried to get loose from P2's controlling grip (l.15) and that P2 releases the DP's
hand after the cry indicates the closing of this directive sequence and transition to
6

7

Because of the cuts in the video, the boundaries between directive sequences are not always
clear. Fragment 4 continues from Fragment 2 where two directives were already produced and
where DP's embodied reaction (arm movement) was followed by P2's directive construction that
formulated the action as a joint one. This is in stark contrast with the embodied means of pressing
DP's fingers seen here. More generally, some type of change (either in the participation framework or in the speaker's orientation to the project) typically takes place before a subsequent
directive sequence is launched.
It is unclear whether P2 duplicates or self-repairs the directive here. A self-repair from noncliticised to cliticised imperative (nouse >> nouseppa) would be indicative of his orientation to
the imperatively formulated nouse being somehow incorrectly placed. P2 finishes the turn with
a non-authoritative plea ole kiltti (imperative lit. 'be kind' or 'please') which suggests a further
layer of mitigation.
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a new strategy in the project. In fact, after the cut (l.19) P2 recruits P1 to lift the DP
up with an imperative formulation.
Fragment 5 includes a series of gradually upgraded directives and ends with the
officers physically assisting the DP in getting to his feet. The fragment is much
more intense, however, and urgency overrides negotiation. Officers already have a
firm grip of the DP's arms before the fragment starts. The first two nouses ylös ('get
up') directives produced by P1 in subsequent turns in lines 3 and 4 are identical
second-person imperatives with the clitic -s. The clitic -s typically shows the speaker's higher deontic position but also indicates that what is being nominated as the
directed action should not require too much effort from the recipient (VISK
2008:§1672). The clitic -s is overwhelmingly used in the data when officers have
locally assessed the DP as being able to understand (and often to bodily comply
with) directives. This also seems to be the case here: when the officers arrive at the
scene, the DP is awake and acknowledges their arrival. The DP is able to produce
a syntactically complete turn that is consistent with his effort to extend his left hand
up, which may be seen as an effort to strike P2 (ll.5-6; note how P2 responds to this
move by sliding his hand towards the DP's wrist and thus controlling any further
efforts). P1's third and final directive turn in line 7 is initiated with a receipt (just, 'I
see') of the DP's complaints while the directive is modified from nouses ylös ('get
up') to nouses istumaan ('get up to sit'), indicating a parsing strategy. However here,
simultaneously with the verbal directive turn, both officers initiate an embodied
action of pulling the DP up.
Bodily assistance, such as lifting a person up, is a routine task for the officers
and does not typically demand detailed or explicitly choreographed actions (such
as counting 1-2-3 or one officer requesting the other to assist with the lift; l.20 in
Fragment 4 is thus an exception; cf. the detailed lifting work described by Smith in
this special issue). Wearing protective gloves (Fragment 2) or removing any objects
that might disturb bodily assistance are projecting that the task may demand tactile
assistance, but the initiation of embodied assisting is also mirrored in changes in
the design of directive turns. The parsing strategy witnessed above is one way of
verbalising the transition while a change from second-person (or zero-person)
forms to hortative formulations is another. Hortatives in Finnish generally present
the nominated action as the speaker's and recipient's joint endeavour (Rauniomaa
2017:330; Stevanovic 2017:358). Although the drunken person is the one who is
ultimately expected to comply with the directive, hortatives, in contrast with second-person singular forms, share the responsibility for performing that directed action. This is evident in the syntactic variation in directive turns in Fragment 6.
(6) DP leaning against a wall (S5E7_242_1042-1047)
01→ P1: +Nouses
heiget.up.IMP.2SG.CLI hey
Hey get up+bending down-->
02→
%Noustaan ylös ni
jos vähän (.)
get.up.PAS up
PTCL
if little
Let's get up so that if
p2 %reaching to grab DP-->
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03

virkistyis siitä %lisää vielä.
{one} would refresh herself still some more.
-->%
04→ P1: +%Kantaaks
jalat yhtään.
carry.3SG.Q.CLI leg.PL ADV
Do the legs carry at all.
+lifts DP up-->
p2
%lifts DP up-->
05 DP: Voi jumalauta.+%
Goddammit.
p1
-->+
p2
-->%

The first directive, nouses ('get up', l.1), produced in the preparation phase of P1's
embodied action is in singular second-person imperative form with the clitic -s,
while the directive turn accompanying the lift-up, noustaan ylös ('let's get up', l.2),
is in a passive from, which is used to construct hortatives in Finnish. This change
projects a change in the participation framework: in line 2, P2 joins P1 in initiating
the lift. The turn initial directive is then expanded with the desired outcome of the
lift-up, also formulated in zero-person (jos virkistyis, 'if {one} would refresh', ll.23). The fragment includes a third directive, an interrogative kantaaks jalat yhtään
('do the legs carry at all', l.4) which, produced while lifting the DP up, is interpretable as a directive: the DP should stand on their own feet.
Similar hortative constructions can be found in Fragments 7 (l.1) and 8 (l.10 and
11). These two cases share another common element. The embodied assistance of
the DP is often accompanied by a comment or an assessment of the DP's ability to
participate in the joint action. The assessment can be produced with the particle
noin ('like that', Fragment 7, l.2; Fragment 8, l.15) as well as with an interrogative
(Fragment 6, l.4) or a phrasal (no finite verb) formulation (Fragment 8, l.14) that
explicates the cooperative nature of embodied action.
(7) DP lying in toilet in a kebab restaurant (S3E43_117_1053-1057)
01→ P1: +%Noustaas
ylös.
get.up.PAS.CLI up
Let's get up.
+grabs DP's arm preparing to lift up-->
%grabs DP's arm preparing to lift up-->
02
(1.0)+
-->+
03 P1: +%@no:::::::in.@+%
Like that.
+-lifting DP up-+
p2
%-lifting DP up-%
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(8) continues from Fragment 5 (S4E40_203_1531-1550)
10→ P1: +%No

men[nääs
tonne
poliisiautoon.]
go.PAS.CLI there
police.car.ILL
Well let's go there to the police car.
+supports & escorts DP twd police car arm in arm-->>
%supports & escorts DP twd police car arm in arm-->>
[Mennään tonne (.) poliisiauton] perään
there
police.car.GEN back.ILL
go.PAS
Let's go sit over there at the back of
istumaan.
sit.INF.ILL
the police car.
§↑Noudu↓du↓du[↓du:.]
((nonsensical))
§unstable steps-->>
[Noni,]
Okay,
Nyt vähän omia
jalkoja
alle.
now little own.PL.PAR leg.PL.PAR ADV
Now on your own legs.
No::in.
Like that.
PTCL

11→ P2:

12

DP:

13

P1:

14→
15

P2:

In this section, I have analysed a repetitive pattern of directives projecting a possible
slot for DPs to show sufficient engagement in the task initiated by the officer.
Should the first directive fail, upgrades in linguistic and prosodic turn design and
embodied actions are likely to occur. Simultaneously, each successive directive not
only upgrades but also shows officers' orientation to the DP's level of participation
in the joint task. For example, the phrasal formulation in line 14 in Fragment 8 hints
that the DP is not yet adequately participating in the joint action. Further, a shift
from a second-person imperative to hortative occurs when the action becomes a
joint one also materially, that is, when the lifting or other embodied form of assistance is initiated. Lifting someone up and then supporting them to stand on their
own feet is a form of embodied assisting that does not require verbalisation of the
action; yet, officers regularly do so. Transitions from lying to sitting and further to
standing position provide a slot for assessing the type of assistance which the DP
needs. Given that the persons assisted might not know exactly what is expected
from them, hortatives work both as verbalisations of the ongoing action and as directives for recipients to take part in joint action. The next section looks at cases
where joint embodied collaboration becomes threatened.
2.3. Imperatives and second-person declaratives in cooperative vs.
uncooperative actions of getting (DP) into the police van
When officers decide to take DPs into police custody because of their inability to
take care of themselves (Police Act 872/2011:§11), a transportation-related challenge might occur in getting DPs into a police van. Given the DPs' condition, the
rear of the van forms a physical barrier in terms of mobility. Despite previous assistance-responsive conduct, there is always also a possibility that DPs will resist
stepping in. This is because control measures such as security control often take
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place at this point. How do officers design their directive turns, and do their formulations show their orientation to DPs as willing or able to perform the directed action?
The first general observation is that the morphological imperative is clearly the
most common grammatical formulation in these sequences (see appendices, Table
4). There is, however, no single reason for this. When the activity is already under
way (Raevaara 2017:385) or when the recipient's responsibility for performing the
directed action is unproblematic (Rauniomaa 2017), the use of second-person imperative form explicates the shared and unambiguous course of action. There are,
however, also cases where officers clearly recognise the potential for the DP's resistance and therefore resort to the use of bald imperatives. The second observation
concerns word selection. Typically, when officers orientate to the recipient as able
to carry out the nominated embodied action, they use directives with verbs such as
nouse ('get up'), mene ('go') or hyppää ('jump'). By contrast, when officers orientate
to the earlier nominated action as in need of parsing, they use directives with verbs
such as ponnista ('push'), kumarru ('bend') and tartu ('take a hold'), which target an
incremental phase or step in a set of bodily movements or actions that the recipient
needs to perform in order to get the nominated action done. The DP's responsibility
for parsing actions can be further explicated by using a second-person indicative
form (e.g. tartut, 'you grab') that is contextually understood as an instruction (VISK
2008:§1673; Etelämäki/Couper-Kuhlen 2017).
The third observation is that the clitic particles -pA and -hAn are the most frequent and are generally used in emotionally relaxed cases (that is, when the DP has
been collaborating throughout the encounter). This is the case in Fragment 9, where
the DP is well known to both P1 and P2 (in fact, P2 has described the DP as a
professional drinker who just happened to have an accident at work). Just before
the fragment starts, officers have performed a security control and the DP is now
ready to be placed into the police van. The DP has been cooperative and talkative,
but he has trouble moving and talking in an intelligible manner.
(9) Cooperative DP transportation (S7E15_343_0252-0303)
01

02
03

04

P2: @No ni.@
Okay.
>>stands on R side of DP, supports with LH-->
p1 >>stands on L side of DP, supports with RH-->
dp >>stands supported by P1&P2-->
P1: *No [ni].
Okay.
dp *gazes P1, walks fwd-->
P2:
[Hy]+%vä,
Good,
-->+steps fwd escorting DP fwd-->
-->%steps fwd escorting DP fwd-->
(1.0)
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05→ P1: Katoha
etteenpäin nyt että et
look.IMP.2SG.CLI forward
now that NEG.2SG
Look forward now so that you won't
06
%+[<törmää>.]
collide
collide.
-->%stops
p2
-->+stops
07 DP:
[ ( - ) ] +%(vOOtsiskö tä: [mato.) ]
((incomprehensible))
p2
%gazes away from DP-->>
08 P1:
[>No ni<].
Okay now.
09→ P1: Kiipeehä [<
kyy::tii:.>]
climb.IMP.2SG.CLI ride.ILL
Climb aboard.
10→ P2:
[>Ajoneuvoon nouse?<]
vehicle.ILL embark.IMP.2SG
Embark on the vehicle.
11
*%+(1.7)*
dp *steps into the police van*
p1
%arm stretch, supporting DP-->>
p2
+arm stretch, supporting DP-->>
12 P2: N:[:o:i]n
Like that.
13 P1:
[Hups].
Oops.

The first directive katoha ('look') – the second-person singular imperative with the
clitic -hA(n) in line 5 by P1 – occurs during a transition from static (the DP being a
passive object in security control) to mobile action (the DP's active participation in
stepping into the police van). The no ni particles (l.1 and2) and hyvä ('good') (l.3)
provide further evidence that the participants orientate to the transition (Raevaara
2017) as does the fact that the DP gazes towards P1 and takes a step forward already
before the officers initiate their shepherding move. P1's first directive turn in line 5
is future-orientated in the sense that the imperative verb kato(ha) ('look') directs the
DP's embodied action (Siitonen/Rauniomaa/ Keisanen 2019) by connecting his previous problematic mobility with the oncoming embodied task of stepping into the
police van. When the DP is close enough to the compartment at the rear of the police
van, P1 produces a further no ni (l.8) followed by a directive to climb aboard (l.9).
The directive turn follows the same pattern as P1's previous directive turn: secondperson imperative with the clitic -hA(n) kiipeehä ('climb') plus the adverbial kyytiin
('aboard'). Kyytiin is stylised through prosody (pronounced at a slow rate and with
prolonged first syllable). P2 produces, in overlap, a further directive, ajoneuvoon
nouse ('embark on the vehicle', l.10), which is a military command where the verb
in imperative mood follows the nominated target ('vehicle') of the directed (mobile)
action, rather than preceding it, as is typically the case (VISK 2008:§1653).
The video provides only a partial view to the preparation phase of the DP's movement (the lower part of their body is not visible), but it is clear that the DP steps
into the police van immediately after the officers' directive turns. In other words,
the participants orientate jointly and unproblematically to getting the DP into the
police van. The verbal directive turns treat the DP as willing and able to perform
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the directed action. P1's directives include the clitic -hAn, which expresses an orientation to the directed action as being known to the recipient (VISK 2008:§1673)
as does the stylised prosody in line 9. P2's military command serves the same function by presenting the directed action as unquestionable and doable.
Parsing may be used to deal with evident or anticipated problems in the recipient's compliance with a directive. In the data, there are cases where police officers
alone or both officers and DPs orientate to parsing as relevant. Fragment 10 exemplifies a case, where officers anticipate possible non-compliance due to the DP's
prior conduct. The fragment comes from an encounter where it is suspected that the
DP has been driving under the influence of alcohol. When the fragment starts, the
DP stands in front of the open rear doors, facing the police van, while officers P1
and P2 are behind the DP, preventing him from moving in any other than the desired
direction.
(10) Resisting DP transportation (S4E21_171_ 0800-0810)
01→ P1:

02

p2
DP:

03→ P1:
04

P2:

05
06→ P1:

07

dp
DP:

p1
08
09→ P2:

10→
11

P1:

12
13→ P2:
14

DP:

Mene
+vaan sisä[(lle hei).+
go.IMP.2SG PTCL ADV
hey
Just go in hey.
>>stands close behind DP, left side
+pushes DP-----------+
>>stands close to DP, right side-->
[Ei mutta,
No but,
[Mene
vaan.
go.IMP.2SG PTCL
Just go.
[Hei (.) hei,
Hey hey,
(0.6)
§>+Mene
vaan<.§
go.IMP.2Sg PTCL
Just go.
+head tilt back-->
§hand strike backward§
JOO mutta,+
Yeah but,
-->+
(0.6)
%Tuosta otat
% kiinni kato.
that.ELA take.2SG ADV
PTCL
See you grab from there.
%head tilt right%
Tosta (0.4) sä pääset [sisään siitä.]
that.ELA
you get.2SG ADV
it.ELA
From there you get inside from there.
[Se varmasti ]ottaa
It certainly pisses
pannuun [mutta kun se ei auta yhtään.]
you off but it doesn't really help you at all.
[Sä pääset sisään [siitä.
]
you get.2SG ADV
it.ELA
You get inside from there.
[JOO mutta,]
Yeah but,
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Lines 1, 3 and 6 show P1's three imperatively formulated directives. These bald
imperatives indicate that the directive is treated by the speaker as affirmative and
an unproblematic part of the ongoing project and that there is no room for negotiation. The particle vaan ('just') and the imperative form (VISK 2008:§828) as well
as the repetitive pattern of the directive turns also suggest that the activity, although
within the bounds of possibility, has not progressed smoothly: the DP has halted
the activity and refused to step in. The DP's resistance is evident bodily (he refuses
to move and makes an effort to strike the officers with his hand in line 6) but also
through rebuttals (i.e. the disengaging joo mutta 'yeah but' l.7, 14, see Niemi 2014).
The short pause in line 8 after P1's three directives provides a slot where we can
now expect a change in the project to take place. Indeed, P2 produces a turn that
includes a second-person indicative form tuosta otat kiinni ('you grab from there')
and a particle kato ('see') that further explains and points out a possible grab-able
object (tuosta, 'from there') which the DP should place his hand on in order to facilitate stepping into the police van (l.9).8 While the turn is in declarative form, it is
contextually understood as a directive to be followed immediately. P2 thus utilises
both a deictic expression and parsing strategy: instead of repeating P1's directive
'go', P2 breaks the directed action into a series of embodied actions where grabbing
the door is the first step. P2 offers the DP the possibility to appeal to being unable
(not just unwilling) to comply with the entire directed action: by pointing out the
preparatory actions that the DP can perform, P2 is simultaneously evoking the DP's
responsibilities in the accomplishment of a joint action (see also Majlesi/Ekström/
Hydén in this special issue). Through a parsing directive P2 offers the DP a chance
to show gradual compliance, instead of carrying out controlling actions, such as
pushing the DP in.
In sum, stepping into the police van presents a project where officers design their
directive actions on the basis of DPs' prior (and anticipated future) conduct. When
DPs have fulfilled their responsibilities in joint action, officers' directives merely
verbalise or structure the ongoing course of action that is unfolding unproblematically. Because the participants are already engaged in the ongoing action, imperative forms (with or without clitic) are treated as appropriate and as not posing a
threat to the recipient's face (Raevaara 2017). Should the DP provide a delayed
response or even resist the directed action, extended directive sequences with upgrading elements or parsing strategies can be deployed before resorting to more
constraining embodied directives.

8

Kato – the second-person imperative form of katsoa ('look') – is used here as a particle that has
both the function of an attention getter and that of an explanatory connective (Hakulinen/
Seppänen 1992:547-548; Siitonen/Rauniomaa/Keisanen 2019:538-540). While not clearly visible in the video, P2 appears to point out (at least with a head tilt) a grab-able object in the rear
of the police car already when initiating his turn in line 9. Thus, the declarative and the pointing
gesture set up a very strong directive context. Asking the DP to grab the door with his hand is
also a protective move, as it prevents the DP from using his hand for any violent action.
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3. Discussion
Directing intoxicated persons who require assistance in becoming and being mobile
is a common task in the daily work of police officers. While not necessarily the
most glamorous or action-packed part of policing, drunk encounters reveal the importance of multimodal social interaction in compassionate police work. This article has contributed to existing research on the occasioned design of directives by
analysing the sequential aspects of how officers' directive work gets done. Instead
of concentrating on a practice around the use of, for example, imperative form, certain clitic or hendiadic formulations only, the emphasis has been on whether the
occasioned design of verbal and embodied directives reveals something about the
officers' orientation to DPs as (un)able and/or (un)willing to comply with the directives. While it is not possible to argue for any one-to-one correspondence between
particular grammatical forms and specific social actions, Figure 2 could be complemented with findings and observations on various grammatical forms that are typically used in carrying out directives with varying implications for recipients' subsequent conduct.
If, when the encounter is initiated, the DP is lying down or is asleep, officers
need to work gradually towards getting the unresponsive DP onboard the interaction. Given that the unresponsiveness has been caused by drunkenness and the officers are facing a non-urgent and nonfatal case, officers initiate the encounters by
producing summoning and self-identifying turns that are accompanied by directive
turns formulated as something other than bald imperatives. In such contexts, officers typically use grammatical formulations (e.g. mitigation with cliticised forms,
especially the clitics -pA and -hAn, or zero-person constructions) and embodied directives that, when properly responded to, call DPs to collaborative action instead
of highlighting the asymmetry between the participants. Subsequent directives are
then upgraded towards morphological (bald) imperatives and more intense tactile
steering at points when DPs either show availability for being assisted or impede
the implementation of the directed action. Imperative forms are also used when the
directed action is already ongoing or orientated to as unproblematic, albeit not yet
underway. So, while imperative forms are frequent in policing, the spectrum of their
use is much wider and more complicated than the idea of authoritative ordering
would suggest.
When the directive sequence becomes prolonged, officers draw on various grammatical formats, thus also displaying changes and adjustments in their orientation
to DPs' bodily ability and willingness to comply. Cliticised imperatives, such as the
clitic -s in Fragment 5, are used to show officers' orientation to DP as purposefully
impeding the directed action. Throughout the data (and here we need to be aware
of the nature of the data used in this instance), officers express moral assessments
of DPs' conduct primarily through the design of their directive turns rather than by
performing explicit face-threatening acts. The discreet moral assessment work carried out by officers, as well as the ways in which they design their directives for
specific recipients and sequential contexts, can also be seen in word selection, the
intensity of embodied directives, and the level of expected collaboration between
the participants. Second-person indicative forms are used especially in parsing, that
is, when officers divide the directed embodied action into manageable steps and
thus show that they treat the directed action as unproblematic for the recipient to
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carry out. Similarly, shifting from second-person singular imperatives used in more
stationary or non-tactile actions to hortatives in human-assisted transitions to mobile action offers a way to avoid confrontation by treating the DP's movement as
joint action.
Finally, sequences of several, often no more than three, directives were identified throughout the data. In addition to providing a local framework for upgrading
directives, these sequences allow officers to shift between various projects and
strategies in an orderly manner. In fact, a further phenomenon to study is the division of work between officers: as in Fragments 8 and 9, officers produce, rather
frequently and unproblematically, directive turns in overlap with one another. If –
and often when – the overlapping directive turns are lexically very similar, it suggests that the grammatical choices for formulating directives found and analysed in
this article do not only belong to individual officers' vocabulary, but are part of the
wider institutional and professional expertise that police officers enact situationally
in talk-in-interaction.
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5. Appendices
Grammatical form
Imperatives
Morphological (bald) imperative
Imperative+clitic
Negative imperatives
Hortatives
No finite verb constructions
Declaratives
Interrogatives
Total

All cases
67%
37%
23%
7%
10%
8%
8%
7%
100% (n=1748)

Drunk cases
66%
29%
29%
8%
9%
5%
7%
13%
100% (n=809)

Crime cases
69%
45%
18%
6%
10%
10%
7%
4%
100% (n=939)

Table 1: Grammatical forms of the police officers' verbal directives.
Grammatical form
Imperative
Morphological imperative
Imperative+clitic
Imperative+clitic -s
Imperative+clitic -pA
Imperative+clitic -hAn
Imperative+clitic -pAs
Other grammatical constructions
No finite verb constructions
Modal verb declaratives
Interrogatives
Total

Number
58
26
32
4
15
10
3
33
12
4
17
91

Table 2: Grammatical forms of directives used in 'phasing-in' sequences.
Grammatical form
Imperative
Morphological imperative
Imperative+clitic
Imperative+clitic -s
Imperative+clitic -pA
Imperative+clitic -hAn
Imperative+clitic -pAs
Other grammatical constructions
Hortatives
No finite verb constructions
Modal verb declaratives
Interrogatives
Total

Number
89
19
70
10
26
21
13
59
14
7
3
35
148

Table 3: Grammatical forms of directives used in 'getting-up' sequences.
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Grammatical form
Imperatives
Morphological imperative
Imperative+clitic
Imperative+clitic -s
Imperative+clitic -pA
Imperative+clitic -hAn
Imperative+clitic -pAs
Other grammatical constructions
Second-person declaratives
No finite verb constructions
Interrogatives
Total

Number
116
76
40
5
15
18
2
24
10
8
6
140

Table 4: Grammatical forms of directives used in 'getting DP into the police van' sequences.

.
,
?
°öh°
tule
TULE
<>
><
(-)
[]
(0.4)
(( ))
@ @
=
:
↑/↓
.hhh
Lines italics
* *, + + or % %
*-->
-->*
>>
-->>

Final falling intonation
Level intonation
Rising intonation
Quieter than surrounding speech
Underlining indicates emphasis
Capital letters indicate talk louder than surrounding speech
Slower than surrounding speech
Faster than surrounding speech
Unheard or unclear utterance
Overlapping speech
Pause in seconds
Transcriber's comments or descriptions
Discernible voice quality
No discernible silence between utterances
Prolonged speech
Rising/falling intonation
Outbreath
English translation of the original turn
Delimit descriptions of one speaker's embodied actions
Action described continues across subsequent lines
Action described continues until the same symbol is reached
Action described begins before the beginning of the excerpt
Action described continues even after the excerpt ends
Table 5: Transcription symbols
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SG / PL

1, 2, 3
GEN
PAR
ADE
ABL
ELA
ILL
IMP
COND
Q
INF
PAS
CLI
PTCL
ADV
NEG

Singular / Plural
1=first-person, 2=second-person, 3=third-person
Genitive
Partitive
Adessive
Ablative
Elative
Illative
Imperative
Conditional
Interrogative
Infinite form
Passive
Clitic
Particle
Adverb
Negation
Table 6: Glossing symbols
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Categorisation practices, instructed actions, and teamwork
as occasioned phenomena:
structuring the 'carry off' in mountain rescue work1
Robin James Smith
Abstract
This article describes human-assisted mobilities during a mountain rescue training
exercise. The organisation of a 'carry off' – evacuating a casualty on a stretcher – is
shown to be accomplished through relevant categories-in-action and, in particular
'locatively-generated' categories; categories that are dynamically accomplished via
members' shifting positions relative to the stretcher. These categorisation practices
are shown to be central in the organisation of key action phases including the issuing of instructions to lift or lower the stretcher, the organisation of a 'hand-overhand' manoeuvring of the stretcher, and the verbalisation of the upcoming terrain
whilst walking together with the stretcher. The article demonstrates how these practices, rather than relying on teamwork, are the work in and through which 'team' is
accomplished, displayed, and discovered by its members.
Keywords: mobilities – categorisation practices – membership – teamwork – landscape.

German abstract
Der Beitrag beschreibt menschengestützte Mobilität im Rahmen einer Übung eines
Bergrettungsteams. Es wird gezeigt, wie die interaktive Organisation eines carry
off – der Evakuierung einer verunglückten Person auf einer Trage – durch handlungsrelevante categories-in-action, vor allem 'ortsabhängig-generierte' Kategorien, geleistet wird; Kategorien, die dynamisch hervorgebracht werden, indem die
Teilnehmer*innen wechselnde Positionen an der Trage einnehmen. Für diese Kategorien wird gezeigt, dass sie eine substanzielle Rolle bei der Bewältigung jener
Aktivitäten spielen, aus der sich die Rettungsübung wesentlich zusammensetzt.
Diese Aktivitäten umfassen Anweisungen zum Anheben oder Absenken der Trage,
die Organisation eines hand-over-hand-Manövers der Trage sowie die Verbalisierung des zu beschreitenden Untergrundes bei gleichzeitiger Fortbewegung mit der
Trage. Der Beitrag zeigt auf, wie diese Praktiken weniger auf Teamwork beruhen
als dass sie die Arbeit darstellen, in der und durch die die Teilnehmer*innen 'Team'
herstellen, sichtbar machen und entdecken.
Keywords: Mobilitäten – Kategorisierungspraktiken – Mitgliedschaft – Teamwork – Gelände.

1

I would like to thank the members of the Cardiff Ethnography, Ethnomethodology, Interaction,
and Talk (CEEIT) group who provided some insightful contributions during a data session featuring the stretcher carry. I would, of course, also like to thank my mountain rescue colleagues
for the time spent on the hill together and all I have learned from them.
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1. Introduction
This article is concerned with 'human assisted mobilities' in and as the work of
mountain rescue. The analysis draws on and contributes to developments in ethnomethodology (EM) and membership categorisation analysis (MCA) concerning the
relatively neglected matters of embodied membership practices (Reynolds 2017;
Mondada 2020) and the organisation of spatial and 'locatively-generated' categories-in-action. The article also represents an effort in a 'pure and applied ethnography' (Watson 1999) in that the analysis presented is intended to contribute to members' own concerns with the 'correct' way to lift and handle the stretcher. The article
describes the various phases of the organisation of lifting, lowering, and maneuvering the stretcher as a coordinated and concerted activity and, as such, is also concerned with instructed actions and situated doings (see, e.g., Lynch/Jordan 1995).
The article thus aims to respecify assisted mobilities in terms of their categorial
organisation and members' renderings of 'the stretcher problem'. Of particular relevance to this special issue, the 'stretcher problem' is a primarily interactional and
linguistic matter relating to the coordination of the 'lift' and 'carry' during the evacuation of a casualty. Indeed, for the team, it serves as a key site for the consideration
of their ways of formulating and doing 'teamwork' as characterised by what they
call 'voluntary professionalism'.
Both in situ and at the level of formulation of the team's formal guidelines and
training, how the lifting and maneuvering of the stretcher gets done is treated as a
matter concerning the relationship between (at least) three elements: the structuring
of the verbal instructions; who or, rather, what category of member should give
them; and the coordinated mobility actions of 'the stretcher party'. The article thus
describes the organisation of specific practices involved in: the timing of the lift;
the accomplishment-in-use of spatial and locative categories for the allocation of
tasks; and the categorisation and verbalisation of the terrain that the stretcher is
moved through and with. The organisation of human assisted mobilities is shown
to be a members' problem and, in this case, a problem that offers a perspicuous
setting for inquiries in to the organisation and production of a 'team' context. The
conclusion, for the team, is that although the stretcher lift can be executed in any
number of ways, a shared format for doing so limits the possibility of 'bad lifts'
occurring.
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2. Instructed actions, oriented objects, and occasioned categories
For the mountain rescue team, both generally and specifically for the activities described herein, how their activities are accountably done is a matter of practical and
symbolic importance. As with other activities within professional or quasi-professional settings, there exist formal written descriptions of the 'correct' procedures for
the range of activities undertaken. Yet, at the same time, there is a recognition
within the team that these cannot be straightforwardly learned and repeated 'by rote'.
What is particularly significant for the work of mountain rescue is that the context
of those activities varies greatly, as do the staff of those activities. To compare to
the classic context of a laboratory – a relatively controlled and stable environment,
with a regular staff performing specialised roles – mountain rescue work can take
place in a hugely varied range of environments and, due to its entirely voluntary
character, relies upon a varied and relatively shifting staff (and particularly so in
'area calls' where two or more teams work together). When a call goes out, around
40 members are messaged and will respond depending on availability. Whilst there
are specialist roles within the team (incident controllers, casualty carers, and party
leaders), it is never certain who will respond to a particular call until that call is
already in action.
In terms of the specific focus of this article, and indeed 'live' discussions within
the team at the time of writing, the lifting of the stretcher is a central example of
whether and how actions should be formally proscribed (the other key example being the forms of rope systems and their operation (for something of this, see Smith
2020)). In topicalising their own practices, the question turns on whether there is a
need for a fixed 'standard operating procedure'. The specifics of the case relate to
lifting the stretcher off the ground, from a kneeling position to standing, in order to
carry, or pass it, out of the casualty site. It is accepted that the person on the head
of the stretcher should issue the commands for the lifting or lowering of the stretcher
(although as we will see, this is sometimes not the case). The question is whether,
on each occasion of lifting and lowering, the person at the head of the stretcher says:
"Is anybody not ready?" followed by "Ready, brace, lift/lower", or whether some
other form of instruction can be given, for example (as we shall see below) "one,
two, three, lift" or "lower on three, one, two, three". The members' concerns are
with the indexicality of those instructions and whether the actions can or indeed
should be strictly formatted by formal guidelines or whether the actual words used
do not matter so much at all, so long as the structure of the instruction is communicated clearly. There is the rub. Of what does 'communicated clearly' consist?
'Instructed actions' have been a central topic of ethnomethodological inquiries.
Studies of various activities and contexts have demonstrated how describable formal structures of activities do not, and cannot, describe the 'just what' of the accomplishment of those activities in specific material, temporal, spatial contexts (Lynch
1985; Lynch/Jordan 1995; Garfinkel 2002); a point routinely missed by formal Sociology (Sacks 1963; Garfinkel/Sacks 1970). Instructions for a given activity are
not the doing of the activity, they cannot be straightforwardly grasped 'off the page'
(Garfinkel 2002). Indeed, such 'instructed doings' are the resource of a number of
ethnomethodological tutorial problems and studies including following sketch
maps (see Liberman 2013), building flat pack furniture (Garfinkel 2002), building
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and using a DIY 'AI' kit (Sormani/Booker 2019), the playing of board games (Hofstetter/Robles 2019), navigating using technology (Smith et al. 2020), and producing and following videos providing tutorials in various practical tasks such as cutting one's own hair or fixing a bicycle (Tuncer/Brown/Lindwall 2020). In a related
manner, the relationship between institutionally ratified procedures and their in situ
accomplishment has been studied in a wide variety of contexts including laboratories (Lynch 1985; Sormani 2016), driving or cycling on the road (Smith 2017), the
coordination of surgical procedures (Mondada 2014) and, of course, in the use of
photocopying machines (Suchman 1987). The common finding among these studies is that the 'rules' and formal procedures do not provide for the context in which
the activity is to be completed at that time, in that place. Rules and, as it recurrently
turns out, instructions do not contain the rules of their own application (Wittgenstein 1953).
Much of what follows is concerned with matters recognised in a team 'debrief'
session concerning the performance of an exercise involving them handling a
stretcher around, over and through various obstacles in a car-park next to the team's
base (Fig. 1).
1. TM1: There should be someone dedicated in control at all times.
2.
People just took the control when they felt it needed um to be taken
3.
rather than listening to someone specific
4.
and that whoever that specific person was
5.
sometimes give the wrong call or they'd say
6.
when you're ready blah blah blah
7.
and sometimes they didn't say that
8.
so I think it needs to be a bit more formalised in the calling
9. TR: OK
10. TM2: Yeh. There's no standardised
11.
D explained what it was and we need to practice that
12.
you can't just make it up as you're going along.
13.
...
14.
And that's the difference between us and the fire brigade.
15.
Because they have a standard operating procedure and we don't.

Fig. 1: Transcript of team debrief

People can and do make up their activities as they go along. Liberman's (2013)
various studies have been particularly insightful in demonstrating how ethnomethods are discovered in situ, rather than possessed and deployed by an individual. At
the same time, however, this is a specific context – a quasi-institutional, quasi-professional context – in which the doing of an activity is not only concerned with
practical outcomes – like drivers negotiating passage through an intersection where
the lights have gone down (Liberman 2020) – but with the form of the doing itself
(including its potential observability by an auditing public). The team's work, then,
displays an orientation to 'professionalism' in the sense of them being members of
the team who should all know, in any given call out, the key tasks to be carried out,
and how to do them. The question relating to the stretcher lift and lower is the degree to which the instructions given need to be formalised and formatted in a uniform manner or whether the form is less important than the outcome: a 'good' and
'safe' lift characterised by coordination between members that ensure a steady, not
rapid, and level, not tilted, lifting of the stretcher.
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2.1. The study, the data, and some methodological remarks
I joined the Mountain Rescue team as a 'Foundation member' in January 2017. All
members complete 12 months of training and assessment to become a Probationary
member, followed by a further 12 months of training culminating in a series of
assessments of competency in areas of navigation with map and compass (including
at night), building anchors for abseiling and lowering, technical rope work (setting
up and operating a 'vertical lower' of the stretcher), and ownership and maintenance
of personal kit (including clothing, technical climbing gear, and personal protective
equipment (helmet, goggles, gloves)). They then become 'Operational' and 'Full
Team Members'. This article is, then, written 'from within' mountain rescue work
in several senses and draws inspiration from the 'work studies programme' (Garfinkel 2002; Rawls 2008; Sharrock/Greiffenhagen 2019) and variously associated
ethnographic work concerning the detailed description of work practices (Atkinson
1995).
A key starting point for such studies is the specification of actually existing work
practices that are not present in classic sociological studies of work. The quiddity
or, as Garfinkel (with Weider 1992:203) later redefined it, 'haecceity' of work practices form a 'missing what' in mainstream studies, yet are the unavoidable things
and accomplishments of the work itself. This is, however, not to say that the prize
is simply the description of previously unnoticed detail but, rather, the analysis of
how that detail lives as the organisational stuff of the work itself; detail that constitutes the 'missing what' in existing studies of mountain rescue work (e.g. Lois 2003).
The other side of the coin is that more narrowly empirical analyses risk sacrificing
an attention to the social organisational features of the scene, by only re-describing
the detail of a given setting as afforded by video materials.
The 'good enough' materials described in this article were filmed with a single
helmet-mounted camera worn by me. As such, data are produced in relation to the
gross orientations of the head during activities in which I am a full participant. The
materials have been presented using a basic form of graphic transcript (Laurier
2014) in aiming to preserve something of the in situ gestalt availability of the phenomena in question. Although there are limitations to this approach, for this article
concerned, as it is, primarily with membership categorisation practices, the graphic
transcript enables categorial relevancies to be viewed as shifting and dynamic, and
produced through action, rather than decided by their designation in the traditional
text transcript format (Watson 1997:51-52).
In aiming to describe mountain rescue activities 'from within', the study adopts
some principles of Garfinkel's work studies program, particularly the 'unique adequacy requirement of methods' (UA). What we might call a general ethnographic
familiarity with a setting is close to the 'weak' version of UA, in which a 'vulgar
competency' is gained over time by the fieldworker 'immersing' themselves in the
language and lifeworld of a given setting or group, such that one is not reliant upon
second order accounts of 'what usually goes on here' (which is not to say that such
accounts of work practices are without value). The strong version, however, requires something closer to a description of how the practice is organised such that
the reader gains a practical familiarity with its organisational features. This, in turn,
means that the description and analysis should not only be scenically recognisable
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to members as their practice, but should enable reflection, modification, improvement and so on (Garfinkel 2002; Lindwall/Lymer 2005). So, whilst formal Sociological accounts might well 'reveal' to members Sociological ways of thinking about
their situation (perhaps drawing out issues of 'power', or 'gender', or 'class' and so
on), an ethnomethodological description should furnish members with a means to
work on or with the familiar things that they are already and ongoingly in the business of working on and with. As Garfinkel (2002:182) has it:
To find a perspicuous setting the EM policy provides that the analyst looks to find,
as of the haecceities of some local gang's work affairs, the organizational thing that
they are up against and that they can be brought to teach the analyst what he needs
to learn and to know from them, with which, by learning from them, to teach them
what their affairs consist of as locally produced, locally occasioned, and locally ordered, locally described, locally questionable, counted, recorded, observed, etc., phenomena of order*, in and as of their in vivo accountably doable coherent and cogent
detail for each another next first time.

To put it another way, in the viewing of these modes of accountability, members
discover for another next first time, their membership as incarnate in their own familiar practices. Membership is an ongoing, emergent, and situated accomplishment rather than something that one gains at a single point and holds thereafter. As
such, a key element of those organisational features is the 'natural language' of the
work site. Whilst for members such language passes as unproblematic and unremarkable, it is nonetheless a primary means of the organisation of work tasks. The
natural language of the worksite accomplishes that site's work objects in and
through the course of specific tasks. Worksite, in this sense, is not to be taken to
mean a general work setting as it might in ethnographic research, but instead refers
to the moment-by-moment, endogenous, local methods that are yielded by and oriented to a specific project or task. For example, in Watson's (1999) research on
driving in mountainous terrain, drivers would use 'culturally-based terms' – such as
'washboard' in referring to a 'kind of transverse profile of a forest track or road' – in
a way that demonstrated the significance of "perceptual categories of an especially
salient kind, and that the terms comprised loci for a whole range of special driving
techniques that were locally-deployed in that highly particular situation" (1999:52).
The importance of finding and analysing categories-in-use is often overlooked
in ethnographic work (Sacks 1995), yet an attention to categorial order provides for
a potentially fruitful respecification of ethnographic fieldwork and writing (Watson
2009, 2015:46). Moreover, as Lindwall and Lymer (2005:392) discuss, the 'vulgarly
competent' ethnomethodologist should, in principle, be positioned to make recommendations for improvements in the practices studied, so long as the recommendations are born of a sense of work site categories as found in their "presence as 'professional designations' (Macbeth 2002) in the setting itself".
Given that membership categorisations recurrently and obviously feature as a
constituent and central aspect for the accomplishment of the local division of labour
within any given work site (along with key associated features such as the legitimacy of different categories of 'staff' to perform a particular task, or even to stand
in a particular position), Watson (2015) notes that this absence is particularly puzzling given the centrality of the "strongest conception of context, that of 'gestalt
contexture' in ethnomethodology" (2015:37). As I go on to describe below, relevant
categories and their organisation within the scene are endogenous to that scene, and
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shift in within a contexture that is "kaleidoscopic in its singularity" (Watson 2015:
37). Put another way, who is doing what, who is responsible for what, who is responsible for the allocation and oversight of those duties, and how those activities
are treated as 'placeable' within a specific context is an occasioned matter, organised
locally, emergently, in and through 'resources' that are part of the work setting and
'constituted in use' (Hester/Eglin 1997:20). This is an important conception that aids
in avoiding various pitfalls including reducing analysis to the identification of 'individuals performing actions' without incorporating an attention to the aspects of
social order that give 'individuals' presence as and within a scene's 'congregation'
(Garfinkel 2002).
3. Structuring the carry off in a live exercise
The extraction and evacuation of casualties who are unable to walk themselves 'off
the hill' is a primary and general concern for the work of mountain rescue. Any call
out requires the coordination of members' movements across different scales by the
Incident Controller (IC), Party Leader (PL), and between hill members themselves
in variously designated tasks. Responding from their home or place of work, members travel to a specified, and often shifting, rendezvous point, where they will be
organised in to 'hill parties'. In the case of a casualty at a known location (as opposed
to a search scenario), the movements of the hill parties are then organised – depending on the situation, and members present – in relation to reaching the casualty with
immediate first aid kit carried by a 'hasty party' including a qualified 'casualty carer'
or 'cas-carer'. This party is then followed, after an initial assessment by the cascarer, by a 'kit party' carrying technical equipment if an extraction on difficult,
steep, or vertical ground is required, necessary medical equipment (including Oxygen or Entonox bottles and possibly controlled drugs such as morphine), the 'casbag' (a fleece lined, weather proof, cocoon used to keep the casualty warm), and the
stretcher itself (which can be broken down into two sections, and can be handled
with straps, or detachable handles, and a wheel that can be attached underneath to
ease transportation on level ground). At an early stage the IC and PL will begin the
formulation of an extraction plan, including the decision as to whether a helicopter
will be requested, or the casualty will be transported to hospital by land ambulance
which will take in to account multiple factors including the severity of the casualty's
injuries and prevailing weather conditions.
The stretcher lift and carry – and the ways in which lifting and lowering appear
in the course of any single carry as the stretcher is rested or manoeuvred over encountered obstacles such as stiles, gates and fences – is a core aspect of any rescue
as it finds the casualty fully in the hands of the team until arrival at land ambulance
or helicopter landing or winching zone. The 'care' for the casualty is evident not
only in the medical attention provided (often as a shared duty between the Mountain
Rescue cas-carer and a paramedic on scene), but also in manoeuvres around the
stretcher. Never stepping over or straddling the casualty is a 'rule' established very
early in a member's training. Handling the casualty/stretcher is a coordinated activity that is regularly topicalised by the team in training, and how the lift is coordinated verbally has been a topic of discussion. As noted above, the discussion turns
on the use of language in the setting and, interestingly enough for ethnomethodologists and Wittgensteinians, whether and to what extent it 'matters' what command
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is given prior to the lift. It is, however, the command, specifically, that is topicalised, rather than the work around the command; something that this article aims to
address.
The training scenario described below takes place in an area popular with walkers, featuring a number of waterways and waterfalls, steep and narrow paths, and
slippery ground crossed with tree roots and broken rock steps. The team are regularly called out there, and regularly for lower limb injuries of the sort featured in
the training scenario. The individual playing the casualty is positioned at the bottom
of a steep 'zig-zag' path, at the level of the river, on boulders. The first job of work
in the extraction phase is moving the casualty on to the stretcher.
3.1. 'Packaging' the casualty
The first phase of any carry off is the 'packaging' of the casualty on to the stretcher.
Depending on the injury or injuries and their mechanism, the casualty will be immobilised in specific ways with the use of vacuum splints applied to limbs and/or
joints, a pelvic brace, and/or neck brace. A 'vac-mat'2 can be placed underneath the
casualty and a 'cas-bag'3 will often be deployed to protect from exposure. Once
'packaged' – and that language alone seems to point in this direction – it is easy to
begin to assume that the category becomes an object, only regaining personhood
when addressed directly by a team member or on occasions where the stretcher
stops so that the cas-carer or paramedic can perform various tests and communicate
those to a 'scribe' (pulse, respiratory rate, blood oxygen saturation, temperature,
possibly a 'cap refill' (squeezing a nail and counting how long it takes for blood to
return) test on the limb that is in a splint) (see also Hindmarsh/Pilnick 2011). This
view, however, overlooks how the casualty is often very much involved and active
in collaborating with team members in the stages of their transportation, and particularly the earliest stages of getting the casualty on to the stretcher in the first
place. Physically, if they are able, they will be asked to take their weight such that
the cas-bag or vac-mat can be slid underneath them, or, in the case of a lower limb
injury that has been stabilised, perhaps assist the process by 'shuffling' themselves
on to the stretcher. It is not, then, the casualty that is necessarily the 'work object'
of the worksite, but, rather, the immobilised limb that is the focus of the casualty
and team's attentions in manoeuvring on to the stretcher. The following sequence is
taken from the training exercise, and features the categorial and sequential landscape in and through which the first stage of 'assisted mobility' is accomplished.

2
3

Vacuum mattress: a tough bag filled with small plastic beads, that can be formed around a casualty. When the air is removed, the mattress turns solid.
Casualty bag: a large, 'pile' lined bag with a tough exterior, that can be strapped to fit snugly
around the casualty's body providing insulation and warmth, and a degree of comfort while on
the stretcher.
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Figure 2: Packaging the casualty

In organising the manoeuvring of the casualty in to the cas-bag (Fig. 2), the cascarer (CC, left) communicates with both the casualty (seated, centre) and the team
members in close proximity (the recording is all but inaudible due to the sound from
the nearby waterfall). At the instruction of CC, the casualty lifts themselves off the
floor with their hands and the team members work to arrange the cas-bag underneath the casualty. CC holds the casualty's right leg still whilst the coordinated manoeuvres of the casualty and the team and the cas-bag take place. Once the bag is
in position, CC instructs the casualty to lay down and straighten their other leg with
their assistance. The casualty is then packed in to the cas-bag, with the straps being
fastened securely. Lifting the casualty on to the stretcher, and then lifting the
stretcher itself is at once a straightforward and complex activity. Team members
treat the lift in this way too; as an activity which 'just happens', but also which
requires attention. The lift can go wrong, or get done in the wrong way and, as such,
is an activity that, perhaps, requires formalisation.
With the casualty 'packaged', they become more manoeuvrable by the team, by
virtue of the straps on the side of the cas-bag. The casualty is, by now, unable to
physically assist the team further in the evacuation and their future mobility is not
so much 'assisted' as taken over by the members of the team as their primary work
task; hence, 'carry off' as a professional designation, as opposed to 'walk off' or
evacuation by helicopter. The following section considers the sequential and categorial coordination of that work.
3.2. Timing the lift
We rejoin the training exercise, with the casualty now packaged in the cas-bag, but
still positioned on the boulders. There are three separate elements to the 'project' of
moving the casualty on to the stretcher that must be managed in this instance: the
lifting of the cas-bag/casualty; the removal of the waterproof sheet the casualty was
sat on (the "green thing" in the excerpts below) from under the cas-bag; and the
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sliding of the stretcher under the casualty to the correct position (oriented to the
casualty's head, shoulders, and feet). In the following scene (Fig. 3), the cas-carer
(CC) is providing instructions for the process to be followed, as well as allocating
the various tasks to team members.

Figure 3: Preparing the lift

The initial generic instructions to "we" are hearable as directed to those members
positioned around the stretcher and already in position to perform the lift, not to
anyone who can hear the instruction. The instruction is, then, category-relevant but
in a sense that goes beyond 'role'. The initial turn (Fig. 3, panel 1) from CC also
prefigures the signal that will structure the lift. In this case, who will give the lift
command is also clear, if not explicitly stated. CC is not relinquishing 'control' of
the situation, via next speaker allocation, by directing another member to give the
command; so, not the 'head of the stretcher' in this instance which might be read
locally in terms of the stretcher being still located within the cas-site and, as such,
still under the command of CC who has primary responsibility for the casualty. The
instructions are furnished with embodied demonstrations of the moves that are to
be carried out, or, rather, their general orientation (e.g. Fig. 3, panels 2, 3, 4, 5).
Indeed, these are not embodied demonstrations of technique per se but gloss the
phases of the actions to be done and, importantly, by whom (for example, the removal of the "green thing" from under the casualty). We also have a nice instance
and demonstration of an indexical members' measurement in terms of what constitutes "just about high enough". There is no need for the height to be specified as
'just high enough' can be both understood and discovered in the doing of the lift,
relative to the stretcher, as the stretcher is slid underneath it. The same might also
be said for organisation of the timing of the lift "on lift".
After checking "everybody got him" (Fig. 3, panel 6), CC moves to the second
phase of the 'packaging' of the casualty, by providing the formulation of the lift
instructions for a second time (Fig. 4, panel 1). These serve both as instructions for
the lift and instructions that the lift proper is imminent.
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Figure 4: Placing casualty on stretcher

Again, the timing of the lift is specified as happening "on lift", following "steady".
The lift is executed on "lift" (Fig. 4, panel 2) and the stretcher is slid under the casbag and casualty (Fig. 4, panel 3). The lift is held 'just about high enough' until a
team member in the best position to do so gives the "ok" (Fig. 4, panel 4) indicating
that the stretcher is in position. This is recognised in the next turn from CC which
immediately begins the lower (the lift is held just high enough and just long enough,
for good practical reasons as well as the safety of the casualty).
Significantly, the call for lower is not pre-figured, but mirrors the structure assembled locally for the lift phase demonstrating a background understanding of
consistency. Two assessments of the lift follow; a general assessment of the manoeuvre as being "seamless" (Fig. 4, panel 6), and a confirmation of "nice". The
'rights' to give assessments are not only taken at particular moments in the course
of an activity but can also be categorially organised (Watson 2015). In this instance,
it is a senior team member that gives the general assessment and the second most
experienced at the scene (other than CC) that supports it (other parties to the scene
are very recent recruits).
The timing of the lift itself 'just happens' and cannot be said to rely upon any
specific competencies; a member of the public, for example, could participate in
the lift (although this is a very unlikely scenario). What is required is a general
orientation to the 'rhythm' of the instructions, and understanding-displayed-in-action that the instructions are deployed such as to be instructive for the timing of the
lift. I do not mean only in terms of the words themselves, although they are relevant,
but the other elements of the structuring of those instructions that perhaps escape
the transcript. The 'rhythm' and timing of the instructions apparently impact upon
the speed of the lift. So when CC says "we're going ready, steady, lift on lift" the
timing of the phrase provides for the ability to 'lift on lift'. It might also be noted
that 'the lift' glosses two component parts – the lift itself, and the holding of the
stretcher at an appropriate height 'just about high enough' – and so the spatio-tem-
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poral structuring of the lift is built in to and accomplished in and across the instruction and the lifting in which what 'just about high enough' is discovered as an object
and product of lifting's work.
Any actual in situ accomplishment of the coordinated lift figures as another miraculously mundane accomplishment of members' practices: the lift just comes off
in the way that it does. Additionally, it does not, quite, seem right to describe the
lifts and lowers as a straightforwardly paired set of actions as found in other instances of instruction-response sequence. Lifting on 'lift' appears closer to the concerted activity of clapping along with a metronome or, indeed, dancing or group
singing. As Garfinkel (2002) observes, to separate out the metronome and the clap
is to confound the action. On the other hand, to insist that the lift or lower (or clap,
or step, or key change) simply gets done 'through rhythm' is not to say much at all.
The timing of the lift happens at just the place where it can happen, which is to say
the timing of the lift is accountable via – is built in to – the formatting of the instructions. A 'good lift', for all practical purposes, happens on lift and not at lift's
prompt. The team are not reacting. What is clear, at least in this example, is that the
instructions were practically adequate for that task as realised through the lift being
completed on time, and confirmed through the organisation of the lower. We might,
then, suggest that in this coordinated doing the category device 'team' is both produced and available to its staff. Seamless.
This, of course, is not to say that 'bad lifts' do not happen. It is worth noting that
I have seen very few 'bad lifts' in four years with the team, and all of them during
training exercises. As noted above, of what a 'bad lift' consists is oriented to the
perspective and safety of the casualty. In training scenarios I have observed – and
experienced, as casualty – what might be called 'fast lifts' by novices. Across these
cases, it seems that when the instruction is delivered quickly, and particularly when
the lift instruction is formulated as "one, two, three, lift", a quick lift will follow.
Being raised rapidly from the ground when you have no control over what happens
to you can be a little disconcerting.
Returning to the training scenario at hand, what might be called a 'mis-cued' lift
occurs after a brief rest is taken. Whilst CC coordinated the first lift in delegating
responsibilities to team members who, in the doing of these tasks, have an equal
and shared categorial status, in what follows we see how different locations around
the stretcher, and particularly the position at the head of stretcher, is highly relevant
for the coordination of further lifts and lowers away from the cas-site. In other
words, the 'lift's work' is sequential and categorially ordered in and through the very
intersection of 'turn-generated categories' and 'category-generated turns' (Watson
2015) as well as what I call 'locatively-generated categories'. As described below,
this offers the possibility of moving forward with Lena Jayussi's (1984:36) earlier
observations regarding the generative character of places and their contexted particulars.
3.3. Good enough lifts, turn-allocation,
and locatively-generated categories
The lifting of the stretcher takes place within an ongoing course of activity organised around evacuating the casualty from the scene. The work of carrying the
stretcher – interspersed as it is with lowers and lifts – relies upon categorisational
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practices for the organisation of that work. As briefly introduced above, the coordination of activities around the stretcher is done in orientation to the casualty/stretcher itself and, primarily, in relation to the 'head' and 'feet' of casualty
which are themselves oriented to the terrain. For reasons primarily relating to comfort and the circulation of blood, it is important that the casualty is either level or
'head up'. The physical handling of the stretcher might thus be said to be handled
linguistically. The 'stretcher' forms what might be called a physical categorisation
device in itself, with a collection of (spatial) categories, and emergent 'rules of application' for the relevancy of those categories. So whilst categories of 'head' and
'feet' are mapped from the body of the casualty to the stretcher and its physical
design, the spatial contexted particulars are also generative for the mapping and
ordering of the activities of the team as what Garfinkel (2002) called 'oriented objects'. The stretcher is, thus, made a constantly spatially-oriented and spatially-orienting object.
In the next scene (Fig. 5) we see the attempted organisation of the lift by the
member positioned at the head of the stretcher ('Rob'). The significance of the 'head
of stretcher' category is a formal professional designation relating to a standard procedure that the member at the head will 'call the lift' – they can see all the other
members around the stretcher as well as monitoring the casualty. The categorial
designation for the calling of the lift is purely locative: whoever is in that position
will be expected to take, or be given, command of the lift. In this sense – as least as
far as the formal procedure goes – the issuing of the lift instructions is, by turns,
what we might call a locatively-generated category-bound activity, as well as a category-generated turn (Watson 2015).

Figure 5: Miscued 'good' lift

The excerpt begins shortly after the team member in the white helmet, Chris, positioned at the side of the stretcher, has 'taken charge' of the situation by issuing the
instruction for lowering the stretcher in order to take a rest. It is in an awkward
position where the corner of the steps prevents it from being placed fully on the
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floor. After a short time, the team begin organising for the next lift and to move off
again. The beginning of the lift phase is marked by some competition for the floor
and for the control of the lift sequence. It begins with an "OK" from Rob at the head
of the stretcher position. There is then a second "OK" from another team member,
before Rob attempts to control the floor and begin the lift proper with a more explicit "on me". The 'on me', issued as it is from the 'head of stretcher' position, is
hearable as a self-selection for projecting the next activity-turn: the issuing of the
lift instructions.
Following the 'on me', Chris continues to produce elements of the institutionally
preferred sequence of the lift with a turn checking if anyone is not ready at the start
of the sequence (Fig. 5, panel 1). This is a standard turn, designed specifically to
disprefer a response and is usually issued by the 'head of stretcher' member prior to
giving the instructions for the lift/lower. If silence follows then the lift can commence, but in this instance there is some 'faff' going on at the end of the stretcher
concerning a strap and its positioning (Fig. 5, panel 2; straps are for carrying in
certain occasions but can also form a trip hazard). It is possible that, given his location on the stretcher, it is the faffing with the strap that occasions Chris to issue the
"is anyone not ready?" turn, although it might also be read – given that he had previously issued the command for lower from the side position – as displaying seniority in the taking control of the situation (indeed, Chris is the most senior member
of the stretcher party).
Once the strap is secured, Rob then resumes control of the lift process in full this
time, re-stating the readiness question and offering, as we saw above, the pre-figuring of the command-to-come (Fig. 5, panel 3). In this occasion, the pre-figuring
is treated as the instruction and the team lift on the pre-formulation of 'lift'. A 'good'
lift is produced at the 'wrong' time (Fig. 5, panel 5). Still, the lift is 'good': that is,
the lift was not dangerous, uneven, or too fast. In and through the shared laughter,
and through Rob continuing to produce the countdown to the lift, the mis-cued lift
is treated as a trivial matter yet also recognised and topicalised as a 'mistake' (Fig.
5, panel 6).
In the following excerpts (Fig. 6 and 7), the team are preparing to move the
stretcher around another series of a number of awkward corners. The first stage
(Fig. 6) concerns the lifting of the stretcher, whilst also arranging team members in
such a way that the stretcher can be passed, not carried, up and around the awkward
corner: a manoeuvre referred to as 'hand-over-hand'.
In this case, the Party Leader (PL) is in full control of the scenario, which has to
do both with seniority and, perhaps, the awkwardness of the positioning meaning
there is no clear 'head of stretcher' to whom control can be delegated (Fig. 6, panel
1). Indeed, the following sequence demonstrates a different sort of 'control' over the
actions of the team and formulation of the lift itself. PL begins the coordination of
the lift phase not via the formalised calls seen in the previous excerpts, but through
closely monitoring and directing the attention of specific team members: the occasioned by the 'faffing' with a strap (Fig. 6, panels 2, 3) where the team member in
question is tapped on the shoulder (Fig. 6, panel 2) and the second by a member
asking the casualty if they are "good" (Fig. 6, panel 4). The joke regarding ignoring
the casualty is responded to by the team with joint laughter, over which PL quickly
gives a compressed formulation (relative to the other cases) and the lift is performed.
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Figure 6: Another 'good' lift

To continue into the hand-over-hand phase (Fig. 7), team members must organise
themselves such that there are always members ahead of the stretcher to pass it to.
As made clear in the instructions issued by PL (Fig. 7, panel 1), the solution is that
once the stretcher has passed your hands, you must 'peel out up to the head'.

Figure 7: Coordinating hand-over-hand

The timing of the moving of the team members must be coordinated with the movement of the stretcher. Sometimes this is a simple matter of walking around the
stretcher; at other times, as in this training scenario, it might require scrambling up
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steep banks to get 'to the head' (Fig. 7, panel 2 and 3). It is awkward and requires
some negotiation of 'firsts' and 'seconds' in terms of moving on the muddy bank
(Fig. 7, panel 1). Note again that 'feet and 'head' are central locative categories that
orient the stretcher in the landscape – 'the head' is the 'front' in this instance because
the stretcher is being carried up hill – as well as the team's movements around it.
The execution of the 'hand-over-hand' passing the stretcher relies upon and produces the dynamic populating of the spatial and locative categories of 'head' and
'feet' and 'side' with tied actions of 'passing' and 'receiving' whilst 'spare' members
are involved in moving to the head. In Fig. 7, for example, we see Rob move from
'feet' (Fig. 7, panel 1) to 'head' (Fig. 7, panel 4). The operation of the hand-to-hand
process is akin to the embodied sequential-categorial order of the formatted queue,
yet has a more dynamic, 'rolling' rather than step-wise, mobile order.
The spatial category 'head', when combined with 'front', selects the member as
the suitable person to make the questioning and assessment as to the walkability of
the upcoming terrain (Fig. 7, panel 4). The turn-taking here between PL and the
front of the stretcher displays both the perceptual availability of the terrain for those
at the head, and the decision making being done by PL. The decision to "have a
little walk" indexes the assessment that the terrain poses no additional difficulties.
This is followed by an instruction to those at the "downhill left side" position to
keep the stretcher level (Fig. 7, panel 5). Note, again, that the locative category
selects those members who are to act on the instruction. Some difficulties with the
organisation of bodies continues (verbalised through the "oop sorry") and the phase
ends with Rob telling the two members ahead of him in the hand-over-hand chain
to move up as the stretcher is being walked (Fig. 7, panel 6). Again, these are not
necessarily specialised tasks, but are accomplished and allocated in situ in categoryrelevant ways. Something more of this work is described further in the next section
relating to the occasioned verbalisation and categorisation of the terrain.
3.4. Verbalising landscape in the carry off's work
Just as the lifting and lowering of the stretcher gets done within the wider sequential-categorial landscape of the organisation of the carry off and the team's structure
and activities, the evacuation takes place within an physical landscape that is, in
turn, categorisable, which is to say perceivable, in different ways relevant for the
task at hand (see also Hester/Francis 2003; Smith 2019). To be clear, beyond the
lifts and lowers, carrying the stretcher is an awkward task. The Bell stretcher alone
weighs around 27kg, then there is the casualty, additional insulation and any medical equipment, such as Entonox or oxygen bottles. Up to eight team members will
have to fit themselves around the stretcher, and walking is awkward – pacing and
not stepping on the member in front's foot, in particular – even on open ground.
Visibility is limited for all but those at the front of the stretcher.
In the following section, I describe how the movement of the stretcher occurs
within a landscape that is 'talked in to relevancy' in and through the constant communication between the team, and how the movements of the team and stretcher do
not take place within a landscape but, rather, with it. What that 'with' consists of is
observable in the handling of the stretcher. The landscape is 'the stretcher's landscape', as occasioned in and through categories and devices accomplished-in-use in
the course of the carry off's work.
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Figure 8: Verbalising terrain

As with the organisation of the lift, the first turns in the sequence mark and draw
attention to the next activity – in this case 'moving off'. Again we see how instructional turns are taken by team members who are relatively more senior than the
present congregation and, whilst one is close by and one is on the stretcher, neither
are 'at the head' (Fig. 8, panel 1). Following the coordination between the stretcher
members, PL, as before, formulates the broader trajectory for the team and the
stretcher and decides that the terrain is 'walkable' (this is also communicated over
radio by another party member (Fig. 8, panel 2)). On moving off, there is a minimal
'response cry' from Rob at the head of the stretcher, rendering the terrain as relevant
and accountable, and, specifically, as "slippy". The descriptor animates the terrain
in a highly specific way for those that follow. At this point, however, the members
toward the rear of the stretcher are not encountering the 'slippy' area but are, instead,
concerned with manoeuvring around some other object on the right-hand side, requiring that the 'front' members move slower to "give people a chance to get round"
it (Fig. 8, panel 3). Here the request "slower" from the member toward the rear of
the stretcher is issued and heard as relating to the relative paces of the categories
'front' and 'back'. In this sense, whilst the stretcher party act as a whole, they pass
through the terrain sequentially, with the 'front', 'side', and 'rear' members encountering different difficulties at different times. The communication between members is designed to manage this collective, differentiated, mobility. As the stretcher
movement progresses, PL confirms a specific, rather than general (as in Fig. 8,
panel 2), destination for the stretcher (Fig. 8, panel 5) which is responded to by a
team member on the front left-hand side instructing that the party should "keep over
to the left" and the member at the head checking in that the pace is good, presumably
inquiring as to the projected pace from that point to the destination.
Something similar occurs with the encounter of the "big rock on the right-hand
side" (Fig. 8, panel 4). There are repeated verbalisations of the relevancy of the
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rock, passed from the front down the right-hand side of stretcher party. In a manner
similar to that shown in studies of driving there is something like a perceptual 'division of labour' in operation here, as seen between driver and passenger(s). As
noted above, however, the distinction is that stretcher party members pass the rock
at different points in the trajectory of the stretcher, in a way defined by their position
on it. This is clearly seen in the final stage of the excerpt (Fig. 8, panel 6). As the
stretcher continues forward, the member on the left directs them to move a little bit
further to the left. Rob, at the head of the stretcher issues a 'strain grunt' (Keevallik/Ogden 2020) which is accountably observed and immediately topicalised by the
members behind him who issue, in turn, warnings relating to the 'big step up' that
the strain grunt indexes and will be reached, in turn, by them.
Here we have seen something of members' producing and orienting to activities
and context as a gestalt contexture. The terrain is accountable both in terms of the
gross decisions between 'walking' or 'hand-over-hand' as 'culturally-based' (Watson
1999:52), occasioned action-categories, and the fine grained topicalisation of various aspects of the landscape that require attention, at different times, as they are
encountered and passed by the members of the stretcher party. In just this way, and
in just this instance, 'hand-over-hand' is indexical to a gestalt contexture of location
and the activities that are to be done there, organised, as they are, in the categorial
ways described above: locatively-generated in relation to the oriented and orientating stretcher. The terrain is thus jointly accomplished as the landscape in which to
perform activities of lifting, lowering, walking or hand-over-hand, but also occasions those activities. As remarked above, the landscape is accomplished as the
'stretcher's landscape' in and through the work of the carry off.
4. Conclusion
This article has described something of the ways in which human-assisted mobility
is organised in and as the context of mountain rescue work. In particular it has aimed
to draw out how instructed and situated actions are categorially organised both in
terms of relevant institutional categories of the team but also, more significantly, in
and through occasioned, context-specific, locatively-generated and spatial-categorisations oriented to the stretcher and verbalisations of landscape features. The character of the division of labour within mountain rescue evacuations – at least in the
less technical practices described herein – thus forms a perspicuous setting for the
further elucidation of the situated accomplishment of the 'categorial technologies'
(Fitzgerald et al. 2017) beyond narrower concerns with person description. Such
categorisation practices as those described above appear to provide one way to advance ethnomethodological inquires into the actual, rather than theoretical, organisation of gestalt contexture as a 'live' and 'dynamic', 'kaleidoscopic whole' (Watson
2015). Indeed, a key significance here is avoiding the pitfalls of separating interaction from context and or the environment in which interactions are considered to
take place 'within'. Occasioned categorisations of persons and specific locations are
mutually elaborative, and their intersection, as calibrated within specific activities,
is a pivotal yet relatively under examined aspect of the members' 'live apparatus' for
the organisation of routine and specialised tasks. Importantly, it seems that locatively-generated categories are not only 'yielded by the setting' (Garfinkel 2002;
Watson 2015) in a general sense, but are tied to specific 'parts with names' of an
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assembled scene (Sacks 1995[I]; Smith 2020). In this way, such categories constitute the setting in highly context specific ways that, in this case, orient to the spatial
orientation of the stretcher and casualty. It seems fair to assume that other situations
and activities are also organised in and through such locatively-generated categories, devices, and their locally produced 'rules of application'.
In the work of the stretcher carry, we see that the categories are generated in
relation to positions around the stretcher which can be filled by any member. The
lifting of the stretcher is, as a structured yet shifting whole, organised in terms of
distinct yet interrelated phases that orient the attention of the members around the
stretcher to the lifting of the stretcher. This is describable as a formal sequential
structure and can be specified in a manual. What is perhaps missing from such a
formulation is a sense of how that sequential structure is staffed in Garfinkel's
(2002) sense. That question is, in part, answerable in relation to the spatial and locative categories which are both generated by members position in relation to the
stretcher but also in the methods that are produced and found at the scene for the
lift's organisation. In the case of this training exercise, designed as it was for relatively new recruits, the activities are of an order that 'anyone can do them'. What
then to say of those concerns outlined at the beginning of the paper? What recommendations to make when it seems that in this particular instance of quasi-professional human assisted mobility formalised instructions are perhaps not required for
the execution of a 'good lift'? What seems clear is that whilst a 'good lift' can be
accomplished so long as the communication is clear (as with the lift in Fig. 6),
overlapping claims for the floor during the initial phases of the lift (as seen in Fig.
5), where it seems locatively-generated categories (i.e. 'head of stretcher') compete
with others from the 'team' device relating to seniority (of either experience or rank),
are sources for potentially 'bad lifts'. In a similar sense, whilst the formulation of
the lift/lower instructions themselves can seemingly be done in a variety of ways,
deviation from them produces at least the potential for confusion (as observed in
Fig. 1). As noted above, whoever gives the instruction, the rhythm of the issued
instructions are relevant to the timing and speed of the lift/lower. The lift instructions seem to be treated as the 'metronome' for the lift and so members need to be
aware of the prosody of their instructing. The issuing of fixed instructions each next
first time seems to provide for some reduction of potential confusion, in an environment where the allocation of who gives the instruction remains dynamic and
may have to be decided in situ. What is clear throughout the excerpts and, indeed,
the wider set of materials that inform this article (see also Smith 2020), is the extent
to which the team are constantly monitoring and checking in with each other, and
directly topicalising their own practices on the move. Over and above the concern
with the form of the instructions for the lift/lower, perhaps the centrally instructional matters for the team are the ways in which 'teamwork' is visibly accomplished
in the various phases of the carry off described herein.
In moving toward a conclusion, we might note that 'team' has operated in this
article as an unexamined context for the activities. These activities are the 'team's
activities', yes, but we might also consider how producing the coordination of these
movements in formalised ways finds that 'team' is locally, contingently, and ongoingly produced and oriented to as an omni-relevant device; a device displayed by,
and informing, generic activities of 'lifting', 'lowering', 'walking', 'carrying' in highly
specific, mountain rescue relevant ways. The doings of the team do not 'belong' to
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the team in a general ethnographic sense (see Moerman 1974) but are the team-inaction. So, even though the lifts, carries, and handling of the stretcher can be produced in generic ways – perhaps attending to little more than health and safety
guidelines for lifting heavy objects – an active members' inquiry into just how those
practices should get done in any given context, provides for a perspicuous setting
for the team members to produce, for another next first time, their membership of
the team and the locally produced work of mountain rescue as their work.
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